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PREFACE.

NEARLY nine years ago I published a small treatise, entitled
' The Soul/ which

was designed as an Essay towards putting Theology on its true basis. In the

following pages an attempt is made considerably in advance of the former.

Naturally the general outlines are the same; but on some points a careful

reader will discover variations which it is not important here to specify. Nine

years of closer acquaintance with the noblest kind of (self-entitling) Atheism,

have enabled me, 1 trust, to express more simply and truly the strength of

Theism.

As to the Form of the present Work, I will only say that (after experi-

ments of a commoner style) it was adopted for reasons which seemed to me

adequate, but which it is unavailing to produce. Tn a matter of taste, those

who are not satisfied without argument are seldom convinced by argument.

December, 1857.
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THEISM,

DOCTRINAL AND PRACTICAL.

VIRTUE is Man's highest good,

Justice the chief virtue between man and man.

Truth makes sure the instincts of Virtue;

Free Thought is needed for the search of Truth.

Man has a mind for Virtue and Truth,

As truly as limbs for useful Labour,

And Labour and Virtue arc close akin.

Labour of head or Labour of hand

Are needful to health of mind and body.

Either Labour is noble and right ;

No rightful Labour ought to be debasing.

*

Freedom to be virtuous is for ever man's right ;

And whatever or whoever forbids it, is vicious.

Never can Society be propped by Vice,

For all Vice is weakness and rottenness.

Civilization must breed noble citizens :

Degraded classes never build it up,

But always undermine and ruin it.

Degradation is unnatural, and therefore unnecessary.



THEISM.

Man's higher Instinct leads to lofty aspiration,

To generous sentiment and boundless desire.

Till he seeks and finds the Author of his Soul.

In seeking for him he perfects his virtue,

By finding him he is made strong within,

And being strong he strengthens his brethren.

For to aid the weak is the duty of the strong,

And thus Virtue within becomes Justice without.

Women are weakest and women most need defence,

Yet in Christian cities they are trampled under foot,

Through the league between Mammon and spurious Policy.

Nor do Time and Progress in wealth and science

Lessen or soften the hideous curse ;

For no one attempts to prevent or punish,

While souls and bodies are trafficked in.

When Woman is duly honoured and homes are purified,

And Fiery Drink is withheld from the weak in mind,
And the traffickers in Sin are pursued as Felons,

And Truth is open-mouthed, and Thought is Free ;

God shall soon bless the land with blessings undreamed of.

Labour shall be honoured and enmity of classes cease,

Poverty shall be light-hearted, Pauperism shall wane,

Beggary and Roguery shall be trades extinct,

The jails and the houses of the Insane shall be idle,

Health shall be robuster and Orphanhood rare,

Orphans shall meet new love in families,

Youth shall be reared to pure thought, pure fancy,

High hope, high desire ad tender piety.

Religion shall grow wise and Knowledge religious,

Atheism shall waste away, and Selfishness learn to blush,

And God shall be our God and we will be his people.



FIRST BOOK.

THE THEORY OF RELIGION.

Animal Instinct.

To know thoroughly the passions and emotions of animals,

Is a study vast and various to the learned naturalist.

Yet even the common mind and the untutored savage

In every age and land discerns and marvels at Instinct ;

Observes the clever beaver, the provident ant and bee,

Maternal affections and maternal solicitudes.

Closer observation everywhere shows to the more thoughtful,

That a wisdom higher than the animal's guides the animal.

The hen who sits upon eggs to hatch her chickens,

Sits also on strange eggs or on eggs of chalk ;

Nor will any one assert that in her silly brain

Is knowledge to foresee the issue of her long patience.

That the instinct is blind, by which animals are multiplied,

And that male parents have no longings for a noble posterity,

Perhaps no one hitherto, sane or insane, has questioned.

The geometry is celebrated, which constructs the honeycell,

Husbanding the wax with scientific thrift,

Yet none imagine that the bee is mentally a geometer :

Nor, when the salmon of the briny sea, untaught by parents,

Struggle up sweet torrents and leap the lashers,

Will it be thought that they know the true purposes of their pilgrimage.

In these and in very many other instincts of animals

Mankind discerns a Mind higher than of the animal,

Which plans and decrees, and orders a beautiful world ;

A Mind assuredly not lodged in the narrow animal brain,

Nor born with its organs, nor decaying with its death ;

B 2



4 THEOEY OF RELKHON.

A Mind, visible as directly as each man's mind to his fellow,

Yet not restricted to the limits of a visible body,

Nor otherwise dependent on any known organism.

So false is the assertion strangely current with some men,
That "Experience shows us mind nowhere except in Brains."

Contrariwise, Experience of every animal existence

Displays abundantly on all sides Mind that urges the brute,

Exterior, older, higher and overruling.

That this Mind is moral, is not clear from the instincts of brutes ;

And those who study these alone, might rest as Pantheists,

Discerning a World- Spirit, mighty, wise and provident,

Yet not ascribing to him approval of human virtue.

But Atheism which denies all higher mind whatsoever,

And pretends that Thought is limited to tangible organs,

Starts from arbitrary falsehood, and has no standing ground.
Man's lower instincts, equally as those of brutes,

Even when unchecked by man's wisdom, are subject to a higher wisdom,

Which overrules ferocity, ambition and pride,

As in the wars of savages, heartless as wolves or lions.

Yet out of fierceness rises the dominion of Energy,
And the most energetic tribes are otherwise the noblest :

Thus the noblest bear rule, and mankind is advanced,

Even before Conscience has ripened to guide them to a better way.
And in the infancy of self-consciousness, man dimly sees God,
A God of wisdom and of energy, a God of war,

Nor can Atheism ever take root in the intellect, though barbaric :

So plain and so striking are the proofs of superior Mind,
And of the Power which guides and rules, as Lord of life.

Hitman Instincts.

Wild men yield themselves to the guidance of instinct,

And gratify impulse as they have might and means.

Then instinct fights against instinct and force against force,
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Until self-restraint is imposed by necessity and by shame :

And from suffering rises M'isdom, which puts forth novel precepts,

And separates the instincts into baser, nobler, and noblest,

And honours the higher, and sets limits for the lower.

Then profligates are punished, and patriot warriors are praised,

And the sage and the artizan have their several meed of estdem.

False prophets haply arise then, to teach ascetic follies,

As though man, by ceasing to be man, could come nearer to God,

And earn the favour of the Highest by sacrificing nature.

But the stoutest souls of mankind and the loftiest minds everywhere
Scorn to be crippled and mutilated as victims for God's altar

;

And know that what is meaner, or is meanest, or is highest,

Has each its place in the world, rightful and needful.

But afterward come philosophers, who study the world of matter,

Who are wise about the body and its influence on the mind,

Who are skilled in science and in knowledge multifarious,

And from honest love of truth long to explode delusion.

When they find the nations beguiled by a hundred superstitions,

They pity men's ignorance ; and to cure our follies, they say :

" Listen not to priests, who forbid the pious to marry,

Who make merit of fasting, who bid you to renounce vanities,

Who talk against riches, and against enjoyment of ear and eye ;

As though the senses were impure, and affection blamable,

The indulgence of taste a weakness, and ease ignominious.

Wherever enjoyment is lawful, enjoy ye with a good conscience.

Of one instinct only take heed and beware ye, for it is dangerous,

The instinct of religion, which seeks after God.

Cripple it, crush it, tear it out by the roots
;

For from it have come wars and controversies and exclusions

And heartburnings endless
;
but Truth it will never reach."

Instinct is but a dumb pointer ; this know we very well :

It cannot guide reasonings, nor frame thought into sentences,

Nor interpret its own movements, nor verify its suggestions :

The work of establishing Truth falls alway to the Intellect.

But take away the instincts, and man has no desire,

No passion, no emotion, no approvals and no will.
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No material can remain to be carved into moral science,

Sharp tool as the mind may be, if moral instinct be destroyed.

And the instinct of religion is the noblest of them all,

The bravest, the most enduring, the most fruitful in mighty deeds,

The source of earliest grandeur, unitress of scattered tribes ;

Even in the crudeness of its infancy, when unpurified by Science,

Yet teeming with civilization, with statesmanship, with letters,

Mistress of all high art, and parent of glorious martyrs.

And if from it have come wars and bigotries and cruelties,

Through infantine hot-headedness and unripeness of the mind,
We take your aid, O sceptics ! to purge it from all such evils,

And kindly honour we pay to you for your battles against superstition :

Yet the very evils ye deplore, prove religion's mighty energy
And the grasp deeply seated which she has within human hearts.

Nor may we esteem your philosophy, when you uphold the lower instincts,

And praise tasteful enjoyment, and all the pleasures of sense,

And the sweetness of human love, and the ease of wealth and luxury ;

Yet are fain to blot out and quench the highest instinct of man,
Life to his purest morals, feeder of his noblest hopes,

Fountain of his deepest joy, and centre of his richest love.

jFree mill

Religion is an absurdity, if Duty be a fiction ;

And Duty is a fiction, if man has no choice,

If he is but a machine, a helpless slave of fate,

A straw driven by the wind, a puppet pulled by strings.

Broad common sense knows that all this -is folly;

And yet many acute men, wishing to be philosophic,

Talk high of Necessity, and deny man's freedom ;

Sometimes perhaps involved in controversy of words,

And maintaining as their own what belongs alike to all :

Yet often also asserting what is wholly false,

And what, if true, would make Moral Effort impossible.
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One may read from able writers, that the uniformity of crime,

Which year after year is yielded in steady crop,

Disproves man's freedom and shows the crimes to be inevitable.

The Averages (say they) are relentless : France every year claims

Her fixed tribute of murders, of suicides, of burglaries,

Of thefts, of forgetfulness, so many from men, so many from women.

By this
" marvellous and unexpected

"
result of " Positive

"
statistics

All older morals and metaphysics (they think) are overthrown,

And that in the "law of the Averages" constraint of the Will is deep written.

But the result is not marvellous, nor at all unexpected :

From a nation that changes slowly assuredly we expect

That alike its vice and virtue should show equability.

But let some prophet's voice awaken new virtue in the people,

And quickly the Averages will sink with the change in morals.

Or is it forsooth imagined, that if one man will not sin,

This causes another to sin, because "the Averages are relentless"?

He who believes this, let him believe that in a weather-glass

The rise of the quicksilver causes a serener sky.

No one at all pretends that Free Will guides all action,

Nor can our doctrine be refuted by refuting that notion.

Many actions of man, as of other animals, are instinctive,

Born of casual desire, or prompted by habit,

Without moral choice or even moral debate.

Also the fulness of Freedom belongs only to adult virtue.

Habits of evil conduct enchain the Will,

And little Free Will against a vice is kept by its votary.

Infants moreover, like to brutes, are but drawn by desire,

And the child only by degrees ascends into moral action.

In all imperfect virtue the power of the Will has its limits
;

For it may be overcome, until Virtue is loved as the chief good :

Hence the worldly-minded have believed, that every man has his price,

Only, the virtuous are more cunning and haggle for greater payment.
But against such base follies we disdain to reason ;

Follies, which it behoves the Necessarian to refute.

That belief in Freedom is instinctive, Necessarians do not deny,

Nor can they themselves shake it off, while they assert Necessity.
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They praise and they censure ; they talk of Virtue, and of what Ought to have been.

But if only one way is possible, and there is no room for choice,

Then nothing ought to have been, but that which has been
;

Nor is it virtuous, but only necessary, as a Planet's path.

To praise it or to blame it, to exhort to greater speed,

Or to a change of course, would be simple absurdity.

But man must renounce both his instinct and his virtue,

If he may not praise and blame and exhort himself or others,

And believe in Duty, in Right and Wrong, and in Desert.

Nor do Necessarians ever talk of the virtue of brute animals.

They neither call wolves unjust, nor dogs virtuous :

Yet, if their theory be correct, men and brutes are alike unmoral,
Nor is it more improper to call a wolf than a man unjust.

Was there ever any reasonable theory of the Universe,

But presumed a harmony between Nature and man's faculties ?

Any which taught that our faculties are tools of delusion ?

Sense truly may err, and Reasonings deceive us,

Nor is Instinct infallible, but we are fallible on all sides.

But the faculties must be believed, except when disproved,

Else no window of the mind is open on the world without ;

Else the world is but a dream, the reflection of our thoughts,
And truth is unattainable and philosophy superfluous,

And those sceptics were wise, who knew that nothing could be known,
And were certain of their own uncertainty, and uncertain of all beside.

Such is the only issue, if freedom of choice is a dream,
If all action is necessary and self-guidance impossible.

The impugners of Free Will say that action is predetermined

By circumstance, by motive, and by previous state of mind
;

But their word is not confirmed, it is denied, by Experience.

When temptation assaults the heart in which virtue is weak,

It may be that the tempted yields to the seduction at once.

But often the soul hovers awhile in perplexed hesitation,*

Fearing to sin, yet drawn by desire, distracted doubtfully.

While this distraction abides, neither side of motives is stronger,

* This argument from hesitation is well developed in Mr. H. Button's '

Quinqucnergia ;' an eccen-

tric book, studded with passages of great beauty and power, and of high moral value.
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Neither that which seduces, nor that which urges rightfully.

If one side were stronger already, action would ensue at once,

As the needle must at once swerve to the stronger magnet :

But which set of motives shall be stronger, the Mind is deciding.

Motives are- not like magnets, a force unchanging ;

Their force varies often with the same man from day to day :

And when the tempted decides, he assigns to them their respective force,

Settled by his own Free Choice ; through which he becomes worse or better.

Surely in the struggles of the tempted and their long hesitation

Experience disproves Necessity and displays man's Freedom.

Freedom of choice is a belief needful to the moral sense,

To right and wrong, and to practical daily virtue.

For, could it be disbelieved, no man would strive bravely

To conquer harmful temptation and indolent desire.

When a prisoner knows that his bands are too strong to break,

No valiant effort will he make against their constraint ;

And the bondsman of this doctrine, while he really believes it,

Will yield to the forces which he supposes irresistible,

And will act as a wise man or as a fool or as a profligate,

As the better desires or the worse may happen to prevail.

No virtue can be militant, progressive, encroaching,

Except during the moments when man believes himself Free.

Also, when man has sinned, Conscience attacks him

With chidings, with reproach, or with bitter remorse ;

And homely wisdom demands contrition of offenders,

And mercy pities the contrite and forgives his evil.

Likewise, the stability and the tenderness of virtue,

Its vigour and its sweetness, are fostered by those rich juices,

That ooze up from the heart which contrition has wounded and healed.

Yet if we have no Free Choice, contrition is an absurdity,

A vain self-torment, a pitiable delusion :

The sinner could not help sinning, and insanely blames himself!

And are Man and Morals matched in a wedding of falsehood ?

Can the doctrine of Free Will be needful to praise and blame,

Needful to exhortation, to repentance, to self-conscious effort,

Needful to virtue's tenderness, needful to our heart of hearts,
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And yet be vain superstition, which philosophy will explode ?

Or has God so made man, that he cannot help believing delusion,

And vainly tormenting himself more, the more he seeks to be virtuous ?

Poor is that philosophy, which scorns our inward convictions,

And would tangle nature in a maze of absurdity,

If we must take shelter in false theory to escape foolish practice.

|Ean antr

The sage of Athens who first made Morals a philosophy,

Had abandoned in despair the ungrateful study of Physics ;

Because students on opposite sides taught things incongruous,

Being related, one to another, as madman to madman.

For some thought the Universe to be single, others that it was infinite in number ;

Some, that everything was in motion ; others, that motion was impossible ;

Birth and Death seemed to some to go on always, to others never.

Socrates therefore wondered, that to the thoughtful it was not manifest,

How impossible it is to man to attain Truth in Physics.

But what things are moral, what the Gods have purposed and approve,

On this he judged that a wise man should bestow his study.

Some philosophers of modern times would reverse his doctrine.

They abandon in despair the ungrateful study of Religion ;

Because students on opposite sides teach things incongruous,

Being related, one to another, as madman to madman.

For some think the Church to be single, others that it is infinite in number ;

Some, that the Pope is infallible, others that infallibility is impossible ;

Miracles seem to some to go on in every age, to others never.

These philosophers therefore wonder, that to the thoughtful it is not manifest,

How impossible it is to man to attain Truth in Religion.

But what things are tangible, measurable, ponderable, computable,
On this they judge that a wise man should bestow his study.

Both the one and the other enact arbitrary exclusion,

If the same God made the outer world and made the human heart.

He who studies the forces of Planets, studies a force of God ;
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And he who studies the energies of Conscience, studies an energy of God.

Each is a Divine study, each is a Theology.

All knowledge is partial, and ignorance is everywhere infinite :

If man cannot know God wholly, neither can he wholly know himself.

Complete knowledge is not given to us, but partial knowledge is given,

Alike in Physics and in Morals and in the spiritualism of Theology ;

Such knowledge as suffices for life and godliness.

For moral law is a revealing of inward sentiment,

And God's moral laws are legible both in the heart and in the world
;

And when one knows another's sentiments and powers and ways,

He knows him enough both for confidence and for love.

If Galileo and Kepler had desponded of Truth with Socrates,

Never would they have laid the foundations of modern Physics.

But they had/aiM that roan's mind was made to attain Truth,

And that the Universe was fitly propounded to his study ;

Else never would their patience and zeal have lasted out.

So too, if any one despond of Religious truth,

He enfeebles his own efforts, and is little likely to attain it
;

And such despondency is irrational now,

When Astronomy and Geology have achieved such conquests.
" Oh God ! I think thy thoughts after thee !"

Said Kepler, on getting a small glimpse of a vast theory.

But now that so many of " God's thoughts
"

are revealed

Through ages long past and in the distant heavens,

Beyond Arcturus, beyond the Pleiades,

Before man's birth, and before the mountains were reared ;

Who shall think man's mind uncognizant of God's laws ?

Faith in the harmony of Earth and Heaven has opened Nature,

Faith in the same harmony is the key to Religion.

If the laws of Mechanics which rule on Earth ruled not in Heaven,

Never could physical astronomy have taken its first step,

Nor Newton have revealed Heaven's laws by genius.

And if the laws of Goodness ruling within Man ruled not in Heaven,

Never could moral theology take a single step,

Nor could genius be inspired nor revelation have value.

But if the law of the Conscience is God's command to virtue,
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Then the same law of Goodness rules in Heaven and in Earth
;

And by the study of Goodness we learn the mind of God,
As from action on Earth's surface we learn the Mechanics of Heaven.

Light is natural to the Eye, and the Eye improves under Light,
So Truth is natural to the Mind, and the Mind improves under Truth.

But the student of Goodness must himself become good,
So far at least as to choose Goodness for his best portion.
If base passion or worldliness is allowed to domineer,
No man can gaze steadily at Purity and at God.

And then perhaps he despairs of religious truth,

And moralizes on man's feebleness and limited faculties,

So unfitted to fathom the Divine and to know the Eternal !

He who would watch the stars, the planets and their satellites,

Must keep his instruments in good state and use them to advantage,
And must interpret their indications with sound good sense,

With a mind mature and simple, unpreoccupied by superstition.
And he who would study the morals and government of God,
Must purify his conscience and apply it wisely,
And must interpret its indications with sound good sense,

With a mind mature and simple, unpreoccupied by superstition.
The pure in heart will always know something of God,
But from the perfection of the whole mind is the unveiling of religious certainties.

ffiotr m Conscience.

In the Sun and Moon and Stars is an ever-acting energy,
In the Tides arid in the Sea Currents and in the running Rivers,
In the Clouds, in the Oceanic Winds, in the Frost and Hail,
In the leaves and buds of the Forest, in the Grasses and in the Seaweed.
This energy is visible to savage and sage, confessed by all :

Atheists call it a Law and Life, Theists hold it to be divine.

There is likewise an energy and active life in every animal,
From oyster and starfish to whale and dog and man,
A vegetative principle in the Animal as truly as in the Tree.
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That force in the animal stomach which brews the juices/

That force in the lungs which blends the air with the blood,

Is vegetative and chemical, as the forces in the leaves of the tree,

Nor can the will of the animal increase or lessen the action.

This energy of life within is ours, yet it is not we :

It is in us, it belongs to us, yet we cannot control it.

It acts without bidding, and when we do not think of it,

Nor will it cease acting at our command, or otherwise obey us.

Atheists call it a Law and a Life, but say that "
it is not a Mind ;

"
It is a brute movement of Nature, a blind eternal force :"

Yet they admit that it exists, and that it is prepotent,

And is a law or force pervading the Universe.

They farther admit, and indeed maintain, and warn us,

That man is apt to conflict with this force within him,

A force eternal, irresistible, certain to defeat him.

Namely, if he practise that which the Law of his health forbids,

The Law will take its vengeance and will despoil him of health,

And he is utterly helpless against the overmastering might.

It is in him, but not of him ; he is subject to it.

The Atheist adds :

" It is Hind, not intelligent or moral/'

But not against the powers of the bodily life only do men fight ;

Often also we call into conflict an inward moral power.

For when we are tempted to sin and follow inclination to evil,

A voice within forbids, and summons us to refrain ;

And if we bid it to be silent, it yet is not still ; it is not in our control.

It acts without our order, without our asking, against our will.

It is in us, it belongs to us, but it is not of MS : it is above us.

Perseverance in evil may deaden our ear or stifle that voice,

If indeed there is wickedness to which Conscience never speaks :

But while it recalls from evil, and reproaches us for evil,

And is not silenced by our effort, surely it is not we :

Yet it is a moral force, such as pervades all moral minds,

Being in you, as it is in me, and as it was in men deceased.

But of what kind is this force, within us, and not in our control ?

Will the Atheist say,
"
It is blind, not intelligent or moral "

?

This would be absurd, opposed to the manifest reality :
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For it is both intelligent and moral, and higher than our sinning will.

Nay, and whosoever defies this inward monitor,

He first suffers pain while fighting an unnatural battle ;

As when one endures the acute pains of bodily disorder.

But next, as disease becomes inveterate and no longer acute,

And organs degenerate, and health is permanently marred
;

So the man, who has fought against the higher inward law,

At length becomes callous and his moral organs are debased,

And his moral health is gone, and the Law takes its revenge.

This energy of the Conscience is in us, above us, and not of us,

It is moral, it is intelligent, it is not we, nor at our bidding ;

It pervades mankind, as one Life pervades the trees ;

It is mighty, it is commanding : and what then is it ?

Let it not be called arbitrary, when the Theist replies :

" The Life which is in all Nature is the Life within every Conscience,*
"
Intelligent, Moral, Mighty, and our natural Lord."

Nay; arbitrary it is not, but rightfully concluded.

The Power to which we ascribe these actions within the Conscience,

Is already known to exist, and to be a Designing Mind,
Seen to us most distinctly in the instincts of animals.

The idea of such a Mind is not suggested first from Conscience,

Is not a "
Hypothesis" imagined to account for the phenomena ;

But its existence was discovered before the Conscience was studied,

Discerned as a fact, equally with the minds of other men.

We descry also its action in all the fitnesses of Nature,

The fitness of the Eye for Light, of Night for Sleep,

With ten thousand other marks of Wisdom and Design.

But this Power, though known to exist, was known imperfectly,

Nor may we ever say that we know all its attributes.

Previously we discovered its mightiness and ruling forethought ;

And now we farther discover its moral will,

As commanding the Right and forbidding us from the Wrong.
The moral nature of God is made sure to us from Conscience alone.

* This form of the argument is taken from a review of Theodore Parker on Atheism etc., which

appeared in the c

Inquirer' (London newspaper) of Nov. 12th, 1853, and is attributed to the pen of

Mr. Eichard Hutton.
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Contemplate further, that when we have descried a superior Mind

Inspiring and guiding the unconscious Bee and Swallow,

A Mind that dictates and governs through regions unlimited ;

It were strange indeed, if this ruling Power so thoughtful

Confined its cares and commands to the lower animals.

Nay, but if it inspires maternal cares in the Hen,
The same Mind inspires maternal love in the Woman.
And all would expect, even before studying Conscience,

That a Power which overrules all the lower instincts,

Must exert some rule also amid the higher,

And act upon Conscience, if it act for Maternal Love.

Thus beforehand the thing is to be expected by good sense,

And afterward observation exhibits it in fact ;

Whereby the argument answers the severest claims of Science.

Nor need any one wonder, that, whereas men of every age

Have believed in the activity of superior Mind,
A belief characteristic of the human species,

So too the wisest have always, in some measure and degree,

Ascribed to that Mind a moral will and rule.

For God has not left himself unrevealed to man ;

And it is no newly invented doctrine, but old and widely spread,

That Conscience is to man a voice of God within.

Yet those who have thus taught, (and taught, we see, cogently,)

Never intended to impute to the Conscience infallibility.

Let none imagine that we hold a notion so untenable,

Refuted by facts too numerous and obvious to need mention.

But if the Atheist, avowing that he ill understands the Conscience,

Urge its weakness as inconsistent with our notion of the Divine,

Let him remark, that in truth we are nowise inconsistent,

Who hold life and instinct and conscience to be energies of God,

Alike finite, alike imperfect, alike liable to be choked,

To be weakened or strengthened, or to be in some sense perverted.

The physical life over which we have no control, and which is not we,

Is an energy of God, say we ;
but we say not, it is perfect God ;

None attributes to it omnipotence or other divine perfections.

Nor, the more, does any attribute to conscience divine infallibility.
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The two cases are alike, and this has no more difficulty than that :

For the same reason, ancient men spoke of God's Spirit,

As something short of God himself; as we say Energy and Influence.

Remember also, that close observers have often moralized

On the tender conscience of youth, uncorrupted as yet by the world.

The Experience of life, on which some would found morality,

In no respect tends to communicate the love of goodness,

Generosity, self-sacrifice or other high enthusiasm.

These spiritual powers, and all quick discernment of nobleness,

Seem to be born in the soul from God and brought into the world,

And there far oftener to be deadened than quickened.

Experience informs us what results will come from certain actions,

(Which is not always known beforehand) and explains many details ;

And thus it is necessary, equally with right impulse, for sound judgment,

Yet it cannot of itself give right impulse nor right choice.

Much rather from solitude, from meditation on scenes of beauty,

From adoration of that God whom we recognize as the Power in Conscience,

Than from any observation of the world, is the heart made moral
;

Or if it be strongly moved by teaching and by sympathy,

It is not by that teaching which talks of worldly Experience and Happiness :

It is the voice of the spiritual teacher, who believes in God,

And avows him our inward judge, searching the heart,

That awakens the dull conscience to a sounder morality.

Thus is the doctrine of " God in the Conscience" suitably confirmed.

Spiritual

From the earliest day when Hebrew Psalmists breathed spiritual longings,

(And perhaps much earlier, if Eastern documents were extant,)

It is visible that pious men believed God to answer prayer.

And when so many thousands, from age to age,

In various nations, account prayer to be a spiritual power,

We seem to have their joint attestation of its efficacy,

A valid proof which may be accepted by reasonable bystanders.
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Yet this attestation loses weight with thoughtful minds

Who together with dogmas have dropt the use of Prayer,

And who dread to be fanatical if they yield to inward Instinct ;

It loses weight with them, I say, because the public voice of Churches

Raises petition to the most High for manifold outward good ;

Such petition as cannot without miracle be granted,

And such as makes the common Father a partizan in human strife.

When they see that devotees century after century go on,

Lifting up prayers which undoubtedly receive no reply,

Yet discover not their misplaced toil and their futile hopes ;

Then the philosopher undervalues the attestations of the religious,

If they aver that God strengthens them in reply to spiritual prayer ;

But he holds that the worshipper, heated by excitement, deludes himself,

And, having acted on his own heart, supposes that God has acted on it.

Nor is it easy to give to such men attestations,

Which, as in other science, they must accept as "
experimental proof."

For they cannot themselves make the experiment,

Since they have not the Faith, without which the experiment is void.

Nor can they enter the heart of others who pray,

And take scientific precautions lest the experiment be delusive ;

And measure what was the moral strength before the prayer,

And what accession of strength has come after the prayer.

Nay, and what is more, those prayers, which are printed for all men,

By their very universality least touch the sore places of individuals
;

And the prayers which are most fervent, dcepdrawn and effective,

Are those which each shelters in the recesses of his soul,

And seldom could lay open, even to him or her who is dearest,

Without harm to the simplicity and truthfulness of prayer :

So sacred and so secret is the prayer which is best answered.

Yet this very thing is by the reasoner called Excitement,

And he distrusts the man's judgment of such deep inward facts.

Natural and innocent instinct brings with it its own warrant.

In the agony of fear or of sorrow Prayer will burst forth,

And even if it ask amiss, it yet may have its uses,

Bearing perhaps fruit within which was not asked for.

Much more the prayer which asks inward conformity to God's mind
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Is fully justified to every man by direct Intuition,

When, pressed by spiritual instinct, he unloads bis heart

And pours out complaint, sorrow, desire and hope

To the ear and into the bosom of the Invisible Potentate.

Such prayers need no argument and no apology :

Yet neither do they always accompany the highest spiritual state.

Thanksgiving and Adoration are well called the Breath of the Soul,

Which in man or angel show the acting of spiritual life.

But could we be perfect, we should need no personal Prayer,

Nor is Prayer equally needed at all times and by all men.

Still, each one who knows its value must needs wish to recommend it,

And to remove, if possible, the objections of the oversubtle.

Let us then calmly assay to prove this matter as a THEOREM.

We start with assuming what already has been proved,

That the Conscience above us is an Energy of God within,

Who acts on the soul, through the soul, unbidden,

Just as his vegetative power, unbidden, acts in the body.

He who prays for spiritual strength prays not solely to a God without,

In the stars and in the sun and in the wide ocean,

But to the God whom he discerns speaking to him by conscience,

In him and yet not of him, a superior force.

And as he who fights against conscience resists God within ;

So he who lays low his heart in prayer surrenders to God,

And, so far as man's will reaches, casts down the obstacles,

Which are a screen against the rays of the divine glory j

Not otherwise, than as when one who is dark within his house

Throws open his shutters to admit the ligfct of the sun.

Then by his own proper act he has light and warmth not his own,

Poured out from a foreign source, from the luminary in heaven.

So the man who has opened the window of his heart to God,

(To that God who is in his Conscience,) does naturally receive God's rays.

And if by a mere self-surrender his prayer attains its end,

As, the vanquishing of a temptation or the enlivening of a virtue,

(Which the philosopher thus resolves into a purely human process,)

Even so, no one who believes at all in an inward spiritual God

Can hesitate to affirm that God has answered his prayer.
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But we contend not for words and for empty phraseology.

Call it Conscience or call it God ; if others can perform the same act

And win the same blessing, it is so far not amiss.

But if by calling it mere Conscience they fall out of both prayer and blessing,

Let us not seem obtrusive in grieving at the loss.

One step more must we take, and an important one.

"
Prayer does not only yield to a force already within,

" But draws into us therewith a strengthening of that force."

For if it be admitted that God dwells naturally in the Conscience

And acts on the human spirit by normal natural energy,

As normal and as natural as the other powers of nature,

But moral and spiritual, not a mere blind force ;

While we know that this energy is not naturally constant,

But varies both from man to man, and in the same man from time to time,

And is repressed by obstinate sin and often becomes weaker ;

Dry Reason would expect that to obedience it would grow stronger.

Who then, having faith that God is the fountain of Holiness

And approves of our virtue and enjoins its advancement,

Can doubt, that when we pray and surrender our Worse,

Not only thereby do we welcome the Better that was within,

But the living Source of that Better swells the flood of his presence,

So that the Conscience itself becomes sounder and purer and stronger,

Broadening, deepening, enlivening the inward moral forces ?

Science of Efjings (Dutfoarfc.

Two opposite views are often heard concerning Science,

In its aspect and relation towards God and things divine.

There are some who suppose that the Science of things outward,

Of mechanism, of chemistry, of organic and social life,

Furnishes all the substance for metaphysical and religious truth,

And supersedes by its registrations and observations of Quantity

The inaccurate results grossly supplied by mere consciousness.

They conceive of a Religion that shall be built up out of external facts,

c 2
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Marshalled and measured by Science, and sharply defined,

And see not that such a religion remains ever outside the heart,

Having no sentiment, no self-knowledge, no spiritual access to God.

There are others (partly friends, partly foes of Science,)

Who maintain that Science is deadly to all Religion whatsoever.

And the one wish to establish Science on the ruins of Religion,

The others to fortify Religion by the demolition of Science.

But both are of accord that the two are implacable enemies,

Unable to exist side by side, much less to unite in harmony.

Of these extreme opinions hardly could either be wholly false,

Though neither is wholly true ; nay, each is more false than true.

For the Science of things outward cannot give all Religious knowledge,

Nor yet is it hostile to Religion, but surely to false Religion :

And to think soberly of this matter is of no small value.

The Science of things quantitative gives at once this vast advantage,

(Peculiarly precious for religion and for practical faith,)

An absolute confidence of the mind in the certainty of Truth,

That it is unchangeable, and cannot be tampered with.

This confidence is earned by exercise in Geometry, in Numbers,

In every sort of Calculus, though dry and void of sentiment ;

Also in Mechanics and Astronomy and all the branches of Chemistry,

And in everything called Physics and in the study of Organic Life.

Whereas those whose culture is from Poetry alone and Fine Art,

And from History and from Oratory and from practical Politics,

Are prone to believe in the universal virtue of compromise

And in the absence of fixed laws and in the anarchy of genius,

And to explode as Platitudes all broad moralities.

And their virtue is too superficial, based on shifting opinion

Or on partial expediency, all pliant and unrigid.

But neither Morals nor Religion can attain spiritual vigour

Without Faith in absolute Law, such as Science vehemently teaches.

Science also tears down mercilessly the strongholds of superstition,

And shatters Pagan idols and roots up magic and polytheism,

And clears off choking nuisances, and sends in the free air,

And with confidence in Law gives to men Free Thought,

And proclaims the virtue of Truth, and steels the mind to choose it,
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Though it affront our old prejudices and expose us to men's ill-will.

This again is a vast service performed by Science to Religion,

Which stands by Truth alone, in love of Truth, and by Free Thought.

Lastly, from the great sciences which deal in the Heavens and in Time,

"Which scan the farness of the Stars and the age of the Earth ;

And from the science of Organic Life, which spies into tiny animals

And into the fineness of vegetation, by aid of the microscope ;

We learn how measureless is God's world great and small,

And its vast duration in the ages that are past ;

And imagination spreads wide to clasp ideas so mighty,

And clothes with new grandeur the Ruler of the Universe.

Yea, though his Infinity still shoots beyond imagination,

We gain thoughts less unworthy of him, more manly in growth,

And we drop childish errors, and become nobler in mind,

And our religion grows into manhood, without knowing how or why.
To the moderns have men of science thus been true prophets of God.

So from Science comes to Religion its bony fabric and solidity,

Its simple consistent strength, its harmony and its purity,

Its grandeur and dignity, its universality.

But the science of matter cannot give knowledge of soul,

Nor teach of Free Will and of Habit, of the Conscience, and of Right,

Nor supersede all study of the mind and its actions,

Nor furnish with true sentiment, with right loves and right hatreds,

Nor investigate spiritual phenomena or spiritual laws ;

And cover our bony fabric with flesh, and fill it with life.

These topics may haply be all at length grasped in one New Science,

Aided by the hints of earlier science, and following their clue :

But as Geometry cannot teach Optics, though it give good service,

So neither can all the Physical Sciences together teach Religion.

And he who, thinking himself a philosopher, studies the outer world alone,

Passing by Consciousness and Conscience, the Moral and the Spiritual,

He makes himself but a half-philosopher and does no justice to Truth :

But all Truth is valuable and mutually aiding; for all is harmony in Go 1.
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All Science presumes the accuracy of its informants,

Of the eye, of the ear, of the mind which dictates axioms,

Also of the mind which directs processes of reasoning ;

Or of some useful tool craftily adapted,

The telescope, the barometer, the thermometer, the rain-gauge,

The hygrometer, the microscope, the sextant, the theodolite.

Yet none of these is infallible, each needs to be verified ;

Each is tried and corrected in the advances of the science.

Until it has been tested, its truth is but presumptive ;

But after it has stood trial, its information is trustworthy,

Though it need a wise interpreter and allowance for illusions.

But only the mind can direct the verifications,

Differing in each science and suited to the special case ;

And the mind too is fallible, and itself needs to be verified,

And into many a delusion has the human mind fallen.

Thus there is wheel within wheel, error tangled in error,

And many a long birth-throe in the travail of science.

Yea, if religion has miscarried and brought forth folly,

No less has other science teemed with monstrosities,

Till manifold experience and the joint work of many nations,

Many ages, many geniuses, has slowly unfolded truth.

Direct perception of truth may be called Intuition,

As though the mind gazed on truth, like to an eye that sees objects.

To verify the intuition and the first principles which it furnishes,

The science must first go onward to practical results ;

Then we put the whole science to the test of Congruity :

Whether it harmonize with itself, and also with the real world.

If No, then an error must have crept in somewhere.

If Yes, this is by no means always cogent of truth,

(For within certain limits falsehood also may be consistent,)

But it is more cogent, as the intuitions are more fruitful of result.

For if they be fruitful and practical, any pervading error
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Must often burst into contrariety, and will somewhere be visible.

A second Harmony is found in the agreement of many minds,

When all students of the science have the same first perceptions,

And acquiesce in the same reasonings, and attain the same results.

Or sometimes the Harmony takes a special form,

Yielding a third verification, more peculiarly valued,

When the organ or science becomes a new Power or faculty,

As, a power of predicting what can be tested in other ways.

Thus the telescope unveils distant things dim to the eye,

And a nearer view Confirms its notices.

Thus the mathematician by some short cut gives arduous results,

Which by tedious trials the learner verifies.

Thus the astronomer predicts eclipses and detects the longitude,

And the hour brings the eclipse, and watches confirm the longitude.

Hereby the science and its processes and its tools are proved.

Knowledge takes many forms of power, familiar to us now ;

As in navigation, and as in the telegraph, and in other wondrous chemistry.

Not otherwise stand the arguments of Morality and of Religion,

So far as unlike knowledge may fall under like tests.

By direct perception, by rudimentary intuition,

Are the first notions and beliefs conveyed to mankind.

Crude may be the instinct and sometimes fallacious,

Yet growing sounder and purer with moral growth ;

Advancing also in reasonable self-confidence,

As with scientific culture grows confidence in science.

Moreover, Harmony of results unites moral thought,

And the voice of mankind echoes fundamental Harmony,
So that in distant ages and lands, among the cultivated,

(Despite of false philosophy) there is a like belief in Free Will,

Like approval of the Generous, the Brave, the Truthful, the Chaste,

The Temperate, the Kindly, the Industrious, the Merciful.

All nations have these words, devised to express approval.

So too is spread abroad the belief of one Spirit in Nature,

A perfect Energy, a conscious Intellect, a pervading Law.

A second verification is, from the Power of Happiness,

Which the cherishing of virtue sheds into hearts.
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For, Happiness, unaimed at* by each man for himself,

Comes in no small measure to each, as he gains inward harmony,
And to all parts of society from the improved morals of the rest.

And because the pursuit of Happiness by each would ruin* Virtue,

Therefore the more weighty testimony is its arrival unsought.

Moral culture likewise gives Power to the man,

Making him master of himself and of his faculties, abler on all sides,

Fitter for all service and for all pursuit of high knowledge,

More valuable to other men and more independent of fortune.

Nor can we believe that this inward Power is an accident,

Or that it could accrue from a science false at bottom.

Still higher is a like verification raised in Religion,

Which even in its rudeness is always an intense Power,

But in its purer spiritualism becomes a Power of Good.

If Morals be true, Spiritual Worship cannot be vain :

For nothing so enables man to withstand temptation,

To endure calamity or to persevere in courageous virtue,

As the belief in a present God, listening to our voice,

Whose eye watches our conduct and approves our rectitude.

This faith may at first be feeble and wavering,

As is the faith of a learner in scientific processes ;

But as the learner wins confidence in his theorems and in his formulas,

Yes, and in his own powers of reasoning, by frequent trial ;

So he who strives after virtue, learning by experience

What is Religion's Power, gains confirmation to his faith ;

And the Intuitions which before were trusted, yet anxiously,

By trial are proved trustworthy, and themselves also grow clearer.

For as the sailor's eye learns by practice to evade illusions,

And his observation becomes sensitive, and his judgment sagacious ;

So does the eye of the soul and its sagacity improve by culture :

And Experience strengthens Faith, until Faith grows confident,

Discerning God's Goodness and Presence, as overruling and eternal.

* The perfect Disinterestedness of Virtue is the main subject of the eloquent and learned "
Essay

on Intuitive Morals" (vol. i.), which has appeared so seasonably, in refreshing contrast to the stifling

moral heresies generally dominant. It unites the rigour of the Stoic with the seraphic fire of the

Calvinist and the human sympathy of the Unitarian Christian.
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And when Faith becomes fruitful in gratitude and love and joy,

And in other noble products more divine than those of Science ;

Those who reap these, will not admit to the preachers of "Positive Science"

That the foundations of Religion lack Positive and practical test.

Nor would this long be denied, were not Error confused with Truth,

Error inveterate, pretentious, and reeking with crimson stains.

Bigotry and Superstition, dressed in Religion's garb,

With hideous visage, scream curses from heaven,

And spread gloom over the history and over the destinies of man,

And revile Conscience, which is God's sacred seat,

And with presumptuous threats invade the place of God,

And thrust up individual man into unseemly eminence,

And domineer over fellow-men, as judges over culprits,

Trampling on Justice and Equity and Modesty.

Such Bigotry and Superstition cleaves even to the pious,

Eating often to the heart of Religion and marring its loveliness.

These evils must be cast away, that Religion may be glorified,

That God may be fitly worshipped, and man may be blessed.

Axioms of

To reckon up the Axioms and Postulates of Religion,

Involves no other doubt than in all the Deductive Sciences,

As in Geometry or Mechanics, where controversies still linger.

Whether Axioms be two or ten, the Science is not the less stable,

So that only every Axiom be surely affirmed by good sense.

Yet, for the beauty of reasoning, let Axioms be few,

And for its clearness, let them be simple, and in some sense co-ordinate.

Until better be proposed, we may rest in the following Axioms :

I.
" Not blind, but intelligent, is that Omnipresent Law
And that Power, which we discern to animate the universe."

Also, by Definition, we entitle this Power GOD.

II.
" The God upon whose energy the human spirit depends,

Must have all that spirit's faculties, and more beside."
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III. "God is observant of the moral action of man,

And, approving our efforts for Right, disapproves our Wrong."
IV. "The God who approves our Rectitude, is himself Perfect in Rectitude."

V. " Adoration of God is intrinsically suitable to man."

CorolL Such Adoration therefore is pleasing to God.

Nothing would I call an Axiom, save that which Intuition furnishes,

So that thoughtful men believe it by the evidence T>f thought itself,

Not by conscious experience and by external proof,

Even though experiment and test from without be possible.

Of such a kind, as it seems, are the Axioms here proposed,

To which most men will assent for their intrinsic reasonableness,

As to those which concern Space and Surfaces and Lines.

Nor do any of them involve language doubtful or dark,

Nor is their assertion wild or mysterious, more than their denial.

They are denied by very few ; and most of the rejectors

Reject them only in hatred of Bigotry and Superstition,

"Which Atheists, not unnaturally, confound with Religion.

Yet to meet the denial, it is fitting to inquire for proof,

Other than that best witness which true religion brings after it.

The argument from Animal Instinct demonstrates the first Axiom ;

And the arguments which we have adduced to show " God in the Conscience,"

Leave none of the five Axioms without powerful support.

On these Axioms depends the Absolute or Abstract religion,

Which belongs to every Moral being, and therefore to man.

But for Human and practical religion we need also a POSTULATE,

Separate in nature from those which we rank as Axioms :

" God gives, to those who pray to him, increase of spiritual strength."

Scarcely may one say of this, that Intuition affirms the truth ;

But Instinct prompts the act, and Experience affirms the truth.

Such truths are Experimental, like the " Laws " in Mechanics.

And yet by pure reasonings, without the distinct experience,

This truth may be deduced from a simpler truth of experience,

Which all ages and nations everywhere attest,

That " God within Man's Conscience commands and forbids."

And to meet the secret doubts and misgivings of some,
We have already assayed to prove the Postulate as a Theorem.
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functions of ufoeliet

Man individually is imperfect, and Society collectively is imperfect,

Yet collective Society is less imperfect than individual man.

For the excess of one corrects the defect of another,

When all co-operate in a common effort :

So, in the pursuit of Truth, opposite natures do good service.

The cold and the cautious, the habitually incredulous,

If they are morally sound, contribute eminently to truth,

Making progress often slower, yet being as ballast to a ship :

Nor may believers rightly look on unbelievers as enemies,

But should regard them as true friends, if their heart and eye be single.

Much benefit to India might a flood of Atheism have wrought.

In Europe, by long time and by the establishment of science,

The gulf between Belief and Unbelief perpetually lessens,

Giving hope, that as Bigotry vanishes and Love strengthens,

All shall blend in one Faith, in Religion as in other Science.

The Paganism of Greece was believed not by the vulgar only,

But substantially also by many of the grandest intellects,

As by Homer and ^Eschylus, by Pindar and Sophocles,

Who may have rejected parts, yet received the whole.

Even the noblest of the Stoics, with patriotic obstinacy,

Clung to the national creed, and vainly aimed to spiritualize it.

Against this extravagant and puerile mythology
Unbelief rallied its forces in the school of Epicurus,

Who, in name admitting gods, in fact denied them functions

Or action or power, and wrought Atheism into system.

Wide indeed was the gap between that religion and its opponent.

The one taught Divine Caprice, the other Blind Chance.

Each exposed the other's errors, to the benefit of the unbiassed :

Hence both Theists and Atheists are now made wiser.

The Theist disowns all caprice in the Creator and Ruler,

Believes in his impartial Wisdom, and discerns that it has Laws.

The Atheist admits that Chance is never a cause of things,

And that the harmony of the universe is a product of Law.
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Thus the contest is narrowed, and we can scan it more distinctly.

That the universe is pervaded by Forces which obey fixed Laws,

And that by such Forces the whole is enlivened and guided,

All are agreed ; and that these Forces have organic harmony.

But the Atheist denies that the harmony implies a unity,

Unity in a Divine Mind, as in individual man.

Opponents thus acute undermine in us whatever is rotten,

Though never can they overthrow the solid and the true.

Fretted by men's bigotry, they are so eager to refute it,

As to be blind to the higher Wisdom which is behind Animal Instinct

And ordains the relations of the inner and the outer being :

Yet some* of them already acknowledge that Moral Laws,

Higher than man, ruling over man, pervade the human world.

When they have admitted this, they are not far from Theism.

Atheism has ever stood, only as a counterpoise to error,

And will vanish, when through our wisdom its function is superfluous.

Atheists are not without God, though they know him not.

When they aim sincerely after Truth, having a love of Virtue,

His Spirit is striving within them, and will not be wholly vain.

Intellectual ^

Said wise men among the Greeks,
" God is Intellect

;

God has no passions nor emotions nor desires,

Nor loves nor hatreds, nor sentiment moral or immoral
;

But he abides apart in his infinitude, solitary and eternal,

Responding not to man's affections, and deaf to his cry."

Yet men as wise, or the very same men, said also, and said justly :

" Pure Intellect is the author of no deed whatsoever."

Intellect reveals what is possible, but affords no spur to action :

* " I for one have more faith iu the order and harmony of Nature than in the justice or wisdom of

men
;
and am rejoiced that it is not left to the latter to arrange the politics of the ethical world at their

will." Lionel H. Holdreth [a professed Atheist] in ' The Reasoner,' July 29th, 1857.
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It spreads light over the outer scene, but is no warmth within.

If God had no loves and no desires, he could neither be a Creator

Nor an Architect nor a Governor; but must act without Will, if at all.

Pure Intellect has no will, no desire of constructions,

No approval of Right, no living Force nor Motive.

He who believes Intellect to be Creative, believes it to be full of Aims,

Full of Desires, full of Approvals, and a student of the Good.

Precisely such we otherwise know God to be,

When we discern that it is he who speaks to us by Conscience.

His sentiments are moral, for he commands our morality :

Nor does the Infinite One abide apart, but dwells in our bosoms,

Exciting man's affections and awaiting his cry.

To assign to the most High the weak passions of struggling natures,

The anger and the impulse, the caprices and the partialities,

Was the error of early thought, which mature reason explodes.

Nor ascribe we to his greatness the virtues of our feebleness :

But that GOODNESS only, which fitly increases with Strength,
That Purity of broad Love, which suits to the tranquil and serene.

Not other can be the Intellect which has created moral man,
And the Wisdom of his Goodness is the glory, before which man must worship.
Modern Pantheists have adopted, as a scourge to Theists,

The Greek epithet Anthropomorphous to frighten by its vagueness,

Which strictly means, God in the shape of man.

Surely none but barbarians ascribe to God a human form,

Nor any human organs, though we speak of them by metaphor ;

Nor, as we have said, any human infirmities.

But to stigmatize by a mean epithet, used improperly,

Our learning of God through Man, is weak and unworthy.
Let men deny, if they choose, that man has any Creator,

Or that there is any universal Spirit full of Intelligence.

But let them not pretend that that Spirit does not comprize ours,

And is destitute of the elements which in us are highest.

Or if unawares we ascribe weakness to him,

Let them point out the error, and call us back to reason.

But to forbid us to infer the divine Faculties and Sentiments

By studying the human, cautiously and thoughtfully,
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Can be justified by nothing but pure Atheism outright.

Such Pantheism is but Atheism veiled in poetry,

And if it affect to be religious, is worse than Atheism
;

For it leads straight to Paganism by deifying brute Force.

Our knowledge of Goodness is prior to our knowledge of God
;

Our reverence for Goodness is prior to our reverence of God.

Fitting is it to love and revere goodness in an Atheist,

But monstrous to worship a God in whom is no Goodness.

ilectitu&e of

The man who is in the way to improve his moral state,

(And none else is in moral health,) aspires to be better than he is,

And looks up to a higher rule, which he has not yet reached,
A nobler ideal of goodness, vaguely grasped by his imagination.
Whosoever has attained the virtue to which I do but look up,
Him must I needs in my conscience either honour or revere.

And such is my nature, that I can revere him only,

In whom those virtues are real, which are ideal with me.

If I believe that man or angel has reached such excellence

As my conscience approves, and such as I desire in vain
;

I may honour him with a reverence increasing ever,

As the goodness rises with which my convictions clothe him.

And when I believe that God possesses Goodness Absolute,

The very qualities which my conscience approves admiringly,
Then the Reverence, mounting higher, subdues the heart

Into homage and prostration before Infinite Goodness.

This is the only adoration possible to man,
The only homage which it befits the Highest to accept :

Namely, when the heart of man sincerely believes,

That the virtue which is ideal in its inmost aspirations and love

Is in the heart of God real and eternal and infinite.

But if any teacher tell us that God ought to be called Good,

(As an honour to his wisdom, and compliment to his greatness,)
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Though he has nothing in his heart that we mean by goodness

Nor kindness nor justice, nor moral sentiment at all
;

If we believe such a teacher, then by the necessity of our nature

We are disabled from adoring, and from rational moral homage ;

We may bow down, awed by greatness, astounded by wisdom,

Or unmanned with terror ;
but smitten in heart to stone.

This may be called worship, but it is not loving reverence :

Conscience does not bid us revere, nor can we love such a God.

CONSCIENCE is God within us, and unveils the God without us,

Speaking not always clearly, yet with a voice that must not be defied.

It is not the Atheist here, but the Pagan who opposes us.

For the Atheist will admit, that if the Life in Nature be intelligent

And designed man's goodness, it must itself be Good,

Nor could anything warp the most High from perfect Rectitude.

But the Pagan pretends that the Wisdom and Power beyond us

Is reckless of our morality and justly shocks our conscience,

Yet claims from us homage and adoration and praise.

But if Conscience cannot approve him, Conscience forbids to praise him.

Even Gratitude is painful, if we disesteem our benefactor,

And to have needed his favours seems like a calamity.

The worship of such an one is from Fear, not from Morality and Duty :

The religion is devil-worship, depraving and debasing,

Vile and immoral, as the worship of a Venus or of a Moloch.

But with thoughtful men this fable is long exploded,

And that there is no God but a good God is a chief certainty of religion.

The night of Paganism is gone : light from Jerusalem has dawned,

Though degenerate Christians may strive to quell it.

" Be ye holy, for I am holy," was God's precept according to the Levites :

" We will aspire towards thy holiness," shall the heart of mankind respond.

Erutfjfulness of

The Truthfulness of God is comprized in his Rectitude,

Nor can any cultivated mind for a moment question it ;
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Yet a few words on this head may be not ill-bestowed.

There are persons, not the thoughtless only, but some of the educated,

Who marvellously blunder here as to the source of our knowledge,

And say ; that our sole ground for believing God to be true,

Is, because God himself has told us so in a Book.

As though, if we hitherto were doubtful of his truth,

"We could safely take his word in proof of his truth.

This is mere puerility, though inveterate in some schools,

And paraded by some who would be eminently logical.

But the Truthfulness of God reaches beyond letters and words,

Pervading all nature and the mind of man.

His Rectitude undoubtedly forbids him to deceive us ;

Therefore never can he have given us lying and delusive Faculties.

No minds at all could he give us, save minds adapted for truth ;

Not indeed seeing everything, nor omniscient of the smallest thing,

Nor incapable of error, nor independent of culture.

Fallacies stand around us, as dangers in all life,

To be avoided and guarded against by rightful industry.

But our minds and instinctive judgments cannot be essentially delusive,

If the God who gave them is truthful and loves our truthfulness.

Thus that, which was made a Presumption on the threshold of Science,

Recurs, reaffirmed, as a noble principle in religion,

Displaying harmony unsought, but such as is common in Truth.

Biessetmeas of 0oti.

Every true Theist, seeing all our powers in God,

Force, Intellect, Desire, and Judgment and Will,

Inevitably judges that in him they all are perfect,

Absolute in completeness and also absolute in harmony :

Hence Peace and Blessedness are ascribed universally to God,

Not by Induction, nor by Experience, which here apply not,

But by Intuition, and by Deduction from prior truths.

Even Epicurean fancy painted its gods as Blessed,
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Enjoying sereue peace retired in time eternal :

But Epicurus vainly thought that the peaceful must be inactive,

And, lest anxiety impair bliss, removed mortal cares from God.

No such puerility under modern science is possible.

To the strong body or mind activity brings pleasure ;

To the wise and self-knowing, government is unanxious ;

On the infinite in power infinite burdens sit light.

And as every faculty, rightly exerted, brings its own delight,

And the nobler the faculty, the purer its breath of joy ;

And as man knows man by sympathy only, by presumptive likenesses.

Attributing inward sameness where outward sameness appears ;

So, concerning the Unseen and Eternal heart, we judge fitly

That it rejoices as we rejoice, only with joy far more glorious,

In exerting energies like to ours, but more glorious than ours by far,

Grander, mightier, completer, harmonious, eternal.

Therefore has man's universal voice pronounced God BLESSED :

And to believe his perfections is to ratify the verdict.

ILofce of (5otJ.

There is a certain kindness which a man has for brutes :

Life and happiness he would wish for all innocent creatures,

Though he scruple not to take life for small convenience.

For the death of his horse or his dog he might sincerely grieve,

Yet not long nor fondly, as with sacred remembrance.

But where love has been mutual between moral beings,

Intelligent love, founded on virtuous esteem,

More sacred is the sentiment, and far more lasting,

Different even in kind from our affection to the brute.

Now all who believe in God the Righteous at all,

Are sure of his kindly feeling to all mankind :

Yet how intimate is that feeling, all are not agreed.

For some will say, that " as a man loves his beast,

With a certain vague kindliness, so does God love man :
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The disparity of nature forbids a closer friendship :

They stand off at arm's length, and embrace not intimately.
God desires a noble creation, as a duke a troop of deer,

Careless of the individuals, careful only of the herd,

Which is perpetuated in beauty, though each is short of life."

Such a theory is self-consistent, intelligible, worthy of debate ;

It is the view of philosophic intellects, but hardly of the most pious.

Nor is this wonderful
; if, as perhaps it may here be shown,

The doctrine deals fatal blows to spiritual piety :

And we trust also to show that it is not well-grounded.

Recalling first principles, we find that God in Conscience

Enjoins certain duties and endless progress in virtue,

With such feelings towards himself as his nature demands.

If now, through the disparity of his nature and ours,

He stand far apart and embrace us not intimately,

Yielding to us no love, he surely demands no love.

As well might a man claim love from his cows or sheep.

Then by what need of nature or right is self-devotion called for ?

Self-devotion will still indeed be possible, as in a loyal subject,

Who, though unknown to his king, yet devotes himself for his service ;

Nor is the king to blame, that he cannot know all his subjects ;

Else would he be less virtuous for not loving his faithful votary.

But if man be self-devoted to God who assuredly knows him,

And God have no love, the man may seem to be the more virtuous
;

Unless any say, that such self-devotion was an extravagance.

Here we must press, that if there be question of God's love,

It is a certainty of our nature, that many men have loved God ;

Have loved him with all the passion of virtuous reverence,

As a glorious Lord, a present Counsellor, a holy Friend.

This is a cardinal fact, important and undeniable,

A firm stepping-stone amid uncertainties.

Try love by any test, and you find their love sound.

To desire company and converse, is one great mark of love :

Many a man has preferred God's company to all other,

Finding it sweeter than of friend, sweeter than of wife,

Dearer than his pleasantest work, and more longed for than any.
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Sacrifices for a friend are another great mark of love :

Many a man for God's love has forfeited human sympathy,

Has left fortune and family, and has died in torture.

Is it then imputable, that a man should love God supremely,

Rejoicing in liis counsel, throbbing for his conscious presence

Devoted to his service, and dying horribly for loyalty ;

And that the Perfect God should not love this man at all,

Nor care that he perished, more than had he been a sheep ?

Love is our highest and most lovely virtue :

If God has it not as much as we, how can he be all lovely ?

Love is of all our affections the most glorious,

Supplying forces and heart to every noblest virtue.

To deny then that the Source of love has love, is mere paradox,

And has no claim to pass as cautious philosophy,

But tends to degrade God as less virtuous than man,

Making adoration of his Holiness impossible,

And depriving the soul of the right or motive to love him.

Thus spiritual worship and all heavenward drawings fail,

Unless God's love to man be definite and personal ;

Enthusiasm becomes gratuitous and self-devotion an imprudence,

And religion loses its motives and its highest energies.

Nor only so, but Prayer becomes hardly reasonable.

For if the Highest regards men generically only,

Designing mankind to thrive, but caring for no one man,

Why should he attend to the personal case of each,

Or answer his prayer, or assist his struggling virtue ?

And if he stand apart from us, as a man from his cattle,

Spending no love on each and requiring no love,

No communion of soul between God and man is appropriate :

Rather would the attempt be unseemly and presumptuous.
This is perhaps the secret belief of many acute persons,

(For it flows direct from the denial of God's love,)

And they accept our conclusion, as right and natural.

Thus their religion wholly loses its inward element ;

And even if they imagine some future existence for man,
God will in it be eternally separate from man still,

D 2
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So that heaven itself is desecrated as earth.

Such a scheme may intend to be religious ; nevertheless internally

It has no more spiritual force than has moral Atheism.

Like Atheism also it is opposed to primary facts.

God does not stand at arm's length and deal with us from without,

As a king with subjects, and keep no personal converse :

But he speaks to us within, he whispers in our hearts,

As a Soul within the soul is he closely interfused,

Not dealing as by edicts issued to a multitude,

But by private counsel as from a friend to a friend.

And all those principles, which we laid down as Axioms,

Show that God commands individual virtue,

And approves personal adoration, personal communion.

And since the human heart is notoriously capable of this,

Our proper relation to God is not as that of brutes to man.

Nor does he value us for our Usefulness as a man values sheep,

While we in turn look to him for Protection only ;

(As in the relations of the unlike, where unlike benefits are sought,

And Virtue is not sought, or is but a means to an end ;)

But here Virtue itself begins and ends the relation
;

Hence the affection arising is that of proper friendship :

We love him for his Goodness, he loves us that we may be Good :

Thus we are humble friends of him the Supreme Friend,

And self-devoting adoration of his Holiness becomes possible.

Atheism which denies Intellect, must deny Virtue to God
;

But every form of Theism, which holds God to be righteous,

Must teach that our goodness is but a shadow of his goodness,

And that our deepest love to him but hints his love to us.

In this very way does the heart which loves him learn his love,

And his true worshipper rises above philosophic doubts.

Finally : Love is to us the deepest fountain of Joy,

Which surpasses by far the delights of Knowledge and Honour :

And though we claim not entire acquaintance with the Highest,

Nor may say that he lacks bliss, if one source of bliss be dry,

Yet if we may trust in the analogies of Earth and Heaven,

Our noblest joy can hardly be joy unknown to God;
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And He, who is blessed beyond all creature-blessedness,

Must abound in that personal Love, whence flows our most blessed bli>s.

Sin antj Holiness.

Honest sceptics have said :

" Talk not of Sin and of Holiness :

Right and Wrong I understand, the expedient and the reasonable,
-

But the Holy and the Sinful are as cloudy as the Soul and as God.

I love not to be mystical : fly heavenward, if you can
;

I, whether from wisdom or weakness, cling to the solid earth."

Let us welcome candour and plain confessions,

As better for truth than self-iguorance and pretension ;

Nor would any wise physician scold down the patient,

"Who honestly tells his symptoms whether of health or of disease.

Yet dry were the morality, which taught nothing of reverence,

Nothing of tender sentiment or of sacred consciousness.

Let us for a moment contemplate, how needful are these ideas,

Which the hearts of all nations have expressed in language.

If our parents have well earned love and honour,

Watching over our childhood and training us to manhood,

Seems it not fit to revere their loving kindness ?

When death has torn them away, is it a mawkish folly

To dwell tenderly on the retrospect and count it sacred ?

Truly this inheres in the noblest hearts,

In hardy and rugged natures, guiltless of mawkishness.

Tender memory of the dead is not cherished because expedient,

Nor deign we to justify it, nor do we enforce it as reasonable ;

Yet sacred it remains, shrouded from stranger's sight.

Surely if any avow that he understands Right and Wrong,
But that Sacredness is a word unintelligible and useless,

He has the conscience and sentiment of an unripe schoolboy,

Ignorant of manly morals and of all deep love.

If ever our heart has been awed into Reverence

Before another soul wiser, nobler and loftier,
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If Reverence kindle into Love, truly that love is sacred.

Or when brother or husband cherishes sister or wife,

Does he know nothing but right and wrong, nothing of sacred feeling,

Like to the dry-souled lad, whose playground is his world ?

Or is a husband satisfied that his wife act lawfully,

With amiable behaviour outwardly correct,

Without delicate sentiment and purity of feeling ?

Will he hold Pure and Impure to be words unmeaning ?

Foolish young men, who are atheists, have made this avowal,

But the heart of mankind unaffectedly condemns it.

See now how this bears upon Sin and Holiness.

He who from heart seeks virtue, is grieved to fail in virtue,

And sees virtue above him, loftier and purer,

Sacred to him, revered by him, as befits the loftier :

And to fall from virtue pains him and humbles him and disgusts him,

As when some odious garbage has defiled the glory of beauty :

Thus fault is to him impure, offensive to inward feeling,

And to commit fault wilfully is esteemed Sin and defilement.

And as no heart of woman is lovely to her lover,

Save when of itself it rejects the impure with hatred
;

So no soul of man is lovely with the nobleness of manly virtue,

Till it has learned abhorrence of trespass as defiling.

Then is its goodness Holy and its evil is beheld as Unholy.

Not often can such a heart be Atheist : Holiness and God (we admit to you)

Closely are at one in sentiment, not far are parted in belief.

To believe in God is to revere him, and to know that he is all-holy ;

To revere him is to rejoice in Holiness and to feel that all wrong is Sin.

&fje ILetter ant tjje Spirit*

" All are not Israel, who are of Israel,"

Proclaimed of old the great apostle of the Gentiles :

Nor is easy to overlook, that under every creed

Some men are votaries of Goodness and others votaries of Self:

And though Truth is valuable, and a sounder creed better than a baser,
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Yet under a worse creed are sometimes found better men,

Better than those who join speculative truth with self-seeking.

Many Jews and many Christians have been upright, noble and holy,

But neither Jew nor Christian esteems such the majority of his brethren :

It is confessed that the many have a form without the substance.

The like differences must exist in the heart of religions less known to us.

The like must exist among those who dissent from each religion,

Some through intellectual disgust, others with higher sentiment.

To love goodness and to hate evil everywhere,

Chiefly the evil in one's self, is to be really good :

And he who loves goodness, loves God, who is essential goodness,

Even if he discern not God and gravely doubt his existence.

But God exists, despite of man's doubt ; and reigns in man's heart,

Whenever any man is subject to the high command of Conscience,

Which is truly God within, though the Atheist know it not :

And to love goodness, and to obey all the law which we discern,

Is better than to believe more fully and to disobey,

Loving self and following sin, in spite of religious notions.

So neither is the Pagan, or a Pantheist whose God is not moral,

Brought nearer to true goodness by his religious creed,

Or nearer to the worship of him in whom goodness is impersonate.

Nay, if they worship an immoral image, discerning its immorality,

Their idolatry is stark rebellion against the true God,

Though it counterfeit religion and use sacred words,

Which the Atheist rejects, perhaps through virtuous honesty.

Among Atheists and Pantheists, and among Theists of every grade,

Good men may be found, and bad men, as in every nation :

Yet as each nation has its character, and one is higher than another,

Higher as to the average, though not always as to individuals,

Not unlike is the comparison between creed and creed.

No class of men is cast away by him whose Spirit pervades us.

Our part it is, to love and choose Truth alway,

But likewise, to love and honour Goodness alway,

Under whatever disguise we find it, under whatever ignorance :

For he who loves God for his goodness, cannot but love goodness in man.
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Good becomes Evil, in comparison with the Better ;

For to do our Best is always the command of Duty.
And Evil becomes Good, when every alternative,

Possible to us then and there, is only Worse.

Thus Good and Evil are truly relative terms ;

And unless all things and all ways were Good alike,

Of necessity some things and some ways are Evil.

Nay, if nothing could be Evil, nothing would be Good,
But all things whatsoever would be indifferent and unmoral.

The possibility of Vice is the condition of Virtue.

So likewise is Evil the revelation of Good,

And Human weakness of Divine strength.

If* we had no lower impulses, no meaner passions,

No drawings toward the worse, no susceptibility of temptation,

Never should we distinguish God's voice in Conscience,

Nor know that God is moral, nor frame moral judgments.
But as the eye which should see all things of a single hue,

Would be wholly inobservant and unaware of that hue ;

(For, if everything were green, we should have no word for green,

Not knowing that things were green, nor imagining other possibility ;)

But when hues are different, as blue and green and red,

Then the contrast calls attention, and excites comparison,

And creates names, and makes knowledge possible :

So the varieties of action, better and worse possibilities,

Reveal to us Good and Evil, and initiate Morality,

And open a window of the soul to acquaint ourselves with God.

Very notable is the error of many professed Theologians,

Who treat of Evil as an unrevealed mystery,

The " entrance " of which into God's world is so marvellous.

But it is not the origin nor the entrance of Evil,

Which deserves to excite amazement, much less to grieve ;

* " Instead of an evil nature, this lower nature of ours is a necessary Postulate of all our virtue.'

Essay on Intuitive Morals, vol. i. p. 96.
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For, its entrance, the experience of it, is essential to moral progress.

But its force, its persistence, its prevalence, its inveteracy,

After the Better has been shown, and is partially acknowledged ;

These are what amaze, what afflict, what appal,

And might draw tears of blood, if our hearts could weep rightly.

Hence also many persons of conscience sensitive and delicate,

Dismayed and shuddering at the evil which they find within,

Have imagined a personal Daemon, a spiritual Tempter,

Acting within the Conscience in opposition to God,

As though man's evil were too bad to be his own.

But never can such a thought commend itself to Science.

For if the evil within us is too bad for man,
Much more is it too bad for a mighty superhuman spirit.

If Satan tempts us, who is it that tempts Satan ?

Can evil be native to him, and can it not be native to us?

If angels be God's creatures, they are as good as we :

Nor can any devils be plausible, except as uncreated.

If in the great Universe marks be found of two Gods,

A good God and an evil God, alike independent,

Struggling through eternity, alike unconquered ;

Then, and then only, may the evil within our hearts

Be plausibly ascribed to the temptations of the evil God.

tJtsJj anfc JHanlp Firtue.

Many a Virtue springs up as a wild flower in the heart of the wild man,

In the heart of the spoiled child, and in the midst of error or crime.

As is the nature of the individual, such is the wild virtue,

A growth of untrained impulse, an untutored fruit,

Natural to the soil, easy to the tree, favoured by the climate.

Thus one man is generous, another is brave, a third is grateful ;

One is just, one is tender-hearted and forgiving :

Yet of all these perhaps there is not one but is deliberately vicious ;

Not one, who can on the whole be called virtuous, righteous, good.
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Such is mere natural virtue, unequable, impulsive,

A fair and kindly product, to be welcomed and rejoiced in.

Happy is the nature that abounds in wild virtue,

Happy the parent and the teacher who has to train such natures.

But this is not yet the true virtue of man : it is a child's virtue at best :

It is as the virtue of a faithful dog, of a brave obedient horse :

It is not self-reflective, self-guiding, deliberately chosen ;

It is fragmentary, superficial, unsupported from the depths of the soul,

Nor is it any sure pledge of higher and broader growth.

The manly and genuine virtue is followed with resolve,

Not merely because easy and congenial to the person,

But because he discerns it to be good, and because he will follow the good ;

Therefore, whether easy or hard, he chooses the right and noble.

Only thus can goodness overspread the character,

Only thus can virtue aid virtue, and wild virtue be perfected.

For when it grows beside vice, though by its own hardihood it thrive,

Yet is it blighted by evil shade, and tainted by evil odour. ,
-

Nay, the generous becomes selfish and cruel, to gratify profligacy ;

The brave man trembles as a dastard, lest his embezzlements come to light ;

The truthful man becomes false, to save his comrade from punishment.

Thus Vice fights against Virtue, and suffocates or cripples it,

And weakens the moral Will, and forbids the virtue to be resolute.

Often also a virtue cannot rise loftier, though no vice smother it,

Yet because other virtues are not stout enough to prop it.

Generosity fails, for want of Patience, or of Forgiveness, or of Self-denial ;

And Forgiveness fails, for want of Self-knowledge ;

And Justice fails, for want of Bravery or of Generosity.

All true virtues spring out of one root, the love of Goodness :

Feed thou and water the root well, and all will flourish together.

And the higher doth one rear its branches, the deeper the fibres will strike,

And the stronger will the clump of root grow, and nourish all the stems :

Thus the virtues which were fair in their wildness will be robust when fostered.

Moreover when all virtue is pursued, and is pursued became it is virtue,

Then Conscience assumes supremacy, and unveils her righteous power,

And the heart honours the idea of the all-righteous, the all-holy,

And the vision becomes all-lovely and is impersonate as God the Good,
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Until the soul worships with love and joy, and finds her Inspirer.

Then at length Virtue puts on her true form, and is no longer childish.

i&oral anfc tfje Spiritual.

Words are not always used with unvarying meaning,

Moral sometimes includes Spiritual, sometimes excludes it
;

Nor will popular language always endure scientific rule.

But there are men whom we call Moral, and not yet Spiritual ;

Who do indeed honour virtue and virtuous men,

And so shun all conscious degradation of the heart,

That for
" sacred honour "

they will lay down fortune and life ;

Yet themselves are aware that Spiritual they are not.

What is that which they are not, and wherefore not ?

Their virtue is stationary, little aggressive ; resting in its own camp,

Satisfied to beat off the enemy and make no new conquests.

They will not encounter self-reproach, therefore they shun the immoral,

And do good, and are industrious, and honourable, and brave ;

But, immersed in useful and praiseworthy pursuits,

Think not to make virtue itself the chief object of pursuit,

Nor study to press forward to virtue always more complete.

They approve virtue, but do not long for it.

But to him who is Spiritual, the desire of virtue is a passion,

Not of this virtue or that only, but of virtue all round,

Whether applauded or not by man, whether seen or not ;

And his chase is perpetual, for the quarry cannot be caught,

For the law of his life moves forward, as though he chased his shadow.

Thus to the mere Moral man virtue is Finite,

And to the Spiritual man virtue is an Infinitude ;

And the Moral man often rests in the aims of earth and time,

But the Spiritual tends ever towards the Infinite God.

For the passion, which gnaws his bosom at his own failures,

Shows him, as a God within, the rebuker of his wanderings,

And reminds him of that eye divine which judges righteously.
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And contrariwise, he who ponders for what God has made us,

Beginning from the moral, learns to be spiritual,

If sincerely he try to please God, to live under his eye,

To shun every evil weakness and to count offence a Sin.

And hardly may any one be spiritual, except thro' religion's force,

By intercourse with the most Holy, and consciousness of his presence.

An Atheist has written, that such language is cloudy and mystical :

But nowise admit we that it may fitly be called cloudy ;

Mystical perhaps it is, as is all hidden love and sorrow.

The Astronomer is ever aware of the presence of Gravitation,

And the Electrician sees all things pervaded by Electricity,

Powers descried by the mind, unwitnessed by any sense,

Long unknown to the wise, still undiscerned by the vulgar :

Yet this perception of things hidden is not esteemed cloudy.

Not less distinctly descry we an Omnipresent Mind,
Not less clearly apprehend that that Mind beholds us,

And searches our hearts and is conscious of our motives,

And disapproves our evil, and approves our good.

Hourly to feel his presence, his observance, his judgment,

Comes only by meditation and exercise, and by shunning distraction
;

Yet is it highly rightful, reasonable, intelligible, not cloudy.

Unclouded and serene will the sight of God's countenance be,

When we hunger after virtue with all our heart and soul,

And, with mind unsuperstitious, know that his Holiness

Approves our poor efforts and looks on them with complacency :

Then consciousness becomes dialogue, teaching us his replies.

Would the Moral learn to be Spiritual, or the Spiritual to be Blessed,

Let him change the chase after Virtue into the study to please God.

Let him cherish constant Reverence, till Reverence blossom into Love.

Sweet is the approval of a parent, sweet his silent eye ;

But to him who feels how lovely is the Holy Perfect One,

What is sweet as his approval, when the open heart knows of it ?

Then the spiritual is he who loves God the Spirit,

Ever present, all knowing, all lovely and all loving.
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Instruction in Firtue.

Virtue has three kinds of instruction, from Precept, Experience and Example.

Precepts are delivered by the Preacher, by the Moralist, by the writer of Books.

No man overlooks that which is obvious, the instruction of direct teaching :

And some who least listen to the Teacher, suppose him the only Instructor,

And believe the precepts of virtue to be a law from without,

Stamped on the brain by authority foreign and untested,

Nor are aware that all the sanction is from within, by the verdict of conscience.

Thus they magnify the Church and the Creed and the Priest and the Book,

And look no deeper than the surface, yet learn many wholesome truths.

But Instruction is also earned by each man in his own Experience,

In the wear and tear of life, in sorrow and in joy,

In the wrestlings of temptation, by the warnings of prudence,

From the perplexities of error and from the strength of inward freedom,

By the visitings of God's good spirit, by the earnestnesses of prayer,

By the love of dear kinsfolk and by the neglect of the heartless.

Each man's experience may be narrow, yet no instruction pierces so deep ;

None gives conviction so unshakable or strength so abiding.

But if Experience be narrow, it is widened by Example,

It is roused, it is kindled, it is blown into a flame.

The child learns less from the parent's precepts than from the parent's life,

From the deeds done carelessly, from the words dropt casually,

From the unstudied outbursting of inward character.

The man who is apathetic to goodness, hardened in worldly incredulity,

Supposing virtue to be a fable and religion hypocrisy,

Admires the simple goodness of the virtuous and unconscious poor ;

Nay, he respects the philanthropist who sacrifices wealth and ease,

Though he continue blind to all goodness which enjoys outward good.

The Example of virtue is the best Instructor.

A Religion whose example pleads not its cause, is decaying and about to die.

But not of virtuous men only are the examples useful,

Nor is the example of the vicious chiefly useful in his vice,

Or the example of the thoughtless in his thoughtlessness and error.

To the student of virtue Wild Virtues are an example,
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The sweet wild flowers that bloom in common homes,
In the cottage of the peasant, in the boat of the fisherman,

In the rash heart of the sailor, the pagan or the savage j

Beneath the trader's hard outside, or the lawyer's subtle falsehood,

Amid the recklessness of gaiety, under the purple of royalty.

Much may the wise man learn from the example of the foolish,

Often may the virtuous take shame at the virtues of the vicious,

And the teacher go to school at the foot of the pupil.

Virtue and Science are unscrupulous whence they draw their wholesome lessons,

From the dark chambers of iniquity, from the loathsome abodes of filth.

For, their selective touch transmutes and purifies,

And all things to them become pure, and all things holy ;

So they suck sweetness out of the spoiler, and "
despoil the Egyptians."

fcject of

Animals, as they are more intelligent, may more receive man's training,

Who teaches them to fear his displeasure, to honour his superiority,

To understand his indications and perform his commands.

Thus are the horse and the ass and the camel commonly trained,

Thus in some measure the ox, but still more the elephant.

But these for the most part are made only intelligent tools,

Which exert no judgment, but merely do as they are bid .

Higher is the culture, where judgment is exercised ;

As when the sagacious mule learns to pick his own paths,

And laden unnaturally, on an unnatural country,

By memory and observation and judgment attains safety.

Or as when the shepherd's dog, uncommanded by his master,

Runs to save a sheep from danger which he foresees.

Only few of the lower creatures can thus be trained :

It belongs to nobler powers, and it is pre-eminent in Man.

Man, possessing Free Will, is made for Judgment :

Made for the exercise of judgment, and made to be judged.

To train man as a mere tool, may belong to special industries,
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A temporary necessity not to be reproved.

1 hind-skill is often but habitual and mechanical,

Nor other is the aptness which the soldier gains by drill :

But if life had no other training, life were not worth much.

Moreover it is visible, that as higher Invention grows,

We use powers without us to perform mechanical acts,

And hereby relieve fellow-men from tedious drudgery.

Tame cattle first began the long career of civilization,

Which fire, wind, water and steam are continuing.

And even where these are not available, yet the wise know well,

That one who works with judgment is far better than a tool ;

As the soldier who has patriotism, zeal, forethought, calculation,

Is worth more than a well-drilled obedient wooden machine
;

And in a healthy society, Judgment is better paid than Routine,

As more fruitful in high results, and more eminently human.

Knowledge is not always a training of man's mind,

For one may know much, and remain very foolish and very weak ;

But knowledge of each subject is needful to sound judgment.

Nevertheless, even so, the Faculty is more valuable than the Knowledge ;

For the knowledge is the means, and the faculty is the end
;

And the chief aim in sound training is to impart new Power.

Nor does the teacher train the pupil merely to submit to orders,

To believe on authority and to receive knowledge ;

But to exert his faculties, and to attain skill in using them.

Even where Judgment has the narrowest field, the same thing appears ;

For even the mathematician trains his pupils to be his equals,

Yea, if possible, to be his superiors ; to win all his results

More easily than he himself won them, and to start with advantage,

Armed with high power more early, and with a wider survey.

So neither would the wise painter impart a mere routine of skill,

Or limit the love of beauty to his own few tastes and powers :

But would teach the pupil to cherish delicate perception ;

Then, as sight and feeling and love all grow, so will he execute better,

And love will teach discrimination, and hand-work will feed love.

Thus even in pursuits not Moral, human training spreads wide

Beyond blind receptivity into Power and Choice and Love.
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But in things properly Moral, the same is pre-eminently necessary

To all manly culture, and even to advancing childhood,

Because of Free Will, which must be trained to choose aright

By the force of sound wisdom, of right loves and right habits.

The Moral and Spiritual teacher has done little, or next to nothing,

Until his words have become a Power within the learner ;

Until the learner has attained Judgment of his own,

Approving that which is Right, and choosing that which he approves.

While he is merely receptive and obedient, he is as a child, and without stability.

Hence the noblest aim of spiritual teaching has been "
to minister the Spirit,"

To impart spiritual powers that may equal or surpass the teacher

Both in knowledge and discernment and also in strength of goodness :

And the teacher who aims not at this, knows not his proper duty.

Eearfjers,

The true teacher of religion desires that God may be honoured,

And that man by honouring God may be strengthened and ennobled

But himself desires no honour, nor that men bow down to him
;

Nay, if any bow too humbly, he will be inwardly aggrieved,

Lest the man lose his manhood, and become childish or idolatrous,

Not seeking after God and meeting him in his Conscience,

But making the teacher his mediator and substitute,

A proxy in religion, to screen him from contact with the Holiest.

And every wise teacher, who has experience of mankind,

Knows that idolatry and childishness are deadly bane,

Deadly to religion beyond all other errors,

And to be shunned as pestilence and hideous curse.

Hence the true-hearted teacher, wise in the past,

Will hate with tenfold hatred all self-exaltation ;

And would rend his clothes with horror, like Barnabas and Paul,

If honours due to God were tendered to him :

And if any fall before him, as Cornelius before Peter,

He will indignantly reprove it, and command them to rise.
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Nor will oiily the outward posture of worship grieve him,

But equally too abject a resting of the heart upon him ;

For his task is, to guide men's hearts to God,

Not to intercept God's radiancy and intercept their devotion,

By a double theft cheating both Earth and Heaven.

And if he be truly upright and moderately perfect,

So that a soul be saved to God, he cares not through whom,

Nor will dare to say, that he is himself God's sole channel,

Nor wishes his own name to be heard among men,

God and God's prophet echoing side by side.

Yea, to hear his own self thus coupled with the Eternal,

Should grieve him deep in heart, as a real profanity.

Little mischief could ensue from impieties even monstrous,

If impiety and monstrosity came forth pure and simple j

For, men's right feeling would reject them, ere they could take root.

But the good mingled with error gives passport to the error,

And is counted as Evidence, and seems to be infallible.

Soon, the votaries forget that the strength of the evidence was finite,

And heap on to the old basis, as though its strength were infinite,

New loads, which would have crushed all belief at first.

Thereupon, some men reject the good for the sake of the folly,

And others hold the folly for the sake of the good,

And still more hold the folly and neglect the good,

Which yet aids constantly to defend the folly.

So truly was it said by one of our own wise men,

That Confusion is to truth more fatal than is pure Falsehood.

Would you judge what religious pretensions are indefensible,

Imagine them now to be propounded new and for the first time.

For as Sin to the habituated loses half her ugliness,

So does False Religion lose half her monstrosity,

Which only a fresh eye can duly estimate.

Thus mankind has always given easy faith to antiquity,

And every nation sustains its own vain fables,

Believing in manhood the dreams of childhood.

But if now a teacher apparently good and holy

Should thrust Himself in as an object of religion,

E
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His holiness would be judged but a veil of impiety,

Nor would any defence earn for him a hearing with the wise :

So intense is the conviction that such pretensions are unprovable.

Therefore the self-obtruding teacher is essentially self-refuted.

antr

Where like elements are alike blended, results are alike
;

So judge we of ourselves, and so find we many ways confirmed.

"Where climate and soil are unchanged, even over broad tracts,

If the seeds of one plant be diffused, the same forms grow up :

And whatever in nature is ruder and more elementary

Remains in all the individuals more constantly like to itself.

But culture, which adds new elements or alters proportions,

Soon brings in changes of aspect, which mark changes within
;

Hereby man, in his little day, imitates God's great action.

Thus the herbs which in hedges or on the wild moor

Disclose flowers small and tender-hued, each like to each,

The same, if planted in gardens, with rich mould often stirred,

Under moisture and warmth grow quickly stronger and brighter,

And put forth flowers larger, many-hued, flaunting in richness.

Nor do the garden plants differ from their wild brethren only,

But also among themselves great variety is seen,

Unless the gardener, with fixed purpose and industrious art,

So admeasure every new element as to gain uniformity.

Thus the dogs, which when wild, whether in the streets of a great city,

Or on the free hill-side, are all alike, and no other than the wolf;

The same, if taken into the friendship and families of man,

Win new affections and new habits, with food less uniform ;

And as their feelings multiply, so also do the sounds of their voices ;

Out of the monotonous whine and howl rises expressive variety ;

And among them new tastes spring up, new strivings, new instincts,

As this or that part of their nature happens to be stimulated ;

And their very shapes are altered, and their colours, and sizes,
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And hair, and voice, though they always remain dogs.

Such Individualism rises out of moral and mental causes,

Joined with much change of habits and some change also of food.

Nor can it be thought that all the result is from mixture of race,

Through the taming of wild dogs from diverse regions.

For, the varieties of wild dog put together from all the world

Will not at all suggest to the eye the special aspects of the tame,

Much less will they display the capacities and voices of the tame.

So also rude tribes of men, who live a savage life,

Differ little one from the other, in aspect, or in tastes,

Though in force of character and of talents a few may be eminent.

But when culture of the mind begins, diverse tastes are seen,

And great diversity of power and diverse character :

And the features of the face soon mark these diversities,

Nor is savage monotony any longer found in the aspect.

Thus, side by side with improvement, Individualism arises,

And especially in such improvement as is mental and moral.

For, that part of man which is animal, or indeed vegetative,

Changes little or not at all while culture advances.

Neither length of life nor instincts nor animal powers change,

Save that the civilized differ more in strength than savages.

But as the mind is more complex than the noblest body,

Its elements more numerous and their perfection harder,

So its culture must promote different faculties in different men,

And while each is one-sided, Society is consummate,

Since the lack of each is supplied by the excellence of others.

For that which is of the mind loses not by being shared,

But multiplies itself when imparted, and cannot be lessened :

Hence the Individualism which advancing culture brings into Each,

Is by a divine ordinance a means of elevating All ;

And he who would enforce Uniformity and repress Individualism,

Represses genius, represses taste, represses general morals.

Morality has its laws, of which many must be sternly enforced,

That Duty may be observed between man and man by all.

But the inner actions of the spirit, which unite man to God,

As they cannot be enforced, and may not be controlled from without,
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So do they eminently depend on complex causes and culture
;

And each man's moral history differs, as do his powers of thought :

Great therefore is men's religious diversity, where religion is real.

If each will help each lovingly, respecting Individualism,

All will be an aid to all, and all will move towards God
;

And when Religion shall become Science, disagreements will lessen :

Individualism, as in Science and Art, will remain, without impairing Unity.

3Lafo anti Jftercg.

Sometimes it is taught that God is a stern avenger of sin,

At other times that he is merciful and rejoices in forgiveness.

Both statements are true, if rightly interpreted ;

Nor are they well understood, while they seem at variance.

God's moral laws are unchangeable, as his laws in nature,

Never violated, though often counteracted by wisdom.

Every sin and every error has its natural results,

Its peculiar penalty, to be borne, but not to be evaded.

According as every man soweth, so likewise doth he reap ;

Nor can we get wheat from thistles, or apples from gorse.

Indulge in negligence, and you will not reap the rewards of industry

Sow the seeds of malice, and you must look for a crop of hatred
;

But the loving heart that sows tenderness, reaps affection.

As water drowns and fire burns, so every passion does its own work,

Nor does God relent at man's cry, and suspend his wise laws.

Crime and sin are not always punished just as we expect,

And hearts and houses are often shrouded from our sight :

But seeing what we do see of the tendency of sin,

And the countless calamities entailed by mere error,

We cannot but account God to be inflexible in severity,

Stern to condemn sin and to recall us from mistake.

Nevertheless, as poisons have their antidote,

And as diseased flesh may be burnt out and a limb be made healthy

So is the disease of sin burnt out of the soul by repentance,
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Though the outward results of the sin may remain to plague us.

And as an old sore in the body, while it remains sluggish, will not heal ;

But if it be wakened into pain, so that it throbs with hot life,

Then, if the body can bear the fiery heat and agony,

The evil is often worked off, and the wound is healed :

So does Repentance inflame and heal the old sores of the Soul
;

Nor is any sin so pleasant, but repentance is vastly more painful,

A divine retribution most just and adequate.

Outward stripes are laid on an offender who has no inward sorrow ;

Such punishment is a coarse inefficient human substitute.

But when the offender is truly, deeply, certainly penitent,

Then all just hearts know that he has his full punishment,

And desire no further infliction, but forgive his offence,

Receiving him back into kindness; and this we call Mercy.
Human Law indeed cannot remit the punishment proclaimed,

Because it cannot discern between hypocrisy and penitence :

But over this we mourn as over inevitable calamity.

And God too is Merciful, though his laws are unchangeable.

The outward effects of sin take their course against us,

Except so far as our repentance may naturally change them.

But when the poison of sin no longer disorders the soul,

He readmits us to his presence, and forgives the past.

Nay, nor does he minutely count up the pangs of repentance,

And strike a balance against the pleasure of sin ;

For, many have come back to him by forgetfulness, when sin is worn out.

But none may count upon this
; none may hope to forget,

Nor know how bitter remembrance shall hereafter arise.

The deeper our knowledge, the deadlier our wilful sin.

Fear thy own weakness : tremble at the most High : for his very Mercy is severe.

The body of man is visibly like that of the animal,

Made for life and for health, but also for death
;
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And death was earlier than man, in those countless ages,

When monstrous reptiles pre-occupied the yet-steaming mud :

Nor can it reasonably be thought, that death is a fruit of sin,

When death is ostensibly the condition of all animal life.

Premature death is unwelcome to the strong and happy,

Whom nature urges to cherish life for worthy service :

But when strength is utterly spent through age or disease,

Death is not unwelcome to man, but is a rightful rest,

To the outworn body a relief and not a pain.

Nor has the grave any terrors to nature, be it early or late ;

Nay,*
" there is no passion so weak, but it conquers death.

"
Revenge triumphs over it, Love makes light of it,

" Honour aspires to it, Grief flieth to it,

" Fear pre-occupieth it, tender Pity hath provoked many to it,

"
Some, neither valiant nor wretched, desire it from Tedium."

Premature death leaves many dear ones to mourn for us,

And all violent death is girt with terrors,

Which yet are daily borne bravely by brave men and women,
Not signal in virtue, under every clime and creed.

Fear of an after-world comes upon a guilty conscience,

Chiefly when inflamed by the follies of superstition,

Which teaches that God is more merciful now than hereafter,

Or less near to the living than to the disembodied dead,

And suggests to the guilty, that the less he has of God, the better,

And warns him not to rush into God's " nearer presence."

Such teaching would make cowards of the multitude of men,

Forbidding any but the saintly bravely to expose life ;

Nor dares any one to preach it to an embattled army.

Far truer is the instinct of every simple mind,

That no bad soul can endanger itself by right action ;

And that when Virtue claims exposure to deadly danger,

Even the guiltiest does wisely in bravely welcoming death.

And as any noble passion, kindled in a guilty soul,

Raises its capacity of virtue, if but for a moment,

And, burning up meaner vice, illumines the man ;

* Bacon's Essay on Death.
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So have all times felt, that even the baser in mind

Earn a portion of glorious virtue in dying for their country.

How much rather should the thoughtful, the pious and pure of heart

Happily resign soul and body to the God who gave them,

When necessity or virtue call them to lay down life ?

Nor is other faith needed, than the faith of Columbus,

Who, tho' Ocean, fathomless, illimitable, changing into seaweed,

Seemed to part him for ever from his brothers of mankind,

And tho' the magnet itself swerved, knew he still was in God's realm :

For, what if Nature's laws altered ? they were yet the laws of God.

So too, if the laws of Being prove new beyond death,

If the soul then find itself bound by new conditions,

Yet it cannot be under any rule other than God's rule,

Nor will God be less tender, less equitable than now.

The darkness of futurity can be no reason for terror,

But much reason for serving actively in our present daylight,

While we know the powers granted us for a scanty time.

Life is good, and Death is good : both are from God ;

Excellent in their own hour, pregnant with a hidden future.

Enforcement of i&uie.

On earth we find, that when High Power is joined with Goodness,

Power exerts itself forthwith for distinct Moral purposes,

In which thing peculiarly human Government consists.

So soon then as men believe that a Supreme Power is intelligent,

Is wise and moral and commands our morality,

(And that he does really command it, Conscience is our witness,)

Forthwith a belief arises in some Moral Government of God.

The doctrine was never founded on Historical Experience,

Nor could it ever affect to be a truth of Induction,

Except where knowledge is narrowest and thought puerile :

And hardly can we pretend to know our own selves so well,

As to found on our own history the vast generalization,
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Which announces God's Moral Government of the universe,

Firm as may be our belief in the Uniformity of Law.

But mankind has felt it to be an inference inevitable,

That the Power which regulates and upholds the universe,

If he attends to moral action and approves of virtue,

Must regulate and uphold moral affairs likewise;

Although the mode of this Government remain debateable.

Where power and deliberate command are joined,

Some enforcement of the command was confidently expected:

Else, what earnestness of moral purpose could we ascribe,

If the powerful allow his rightful commands to be scorned,

His wise designs to be marred, his obedient servants to be crushed ?

Yet experience shows that God's Government is not by
"
Enforcement,"

And that the idea itself is a delusion drawn from man's feebleness.

Punishment is not "
Enforcement," though men so name it

;

For it comes after the offence, and affects the future only.

Whatever the Omnipotent
"
enforces," is necessarily fulfilled,

And if he enforced righteousness, sin would be impossible,

Nor would moral freedom remain, but we should be as machines.

Also if the magistrate could prevent, never would he punish.

If he looked on inactive, allowing offence under his eyes,

Intending to punish afterward; he would himself be guilty.

Such conduct has no likeness to God's almighty wisdom.

Nor may we compare the All-Wise to a perverse schoolmaster,

Who winks on faults at present, and threatens distant penalty.

Then the children, bent on sport and borne by reckless folly,

Run from frolic into fault, from fault into offence,

And proud of impunity, carry offence into full crime.

Thus the sin, which, while tender, might easily have been stayed,

Becomes hardened and unyielding to mild remedies.

Cruel were the judgment day, bloody the assizes,

Which should call children to trial for a year's unchecked riot !

Never will we justify such a trainer, or choose such a tutor,

Or count his preposterousness a type of heavenly wisdom.

The efficacy of all punishment is in proportion to its nearness,

And it corrects the offender best, when it follows the offence close.
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God's punishments must be perfect, and perfectly fitted to us,

Suited to our Free Will, and also to our shortsightedness.

Since nearness is a good in penalties, especially on the shortsighted,

His penalties must follow upon guilt at once :

And if punishment, delayed till after death, be credible.

Unseen, unknown, dimly understood or believed,

Least of all assuredly does it enforce righteousness.

Whatsoever retributions a future life may reserve,

They cannot involve principles condemnatory of the present.

All God's doings are perfect, and this world is of his making,
Nor does it abound with blunders hereafter to be mended.

The future, whatever it be, will be a growth out of that which is,

Not an overthrow and convulsion, nor a confession of past anarchy.

That God is a Moral Governor, is certain to every Theist,

But that he governs always, is surely no less certain :

Nor can any one without extravagance and self-confutation

Urge present anarchy as a proof of future rule.

Nay; and as he governs always, so does he judge always,

Not on one day only, nor with the machinery of a tribunal,

But by eternal law, unseen, self-executing, relentless.

JFattfj anti

The shepherd of Chaldsea in days far distant

Foreknew by the stars the coming of summer or of winter :

The savages in Oceanic Islands have sure foreknowledge of the tides,

Both when they will be at highest, and when at lowest ;

Guided not by Experience only, but also by Faith.

For, long since have acute sceptics instructively taught and proved,

That Experience of the past avails not for knowing the future,

Unless Uniformity of Natural Law be presumed,

Which has no direct demonstration, and is at first matter of Faith.

Yet this Faith gives foresight to the untaught and unphilosophic,

And the reasoner, who disowns it, is but foolish or insane.
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Where laws are more complex and experience less uniform,

Though Foresight becomes less exact, yet Faith still gives foresight.

On what day winter-cold will begin, we know not exactly,

Nor can we certainly say, that next winter snow will fall
;

Yet we believe in winter rains and provide against winter cold,

Not the less, though ignorant on what day they will set in ;

Only madmen can disown the faith which leads to the foresight.

Some moral laws are as uniform as the laws of the atmosphere,

Though in neither case has man's intellect unravelled their tangle,

So as to predict with accuracy and without reservation :

Yet many who think themselves statesmen and politic,

Having no Faith in moral law, behave as foolish or insane,

Because their lack of Faith makes vain their Foresight.

As when an Imperial Power, wishing to make sure its conquests,

Sets at nought Truth and Equity, stirs up Hatred and Revenge,

Cares only to seem strong, and dreads nothing but contempt,

Seeking to crush by violence and inspire awe by niight.

The statesmen who advise this, believe in gold and in steel,

Believe in man's cupidity, in his fear and his meanness,

But believe not in God's rule, nor in men's deeper passions.

So in their pride they forget that the strongest have hours of weakness,

Hours, in which those who should succour them, will stab them.

Always to be strong is impossible : those who do not seek to be esteemed,

Must pay ten times over for all that Justice would have cost,

Or lose that fabric of empire for which they despised God.

He who has Faith in God's laws, knows that Injustice will breed Hatred,

And that, sooner or later, the harvest of Hatred is reaped,

Though he knows not exactly when or how and through whom,
As neither on what day and with what wind the snowstorms will come.

Faith makes the moral man wiser than the immoral statesman,

Enabling him to predict things to which the other is blind.

The vaster our field of survey and the more distant the time,

The less can details be foreseen, and the vaguer is sound prediction :

Yet the principle is the same of all Foresight rising out of Faith.

Of this and of that country we cannot know all the details,

As neither can we know the stores of electricity and of cold :
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Hence no certain prediction of pending events is possible :

But the wider the scale of affairs, the surer is moral foresight ;

Because, on the wider scale, the broader laws bear sway,

Visible and dominant amid smaller disturbances.

That " a well-governed realm will prosper," we presume :

That "
proud and silly power will ruin itself," might be an axiom

;

While we pretend not to define how prosperity or ruin shall come.
" God's Kingdom is well governed :" this is most sure,

To those who believe that he has any government at all.

" God's Kingdom must prosper," is the certain augury of Faith ;

" The Kingdom of Evil must fall," is a safe prediction :

How soon, we know not : let not our misconduct uphold it !

But by belief in morality the simple are made wise

To discern broad certainties, which the cunning overlook :

Faithlessness is folly, and discerns not the future.

If nothing else is foreseen by Faith, yet so much is foreseen,

That God who abhors the wrong, means to establish the right,

That Evil must wear itself out, and Good bear final sway,

That the Future is big with blessing, which the triumph of Good shall unfold.

l&etritmtton.

Retribution plays undoubtedly a large part upon earth,

And guilt punishes itself through the divine ordination.

Some sins more than others entail their own penalty,

Balking the sinner of his prize and of hoped-for enjoyment.

In which result we oftentime feel stern joy,

As, when the spoiler of the innocent is in turn despoiled,

And man's Conscience applauds, and says,
"
It is deserved."

If this come about by the force of normal causes,

All Theists must ascribe it to a supreme Providence.

But others go beyond, and lay down an abstract principle,

That Justice demands SUFFERING as a retribution to SIN,

Not to deter or to remedy, but even as compensatory.
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But herein are wrapt inextricable tangles.

For Suffering and Sin have no common measure,

Nor in abstract thought is
"
equivalence

"
imaginable.

And as none could say that a Mile is equal to Ten Ounces,

Or that a Year is equivalent to Fifty-Horse-Power,

(When Space, Weight, Time, Force differ in kind,)

So neither can a Tooth Ache be an equivalent for a Lie,

Nor can any abstract law of Justice decide the Pains,

Which shall weigh even in the balance with a certain Sin.

Pain and Sin differ in kind, just as Time and Space.

Also we see in God's world a denial of equivalences.

Some faults punish themselves with distressful rigour :

Other guilt, coarser and viler, scarcely earns penalty at all,

Save that of being hardened into a fouler state,

Without pain to the guilty, or conscious degradation :

So various is the amount of Retribution incurred.

Thus the doctrine of abstract relation is proved futile,

Alike by theory and by practical evidence.

But again, it is assumed, contrary to fact and truth,

That Suffering is, in itself, remedial of Sin.

Contrariwise oftener Suffering is a cause of Sin :

It hardens the heart, and is not normally remedial.

Constraint, not Suffering, is the great means of training ;

But as in the treatment of maniacs, so is it with the guilty,

That Constraint, to be effective, must not be too painful.

Let a criminal be so atrocious, as to deserve death and torture,

Yet life with torture will only harden him the more :

Kindness and Constraint combined, alone give hope of remedy.
Never then can JUSTICE claim pains and torture

Growing in intensity proportioned to guilt,

When the punishment can but exasperate the evil,

And, if continued, make sin eternal.

Justice may require the removal, the destruction of the sinner,

For Justice abounds with hatred of guilt and with zeal :

Hatred seeks destruction of that which it hates,

Only Anger and Malignity demand pain and suffering.
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God's Government undoubtedly is at war with Sin,

And his battle must prevail, to extirpate and banish it.

Why is not this a Divine Government as glorious,

Without futile vengeance which is fierce too late ?

Eibtne ffiobernment

If Conscience is the voice of God within,

It is a guide to the Government of God without,

And the true interpreter of Conscience discerns divine purposes.

But those in whom Conscience is unripe and confused,

As naturally and necessarily, misinterpret the divine reign.

Most are familiar with the error of expecting present Retribution,

Once fostered even by the wisest, still common with the many.
And because this error seems to be ^ dictate of Intuition,

Our confidence in Intuition might hurtfully be weakened,
Could we not clearly unveil the course of deception.

Our inward law of right is to seek first after Virtue,

And secondarily only to follow Happiness :

Whether for ourselves, or for others, we account Virtue the chief good.
But because a chief mode of attaining personal virtue

Is, to guide our conduct rightly toward others ;

And because rather by sympathy than by introspection

Comes the early culture of moral thought ;

Our Duty toward others at first swallows up all virtue.

Now if one man excelled others as a parent excels a child,

One might choose Virtue for others rather than Happiness :

For this is the higher law, wherever practicable.

But seldom can one choose for another, or dream to guide him ;

Hence in practice we solely choose the Happiness of others,

And the illusion creeps in, that Happiness is the Chief Good.

Out of this illusion rises new error concerning the Divine Rule.

Because each good man chiefly seeks others' Happiness,

(Since to seek for their Virtue is too high an aim,)
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It is thought, that God also must study our Happiness chiefly.

But this is to forget his superior and mighty relation,

And that he, as a parent, can study for our Virtue,

Not being limited, as man is, in action towards fellow-man.

Hence the error, that a Divine Ruler will suppress violences,

And by rewards and punishments keep things smooth,

As a human king promoting his subjects' happiness :

And when by painful facts this is signally disproved,

Divine Rule is disbelieved, and all Faith is shaken.

Faith revives, when we discern that Virtue is the chief good.

And is in fact promoted by the divine ordinances :

To establish Virtue, is the true end of God's Government ;

But by
" enforcement " it would be annihilated, not established.

Undoubtedly there remain things obscure and heart-gnawing.

It is not the wreck of Happiness, but of Virtue, which appals.

Injury is bad enough, but depravation by injury is worse ;

As when the persecuted becomes revengeful/fraudulent, ferocious,

In which no one can imagine any divine purpose.

Nay, worst of injuries is the corruption of the innocent :

Whether, as when the violent drags others into his crimes,

Or the subtle villain tangles them into guilt and debasement.

Many a time have such things wrung the meditative heart,

Nor does it avail to deny them or to turn away the eyes.

Yet the evil which we hate, God hates far more intensely :

This we cannot but believe, while we believe in God at all.

Therefore we cling to the conviction, that he orders amid disorder,

And that evil is permitted only for the sake of higher good.

Here surely we need Faith ; and of Faith we have more to say.

Collective (Jlofcernment

In God's natural forces, mechanical and chemical,

If separately viewed, no moral purpose appears ;

For they subserve wickedness as freely as goodness,
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And often inflict dire calamity on the innocent.

Take them collectively ;
view nature as a whole ;

And beyond a doubt they must be judged wise and good,

Contributing in harmony to a vast and perfect scheme.

On this then alone many thoughtful minds would rest,

That the Highest has planned for the absolute Whole chiefly,

And wisely sacrifices details for the Average of good.

Such alone they regard to be God's Moral Government.

On the opposite it is alleged by the general voice,

And by most of the specially religious, that this cannot be all ;

But that the whole is perfect by the perfection of the details :

And that this alone beseems High Power and Wisdom,
So far at least as all Moral Right is concerned :

That this alone moreover, suits physical analogies.

For the philosophers themselves who admire the Order of the universe,

The Beauty of the earth, the Grandeur of the skies,

The outspread of mighty Life adapted to its circumstances,

These philosophers teach us that the small is as perfect as the great.

The same forces collect a diamond and a starry cluster,

The same forces are in a raindrop and in the vast ocean.

Nay, that every part is as perfect as the gorgeous whole,

The researches of the microscope do strongly assure us.

If then God govern morally at all, shall we not find his government
Alike on the narrowest theatre and in the mightiest events ?

Does not the noble march of Science vehemently recommend us

To have Faith in such analogies, and to abide by them fearlessly ?

Besides, when we ask, What is the great and Mighty Whole,

Spread out immeasurably both in Space and Time,

It appears, that to provide for it, and for it alone,

Is to postpone indefinitely the welfare of every part.

This is a calamity often endured by great empires,

But does not offer a type of celestial government.
If Ireland complains, the reply is not satisfactory,

That her evils are contingent on the state of parties in England.

Bengal may suffer, because we have just conquered Scinde,

Or Bengal with Soinde, because we have to conquer Burmah ;
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When possibly any one country might have been well ruled,

If its rulers had not been distracted by foreign cares.

But who will ascribe such infirmity to God,
Or make it our calamity to be subjects of his vast empire ?

If in one country injured innocence has no redress,

Shall it be said, this is winked at by wide-sighted wisdom,

Whose laws are fixed for the benefit of our whole earth ?

Well : but might not thus our globe in turn be sacrificed,

For the wider welfare of the planetary dwellers ?

Again, might not the good of the solar system give way,
As small in comparison to that of a constellation of worlds ?

What then if we sacrifice the benefit of this last

For the whole milky way, or for some grander aggregate ?

Even so, we are but on the verge of infinitude,

And infinite Time swallows us, just as infinite Space.

Since the " Whole" seems, like God himself, to be boundless,

The perfection of the whole lies in perfection of the parts,

And to sacrifice parts to whole were to sacrifice all perfection.

Hence, dark as we may remain concerning God's true Government,
We fall back on the belief that it is a Government of detail,

Aiming at perfection of the parts, and through them of the whole.

Since we know that God in Conscience forbids and warns,

We cannot believe in any neglect under his reign,

Or that individuals are too small for their sins to be noticed,

When they are not too small to receive the commands of his Spirit.

As a spiritual God cares chiefly for individual virtue,

So by training individuals he conducts collective Morality.

jfaftfr/^tfrwtt an*

Great mistakes are made on the subject of Faith,

Through doubtful words and traditions of the schools :

And in the hope of aiding to greater clearness of thought,

A full unfolding of FAITH, in diverse cases, shall be attempted.
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The Faith most familiar to all, is that which we place in a friend,

Whom we trust without precautions, and of whose honour we are sure ;

And where facts are doubtful or his conduct unexplained,

We believe without hesitation that the truth will reveal his virtue.

Even in strangers we repose faith, and entrust our lives to them,

As to the captain of a ship, or to a common boatman or driver,

Barely because we know not why they sheuld be cruel,

And because we judge that kindness prevails in untempted man.

Nor is it uncommon to have a trust which suffices for action,

Although it assuredly does not suffice for full belief:

As when, avoiding the dangers of the wilderness,

We trust our lives to a drunken ferryman or wild muleteer ;

Or as when we swallow remedies in obedience to a physician,

Though gravely doubting whether his wisdom reaches to our case.

Or as the impetuous hero king, who drank oft' the potion,

After handing to the physician the calumnious letter ;

And who thereupon watched anxiously the physician's countenance,

To see whether any treason had lurked in his cup.

Here then is a Faith which is Trust, but which is not yet Belief;

We trust upon the probable ; but the probable is not yet convincing ;

And we do not believe, until we are thoroughly convinced.

The necessities of human life enforce upon us such Trust
;

For action is often necessary, and time presses,

And wisdom is very limited, and alternatives few ;

And we do the thing which seems the least bad of the possible,

Without conviction that it is absolutely to be desired.

Yet Faith is then most perfect, when it pervades the whole mind ;

WT

hen in our action we trust, and in our mind believe,

So believe, as to suffer no inward struggle or misgiving.

But Faith is not placed solely in persons, nor in moral things ;

It has a very wide range over all human action and thought.

Does not the sportsman put faith in the good scent of his hound,

In the strength of his powder, and in his well-known gun,

And the more so, the more he has proved them trustworthy ?

Does not the seaman put faith in the seaworthiness of his vessel,

In her obedience to the helm and her power to run close to wind,
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To work off from a lee-shore and to lie-to against a hurricane,

Or to scud away before a gale aud bear press of canvas ?

Does he not entrust life and honour to the instruments of his art,

His compass and log, his sextant, his chronometers,

And his maps which mark currents and shoals and harbours ?

Nay, though ignorant himself of the astronomer's high science,

He performs, under bidding, reckonings beyond his understanding,

And trusting to an almanac, infers his longitude,

Believing in the sagacity and truth of his practical rules.

In many of these cases Faith goes before experience,

Under guidance of the opinion or faith of others ;

But the trust, with belief, grows up into confidence,

When trial and experience confirm its wisdom.

Faith in Nature is easy now ; but to a Columbus or a Galileo

To believe in Natural Law might need high courage.

To trust without full belief is one while a folly,

Other while it marks bravery and noble heroism.

The ship which would run into port through rocks and shallows,

When driven on to some strange shore by an overbearing wind,

Must surely be lost, if the helmsman, through distrust of his map,
Shrink from the nearness of the rocks to which it guides him.

The truth of the map may be uncertain, but his ignorance is certain

Prudence therefore exhorts to bravery and to strict obedience.

And if, after severe dangers, such obedience has brought safety,

Future faith will be easier, and his bravery be confirmed.

What else is true Bravery than Faith, or Faith than wise Bravery ?

Faith reaches farther still in the history of human thought ;

For all philosophy whatsoever begins with Faith,

Faith in the human faculties, Faith that truth is attainable,

Faith in the dominion of and uniformity of law.

But at first this Faith is only a trust sufficing for action,

And from action rises experience, from experience conviction,

Until sure belief is superadded to the primitive trust,

And the faith becomes complete and unhesitating and tranquil.

Faith in the Uniformity ofLaw was at first a guess

Or a presumption or a trust, but has become a firm belief:
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And Faith in Analogy has inspired the thoughts of genius

And guided them to high discovery and to solid truth :

And Faith in Simplicity held astronomers firm,

"When faulty observations bade them remodel their doctrines :

Nor is any man fitted for high action or for philosophy,

Who has not a brave faith in principles pervading and immovable,

Which will be eyes to him in the dark, and strength in weakness ;

An instinct mistaken for genius, but more moral than intellectual.

Our trust in men little known soon reaches its limit,

And is shattered by miscarriages or even by one doubtful deed :

But towards one intimately known we justify strong faith,

And under events fraught with suspicion we admire it the more.

Admit then, that the triumphs of sin are direful,

That we do not always see a Providence promoting Virtue :

Is therefore Faith in God's government baseless or unreasonable ?

Neither baseless nor unreasonable, assuredly is our reply.

The basis of Faith must not be looked for in Induction,

(This is the fundamental error which ever weakens Faith,}

But in the inward heart, in pure-minded insight.

Vain is the fallacy, that the wisest human mind

Can grasp the hidden facts of vast moral phenomena,
And judge by the Experience of human history,

What are the moral qualities and secret purposes of the Highest.

R\ide only is the outline which the ablest can thus attain :

Much less is it possible for the millions so to learn of God.

From Conscience alone we learn the Divine Morality ;

From Conscience and inward thought, we learn the Divine Government.

On this side we have positive and well-defined knowledge,

That the Author of man's heart commands and approves of virtue :

But positive knowledge of God's heart is impossible,

If you seek to ground it on external phenomena.
Nor do Atheists pretend to any well-defined moral results,

But rest in alleging incongruities and uncertainties.

Nothing else could be expected, with our partial minds,

Which see but a fragment of God's vast deeds,

See but an incomplete outside of moral history,

F 2
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Nor know even whether any one man's history is closed,

Or how far events beyond the grave may change the retrospect.

If indeed we pretended to make Induction our basis,

And to rest on Historical Experience the belief of Divine Rule,

Then it would be to the purpose to press us with the difficulties,

Which now are but difficulties, not refutations.

A burden to Faith they are surely; but strong Faith bears them.

Nor yet is the belief of God's Government unreasonable.

It is the same mysterious Wisdom that orders the outer universe,

As ordains law to the conscience and inspires single hearts :

And when in the stars and planets Wisdom is domiijant,

Can the tide of human affairs be borne at random ?

And when over winds, waves, wild beasts, mighty Law is supreme,

Does no law at all control men's crooked will ?

Unless behind bad men's deeds a heavenly wisdom rules,

Reason denies that their career could be permitted ;

Disorder in the midst of Order, Lawlessness overriding Law,

Exhibiting God as helpless to train or restrain his creatures.

Or will any one say, that he could not help creating them,

But was driven to it by FATE, though foreseeing and hating sin ?

Reason and Free Thought, not Passion and zeal for Creeds,

Reasonable honour to the Highest and Wisest and Purest,

Leads straight to the persuasion that a Providence is Supreme,

Supreme over evil men, not to sanction, but to transmute their evil.

It is reasonable that this persuasion mount into a firm conviction :

And we call it FAITH IN GOD, for all men as for every man.

Let it begin with mere Trust, sufficient for faithful action ;

It shall end in firm Belief, filling the sore heart with joy.

.Special

Many talk of Special Providence, and say things not persuasive,

As though the Great Ruler made favourites and dealt arbitrarily,

Or could designedly bless one by the harm of another,
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And could pity the hungry lion and overlook the mangled lamb,

Or tamper with his o\vii high laws for small convenience.

Many things have been piously imagined, but unskilfully said,

\Yhcn we crudely speak aloud strong but dim Intuitions,

Powerful already for life-service, but not yet rightly interpreted.

Outward prosperity for the righteous was a hope long cherished,

Suggested by each man's yearning, yet a delusion ;

So natural to moral infancy and worldly inexperience,

That poets and writers of fiction, to delight the natural instinct,

Often make fortune reward goodness and punish iniquity.

But though Virtue no longer is thought exempt from calamity,

Nor Vice and Injustice certain to meet visible retaliation,

Yet in general it remains deeply fixed in each pious bosom,

That all his life is ordained by Heavenly Wisdom
;

The painful events as the pleasant ; the lesser as the greater ;

So that man may earn virtue out of his daily lot,

And his sorrows or his joys alike be a training to his soul.

Since each believes this for himself, but is dark as to his neighbour,

Who perhaps neglects virtue
; his own case appears special :

Hence each in turn call it a Special overruling Providence.

The opinion cannot be proved just ; but can it be reproved ?

It may seem to some a fond fancy, a groundless notion ;

Yet it aids to contentment and to pious suggestion,

Filling the heart with sweet thoughts and lofty imaginings ;

Nor can it wound charity nor corrupt the laws of rectitude.

If it perhaps be an opinion which no one can urge upon another,

Yet, where it is a practical faith, none can censure it in another ;

And what spiritual instinct persuades with so steady a pressure,

This, if not refuted by fact, it may be unwise to reject.

Nor is it true, that this doctrine puffs up with conceit.

He is conceited already, who thinks that God is for him alone,

And that others, less favoured, are of no concern to the most High.

And, as to the impure man things pure are often impure,

So to the conceited man pious doctrines foster conceit ;

As, that a Providence so Special watches over him,

That God has little time or heart to bestow on others.
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Few confess this to be their thought, yet some appear to think it.

But the reasonable will avow, that no Specialty can exist,

Save so far as the pious are distinguished from the reckless.

When sin increases in the life, and men become worse and worse,

It is hard to say that events are working good unto them,

Or that a Special Providence is guiding their feet to wrong '

A weakness it may be to separate the Special from the General,

Yet so broad a distinction seems not to feed conceit.

Laying aside needless enigmas, and avoiding pettiness,

Those who know, that Divine Perfection rules all men by One law,

Still trust, that " in obedience to virtue, come to man what may,

Nothing can hurt him, but all must work together for good."

Ascribe this to General or to Special Providence, it is all the same

Let the wicked act virtuously, and he too may claim his blessing.

This doctrine, by its own nature, can never wholly be verified,

Verified by the test of fact ; for things Future need to be known,

And Good and Evil to be valued, and samples of events discussed

Under difficulties frightful to the Inductive Philosopher.

The doctrine is not believed in order to gain support to virtue,

(For then it could give no support,) but it is believed for itself,

Because it seems to accord with the merciful equity of God

Not to lay on his creatures commands too hard for our weakness ;

And when his claim on our virtue is strict, unexcepting,

We cannot believe that any will lose by obedience
;

Or that, when a servant thinks only to fulfil his Lord's command,
That Lord can fail to watch over his servant's interests.

Thus belief in God's equity and goodness suggests the doctrine ;

Which roots itself deeper with the deeper growth of morality.

Besides, we see Peace and Joy to be natural fruits of Holiness ;

Natural, yet not uniform ; for one suffers through another,

And one alsofor another, the strong to uplift the weak.

The virtuous seeks no other reward than Virtue herself,

Yet Holy Happiness is his natural reward ;

And to say that it is natural, is to call it God's ordinance.

Does not then Reason suggest a hidden Harmony of things,

Which shall turn into Fact what we see to be Right,
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And perfect God's Government us absolutely good,

Not merely good in tendency, and good on the whole '<

On such grounds, or on better grounds, the faith stands firm,

That "
nothing shall do real harm to those who love God."

And a noble aid does it give to our poor struggling virtue,

Calming the fears of prudence without pampering selfishness.

fftatertal ant tfje floral.

Pleasant are outward delights to our animal nature.

Not only the more inglorious and soon satiated appetites

Give a natural satisfaction ; but much more the insatiable,

Love of motion and activity and every exercise of force,

And the sweet breath of the country, and the sounds and sights of nature.

Such things bring a pleasure and a happiness to lower beings,

And man has his full proportion in the very same pleasures.

We do not undervalue them. When they come in their due order,

We account them pure and excellent and a ground of thanksgiving.
Useful also are outward appliances to our worldly nature,

The supplies which secure our safety and provide for our comfort,

Which minister to ease or facilitate movement,
Which economize time and multiply the length of life,

Which bring together the absent and widen the mind's survey,

Which confer the gift of leisure, and open the doors of instruction.

Even health and freedom from pain are outward and material,

Equally with disease and wounds, and common to us with the animals.

Dream not that for a moment we disparage the precious boon

Of health and strength and leisure and plentiful supplies.

Health and Wealth are glorious advantages, high blessings,

To those who love Virtue better than they love Health and Wealth.

Yet even the child and savage know that the deeper pleasures

Only through some moral meaning can enter things material.

The pleasure of a mother's kiss is earned by the true mother only,

Nor could a strangeifc soft lips give to the child the same.
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For not from the mere touch and surface does the tender delight come forth,

But from the deep fountain within, which the touch causes to flow.

Joy gushes from the heart of Love, when Love is mutual and conscious.

So too does the bitterness of Pain become more bitter,

When gall is poured into the wound by moral causes.

He who slips upon ice and breaks a limb,

He who with the sharp reaping-hook cuts his sinews unawares,

Has an agony of the body proportioned to the hurt.

But if the same wound were inflicted by ruthless malice,

By the wantonness of a strong youth, or by the tyranny of power ;

The bitter sense of wrong might bring pain greater than the harm.

And if the doer were one beloved, as when a son wounds a mother,

Slight would be the body's anguish beside that of the heart.

Therefore is the Tongue so sharp and terrible a weapon,

Dipped sometimes in a poison which may canker the soul.

For if he who assails with the tongue is our companion and intimate,

His unkindness may despoil us of homely and precious peace,

Fouling the wells of sympathy and marring society.

Or if the speaker be an enemy, full of calm malice,

Clever to choose for attack every sore place of our heart
;

Then, unless we hate our sins more than the enemy can scorn them,
And are happily free from all innocent domestic calamity,

Who shall say what bitter agony his tongue may not cause us ?

So intense are the pains and joys, which flow from our moral nature.

Surely all the words which captivate the heart and ravish it,

Glory or Beauty and Power and Knowledge and Love and Virtue,

All, equally with the last, rise above the material or animal,

And cannot be estimated by animal pleasure.

Not mystical religion merely, but common sense, teaches,

That ' ' the Moral is beyond compare more worthy than the Material "

And that though things outward are fitly called good in themselves,

Yet their highest value is reached, when they minister to things inward.

Upon this certainty, Religion founds a new Theorem,

That,
" In the mind of God, the Moral is the highest end of the Material."

To this doctrine the soul gives assent by Intuition,

(Though no one can assay it by test of positive fact,) .
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Or because we know God to be pre-eminently Moral,

And see the loftier rank, which he gives to moral joys.

What else could be from him, who is Energy and Spirit and Life ?

Once more, and again, and again, consider this theorem :

Believe it not lightly, weigh it attentively :

The more you weigh it, the more it will seem true,

And necessary to be believed by all who have knowledge of God,
That he is a Spirit and is Moral and absolutely commands Virtue,

And causes it to abound with Peace and nameless Delight.

The dry or the impure heart may give but a feeble assent ;

But according as each becomes pure and heavenly within,

In the same measure does this Theorem seem to become an Axiom.

But if it be true, then on its basis is reared a Corollary,

High towering in reach, but strongly and broadly propped up,

That "Things Moral are more lasting than things Material."

This also can never be verified by experience of fact,

For it stretches out above Sight into the clouds of Faith :

Yet neither is it without reasonable argument and support.

For if the outer world is God's scaffold, and the inner world his building,

(Of which we are assured by the Theorem above approved,)

Surely the building must long outlast the scaffold.

Or to speak in plain terms and to dwell on the realities of life ;

When various endurance, perhaps calamitous,

With inward struggles towards light and for higher virtue,

Has moulded man's heart into a purer temple of God
;

If there be indeed a God who intended this process,

Who made light of all things outward, of loss and of pain,

Because of the high value which he set on man's Soul,

Which he would perfect in Virtue by sacrificing all beside
;

Is it credible that a result so dearly and elaborately bought
Was intended by him to perish with the fabric of the Body,
When it had barely attained its human perfection,

And was aspiring to a goodness more perfect and loftier ?

Such questions do not demonstrate ; yet they convince the heart,

Perhaps in proportion to its childlike confidence in God.

Perhaps the minds which mistrust, are beset by some old error,
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By materialistic philosophies and theories of Fate.

Be this as it may ;
the doctrine is at any rate probable,

To be received, till disproved, at least with respect.

From another quarter also confirmation is obtained.

The doctrine in question sprang out of Intuition,

And rests on direct argument, stronger or weaker.

But it might also have been proposed in guise of a Hypothesis,

Clearing up the dark points of God's moral Government,

By opening a field for future equitable redress.

It does not originate from the desire of solving that enigma ;

Yet if it be admitted, it solves it satisfactorily,

Which is the appropriate duty of every Hypothesis.

If then, proposed as a mere Hypothesis, it might have plausibility,

This gives it a new strength, when it stands on other grounds.

See finally what is meant, when we abominate Materialism :

We mean not a metaphysical but a moral error ;

The error of valuing things Material above things Moral,

Choosing the reverse of God's mind, worse than by any sin of passion.

This is the essence of Mammon, and most confirmed unrighteousness.

Emmortalttg of (Soft's

Those who feel how far the Moral is better than the Material,

Find it hard to believe that true virtue can ever perish.

That which has God's nature seems to them immortal as God ;

A noble sentiment, having nothing superstitious,

Nothing of mere fantasy and superficial credulity,

But springing up assuredly out of spiritual depths.

And as Love is the noblest and best of the affections,

So eminent in glory, that we pronounce it Divine,

The poet is praised, who denies that Love can die.

But when those who stand over the grave of a virtuous friend

Lose faith in immortality, they grieve and lament,

Not merely that their friend loses happiness, or they their friend,
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(For in every case they lose him,) but. that Virtue should perish,

That the Estimable and Lovely should exist no more.

This is no fond selfishness or foolish grief,

If that is lost to existence, which is of all things most valuable.

Rather, we could not be virtuous, if we did not grieve ;

And if death is to be eternal, why not also grief?

But if Virtue grieves thus for lost Virtue justly,

How then must God, the fountain of virtue, feel ?

If our highest feelings, and the feelings of all the holy,

Guide rightly to the Divine heart, then it would grieve likewise

And grieve eternally, if Goodness perish eternally.

Nay, and as a man who should live ten thousand years,

Sustained miraculously amid perishing generations,

Would sorrow perpetually in the perpetual loss of friends ;

And in foresight of their death, his affections would be blighted,

From fear to love too much those whom he cannot keep ;

And as he would thus become callous and worn out in love,

In spite of benevolence and wise experience ;

Even so, (some might judge,) the Divine heart likewise

Would stint its affections toward the creatures of a day,

And shun to love too much, lest it encounter grief.

Would it not be a yawning gulf of ever-increasing sorrow,

Losing every loved one, just when virtue was ripening,

And foreseeing perpetual loss, friend after friend, for ever;

So that all their training perishes, and has to be begun anew,

Winning new souls to virtue, to be lost as soon as won ?

If then we must not doubt that the Highest has deep love for the holy,

Such love as man has for man, in pure and sacred friendship,

We seem justly to infer, that those whom God loves are deathless
;

Else would the Divine Blessedness be imperfect and impaired.

Nor avails it to reply by resting on God's Infinitude,

Which easily supports sorrows that would weigh down us :

For if to promote Virtue be the highest end with the Creator,

Then to lose his own work, not casually and by exception,

But necessarily and always, agrees not with his Infinitude,

More than with his Wisdom, nor more than with his Blessedness.
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In short, close friendship between the Eternal and the Perishing

Appears unseemly to the nature of the Eternal,

Whom it befits to keep his beloved, or not to love at all.

Whomsoever therefore he loves, they partake of his eternity ;

But to say that he loves no man, is to make religion vain.

Hence it is judged, that " whatsoever God loveth, liveth with God/
Whatsoever imbibes his essence and breathes his purity,

Whatsoever dwells in his bosom and rejoices in his nearness.

Let each then cherish tenderness and inward uprightness,

Living, like Paul, with aims higher than sight and sense

In the service and communion of a heavenly Lord,
"
If haply he may attain unto the resurrection of the dead."

Efje Mnitute of tfje JFtntte.

It was taught of old, that whatever was born will die,

That whatever had a beginning will have an end,

That the Finite cannot give birth to the Infinite ;

Hence, that nothing can be eternal in the ages to come,

Save what was eternal in the ages that are past.

If this be true, assuredly no after-life can concern us.

For, allowing to Plato the past eternity of our souls,

Yet, if our future soul be no more to us than the past soul,

Estranged from our consciousness, ignorant of its own identity,

No interest could we take in this future being,

As we take none in the self which preceded our birth :

And as no man would then conceive his future soul to be himself,

So neither would he care for the futurity of other men,

Or recognize God's Government in the continuity of souls.

But let us more closely inquire into the ground of these Principles.

Every action of matter, we are told, has endless sequences.

For the first efiect becomes cause of a second, the second of a third,

Nor can there be cessation to this ever-continued series.

If one solar planet were suddenly blotted out by miracle,
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For ever would the future history of our system be altered.

Nay, if for an instant the attraction of one planet were doubled,

That also would leave upon all the system an eternal impress.

Thus finite action naturally bequeaths unending results.

Hereto the man of science may add, as caution and protest,

That each action of matter springs also from eternal causation,

For the series of causes backward is endless, as of effects forward.

Hence the future infinitude, while seeming to result from the finite,

Results as truly from the infinitude which is past.

From this we dissent not, nor venture upon controversy,
Dark and mysterious as is the thought of a past eternity,

Seemingly self-contrarious : but if there be Freedom of Will,

(Without which there is nothing Moral, and of course no Religion,)

Each moral agent acts of himself, and not as decreed by the past,

Yet by his free act initiates a series of effects unending,
And though Finite himself, generates Infinitude by every act.

Though new-born, he affects an eternity to come

Propagating into endless ages onward many a result,

Which is not determined by the mysterious ages backward.

This peculiarity of Free Agents undermines the hypothesis,

That all infinity in the future demands infinity in the past ;

And it teaches us the danger of assumptions thus abstract and unproved.
Also by immortality we mean not a divine state extra-temporal,

But an upholding of life through a long-linked train of times.

That nothing can be divine in the future, which was not in the past divine,

We admit ; but if the new-born, which lived not in the past,

May live twenty or a hundred years, why not also a thousand ?

Why not a thousand more, and a million more, and so on indefinitely ?

We grasp not, for a Hereafter, any absolute and complete Eternity,
But the perpetual addition of new and still new years :

Nor see we, how this is made absurd by a past non-existence.

Perhaps, through the intense belief of these Greek dogmas,
Received in connection with materialistic philosophy,

Is to be explained the repugnance of some men to Free Will,

Who on the altar of Fate sacrifice Morals and Religion,

Sometimes intending service to God as well as to Truth.
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Lest therefore the Necessarian plead these dogmas against Free Will,

Let us ask, whether it is so certain, even in things material,

That the causes of birth are causes likewise of dissolution,

So that whatsoever is born carries in it the seeds of death.

To this question the Astronomer, I think, will answer No.

For Laplace has taught him, that this complex of Sun and Planets,

Harmoniously related in a common celestial life,

Had a beginning, had a birth, came forth from a state less complex,

When the body of the sun spread loose beyond our planets,

Which did not yet exist, save as outskirts of the monstrous sun :

And that the outmost planets were born first, as embryo rings,

Cast off by the accelerating whirl, when the bulk shrank in cooling :

Then of every ill-balanced ring the particles were attracted into a ball,

And planet after planet was shaped in slow succession

Through times which, if numerable, yet are not imaginable.

Ask that Astronomer, who most surely believes this doctrine,

Whether he finds in our system the germs of its own dissolution,

And whether aught forbids to believe in its future eternity.

He will reply, that his science has here no prediction :

For in casting the eye forward into time unbounded,

We know not into what Spaces our system may be carried,

Whether into regions intense of heat beyond compare,

Or perhaps into extreme cold, marring to our harmony ;

Nor know we within what new attractions it may come.

And as comets that range into far space are dissipated,

None can say, but that planets might be torn away from the sun,

Or the whole system swallowed in some foreign vortex.

But even if such catastrophe be not impossible,

Yet it comes not to the system from within, but from forces extraneous.

And as, for a healthy man to be slain by violence from without,

Differs from the natural death of inward decay ;

So too the Solar System, if liable to ruin from without,

Yet is not thereby a type of Death necessitated by Birth.

Viewed from within alone, it may be judged immortal ;

So perfect is the balance of stability already reached.

For it is a noble truth of astronomy, securely won,
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That all inward derangements of our system are self-compensating.

And as our days, waxing onward from their wintry length,

Reach at last their summer term and begin to wane,

And waning, have also a goal of smallness,

Nor ever outstep the limit at either end ;

So the trespasses of the planets, of what kind soever,

Are but periodic waverings within narrow limits ;

Nor do errors accumulate into instability,

But the whole is from within self-balancing and stable,

Fitted for Eternity, though framed in Time,

And not doomed to death through inward causes,

Unless the Sun itself were out-drained of heat,

With which neither Astronomers nor Chemists threaten us.

If then, in that science which is chiefly perfect,

And which alone can assay to compute futurity,
" That the Born should be Deathless " does not seem absurd,

Even in things without the higher life, without Free Will ;

Necessarians surely have no pretext for confidence,

That whatever had a beginning must also have an end.

Soul anti

That the Soul must die with the death of its organs,

Is more than mere Physiology can rightly pretend to know.

The inspector of brains and stomachs, in man and in brute,

By aid of eye and microscope and all the craft of chemistry,

Could never guess that man's brain secreted Intelligence

(As runs the phrase of some physicians) or possessed Free Will ;

Nay, or that Man is wiser and nobler than the Ape.

By consciousness and morals this is known to us, not by anatomy.
The grand and glorious science which studies organic forces,

Sweeping into its wide drag-net life's humblest simplest forms,

Is blind to that moral life which lurks in the body unseen ;

Nor does comparison of the lowest reveal the powers of the highest.
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Free Will is moral life, unknown to the brute, (as we judge,)

And on Free Will alone rest the pleas of immortality.

No reasonings from the brutes touch this question at all,

Which climbs altogether beyond the reach of the physiologist.

His science teaches not, even that Man thinks and judges ;

Much less, what Mechanism is for ever needful to Thought,
What is the Soul, what its growth, what its earning of force,

Or its necessary eternal dependence on its organs.

By the Mother's circulating juices the Unborn Babe is fed,

And will die presently if that supply be cut off:

At length it is parted from its vegetative source,

And, losing its old supplies, gains a life higher than vegetative,

With an independence which might have seemed eternally impossible.

What then if the Body be a nurturing mother to the Soul,

Which depends on the body at first for vegetative and vital forces,

Until Death bursts the bands of union and sends the soul free,

Into a life higher than its parent's, and sustained without the parent's

An independence which some call eternally impossible ?

Then Death were a Birth, a birth into the world of souls.

This may be vain hypothesis, unsupported fantasy ;

But its confutation belongs not to the domain of the physiologist,

Who cannot claim to know on what the spiritual powers depend.

Thus the question of a Hereafter comes to us fresh and untouched,

Clear from all rightful pre-judgment by investigators of the body,

Open to the thoughtful auguries which religious instincts suggest.

If religious and moral science prove unable to decide this question,

Yet will they for ever legitimately discuss it.

Nor is the discussion useless, though no positive Certainty be reached

For the conscience is enlivened by the very possibility of a Hereafter,

And man would not be man, if he did not meditate upon it,

Gazing into heaven's black depths, flooding his soul with homage
Toward him whose darkest wisdom claims ever reverential wonder.
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SHortfj of tfje Soul.

Some are convinced by metaphysics, by physics and by authority,

That the soul of man is immortal, and therefore valuable.

Let the argument avail, with whomsoever it can avail,

But it is not that which we venture here to adopt.

A bad thing, if immortal, does not thereby gain worth,

Though a good thing is of greater worth by reason of duration,

Chiefly if with time it promise nobler growth.

But our reasoning has been contrariwise, that if the soul be worthy,

If it deserve to live, then it may have hope of life
;

And desert is measured by capacity of improvement.
Thus we say not,

" because immortal, therefore valuable,"

But rather,
" because valuable, therefore immortal."

Some of the old Greeks believed, that virtue culminates

While the body is in middle age, and then declines ;

And that to be peevish, selfish, cowardly, covetous,

With other vices, grows necessarily on- old age,

Which in its normal state encounters loss of virtue.

If this were true, it would indeed be a weighty fact,

Nor could there be stronger disproof of man's immortality.

Then man would be like to the brute, shut into narrow limits,

Nor for soul, more than for body, could longer life be desired.

But the opinion is overstrained, and on several grounds unjust,

Partly because decay of sense closes the avenues of information,

Giving the appearance of selfishness even to the unselfish ;

Partly from judging wrongly who is the normal man :

Not one diseased in body and morbid in spirits,

Not one who is pampered by honour and high observance,

Not one who has not made virtue his chief pursuit.

Few indeed are the men who can be fitly judged normal,

So as to found hereupon proof that virtue is decadent :

Nor is any reasoning from averages here appropriate.

Rather, if there be any (as we know that there are in truth)

In whom years and decay set no limit to goodness,
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It must be judged that this is the state really normal,

And that the human soul has no natural limit to virtue.

Truly all life is higher than the lifeless,

And whatever can love is better than the loveless.

How could a vast mass of matter, as the inanimate Moon,

Compare in value with one warm human heart,

In the estimate of him whose Spirit is our life ?

To think, and to love, oh how godlike is each faculty !

They are our birthright, our nature
;

let us not disparage them,
Nor admit the charge, that it is human self-flattery

To estimate highly the human soul.

Except God himself, we know nothing to compare to it.

Angels there may be, and probably are, higher than we;

(For who will dream that Man exhausts spiritual Creation ?)

But only through Life and Love can they be higher,

And in smaller degree their glory is our glory.

Let not then our littleness induce an unwise humility,

Because we are but as dust in an infinite universe :

Nor suppose that he, to whom every thing finite is small,

Is too great for our littleness, or can despise it.

Animal JBefoelopment

The things in which Man and Brute agree are many,
The one point in which Man and Brute differ is mighty ;

And through comparison and contrast opposite judgments result.

In the body and in the animal life the likeness is all but sameness
;

Our passions and emotions and affections are greatly like theirs ;

Yet man is self-guiding and moral and improvable,

And able to discern God, able to aspire to him ;

None of which things can we discover in the brute.

Now whereas many persons have brought proofs of immortality,

Which applied to beasts equally as to man,

Proofs drawn from mere life and motion and immaterial thought,
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A few have been willing to extend immortality to the brutes :

But the majority, unable to believe that shell-fish and insects

And microscopic animalcules were destined to immortality,

Have held, that for reasonable belief of a human Hereafter

It is needful to keep asunder the case of man and of beast :

Let us not here undertake to dogmatize against the brutes :

Nevertheless it is certain that they do not fall within the arguments
On which alone we have based the hopes of a hereafter for man.

Yet neither may we overlook the pleas of our common animal-origin.

Geologists and Astronomers convince us that our Earth was once

A ball of fiery liquid, a sea of melted rock,

Which in the course of vast ages was chilled slowly,

Until a crust curdled around it, like to ice upon water,

Which, often perhaps melted and re-made, at length became settled,

And long remained hot ; but when in longer time it cooled,

And the crust thickened, and the inner ball shrank,

Then cracks and shrivellings ran over the whole surface,

And some parts fell in, and others were thrust upward,
And beds were made for the oceans, and mountains appeared,

While, by union of elements, Sea and Air were made.

Before that time no living creatures could be,

Such creatures as live by breath and are killed by fierce heat :

They all therefore came upon the earth at a distant, but finite time

By the will and wisdom of God, and by his creative force.

Yet of God's action we know nothing that could liken him to man,
Or liken his creation to our manual workmanship.
All his dealing, as known to us, is as a Law and as a Life,

Ever constant, ever like itself, as befits the Unchangeable.

And the progress of Science has persuaded pious philosophers

That the Highest creates, as he maintains, by eternal forces,

By an unceasing law, by an ever-acting energy,

Not by a rare or solitary effort of irregular power.

And the vast series of diverse creatures, seen in Geology,

Is explained by Geologists as so many successive creations,

Brought forth by a divine law, unknown to us, yet undoubted.

Nor only so ; but it is further taught, as a tenet inevitable,

G 2
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That the first created organisms, of the simplest rudest class,

Must have clustered into life out of things unorganized,

Whether by electric and cohesive or by other Divine forces,

When first the raw Earth became fit for organic life.

What else could any one reasonably mean by their Creation ?

Yet this Creation was but a Birth, or a Growth special of kind,

If no class of organisms, vegetable or animal,

Was made, save of material pre-existing on the earth
;

Whether out of the unorganic, or the more complex out of the simpler.

If so much as this be true, very many minds at once

Will push to results beyond, from which the learned still shrink.

For if all Creation was but an outburst of Divine Law,

Through which the material here present blossomed into life,

Displaying the divine Soul which worked through the brute Matter ;

Not only may it seem that Creation is a Birth or Growth,
But that those successive species, testified in geology,

Continuous in time, were also continuous in causation,

Each new arising race being children of an earlier race,

Changed with the change of elements, and ever advancing,
In such long years as only the Eternal can afford ;

Till from the dwellers in the seas and from the meanest insects

Hose reptiles and birds and beasts four-footed.

And moreover, if other creations were by Law,
Unfolded of germs which gathered up old materials ;

Hardly would the Creator, whose methods we see to be unchanging,
Follow a contrary method in the creation of Man :

Especially when it is noted, how the human frame is modelled,

Bone after bone corresponding to bones of beast and bird ;

Beside other harmonies, set forth by physiologists,

Which prove to the unbiassed a strict community of development.

Many therefore will infer, that the earliest tribes of Man
Grew out of, or were born out of, some creatures lower than Man ;

We mean not out of existing apes, nor care to say out of what.

But if our race had a beginning and grew out of something,

And existing brutes had a beginning and grew out of something,

(The earlier something being in each case doubtless inferior,)
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While the frames of man and brute denote close relations of origin;

To many minds (I say) no historical chasm is credible,

But they believe that the Human is a growth out of the Brutal,

A growth by continuous operation, by gradual and slow action,

Whether the final transition was, or was not, abrupt.

To such an opinion unbiassed thought leads some men,
While seeking solely for truth by legitimate methods.

But the conclusion is thought by many fatal to immortality ;

If possibly there were once races between human and brutal,

Too good to be mortal, too base for immortality.

But I see not how this is weightier than the fact of present Idiots,

Nay, or more than the case of children who die in Infancy,

To whom none of the moral arguments for a Hereafter can apply,

When no Conscience has been formed, and no Free Will has been possible.

Yet with them surely transition is gradual, states are intermediate,

Nor can our philosophy pretend to draw sharp divisions :

Theists to whom this is no difficulty, need find none in the other.

But let us consider more generally this doctrine of transition.

Is it forgotten, that effects, though under a Continuous Cause,

Are often at certain stages abrupt and even convulsive,

With a gap between the old and new which we call Discontinuous ?

As when slowly increasing cold may fall upon wintry water,

Which at first becomes lighter, yet is water still,

Liquid and refreshing, diluting and purifying ;

Until by further cooling it suddenly shoots forth crystals,

And water becomes ice and the liquid solid rock,

Which no longer can flow down the throat nor wash the body,
And which none might guess ever to have been liquid.

Or again, in every animal birth, when an embryo leaves the mother,

How sudden is the transition from darkness into light,

Prom vegetative growth to spontaneous active life !

The Causes were continuous, the Result is discontinuous.

And so deep is this seated in the simplest laws of action,

That those whose Calculus traces the issues of such laws,

Know that when the Generator is continuous, often the Generated is abrupt,

And the infinitesimal of the Hypothesis breeds the finite of the Conclusion ;
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So that gaps impassable arise where least expected,

And smooth curves bristle with Peaks and loose Branches gather into an oval,

And lines of brilliancy flash forth amid the unbrilliant.

Yea, and sometimes where Nature is healthiest, this abruptness is sharpest.

As when a healthy man, wearied healthily with healthy toil,

Sinks suddenly into sleep, and becomes a mere animal,

Void of self-guidance, void of Conscience, deaf to the voice of God,

Irrational and fatuous, carried into dreaming vanities,

And, during his sleep, no better than his dog or his horse.

Then, recruited by the brain's idleness, he wakes abruptly,

And starts suddenly up fresh for the toils of life,

Strong in brain, strong in sinew, and a worshipper of God once more.

So sudden is the change from fatuity to reason during health.

But if the mind be overworked or the body be unhealthy,

No longer is the passage from sleep to waking so abrupt.

But he, who is fain to sleep, for a long time cannot sleep,

And slumber comes on him piecemeal, limb after limb.

His lower limbs and his hands are in doze before his brain,

Nor perhaps do all faculties of his mind rest at once,

But they are partially benumbed and partially active.

And in this abnormal sleep Visions are possible,

Being dreams streaked with intelligence or glowing with religion,

When Conscience and Reason blend fitfully with Silliness.

And when in the morning he would wake, he cannot wake all at once
;

Self-remembrance revives, but his limbs are heavy,

Nor when his mind is wholly returned, does his body yet obey.

May we not rather compare to this the state of the Insane and of the Idiot ?

These are deviations from health, like the sleep of the mesmeric,

A morbid intermediate condition, not a normal one.

Who shall say, but that in the real history of the human origin,

(Which was normal, we presume, and natural, not unhealthy,)

Man, though rising from Not-Man, came forth sharply defined,

As when we start suddenly into reason out of healthy sleep ?

Nor need we trouble ourselves with a theory of Idiotic Races,

When nothing in our Science nor in our Hypotheses demands a belief in them.

Return we then to the problem of Moral Beiugs as we find it.
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Between moral man and unmoral brute the gulf is real ;

And if the Future of each is to be generated out of its Present,

The gulf which exists may be destined to grow wider,

The brute shrinking into nothingness, the man spreading through infinitude.

If the brute is incapable of making progress toward God,

Why should he live, unimproving, in an improving world ?

And if the man is able to rise according to the Eternal counsels,

Why may not he grow for ever, in life grafted upon life ?

Be this true or false, is not the present question :

Only it is not disproved by the doctrine of Animal Development.

of JBen.

Fellow countrymen are not loved barely because born on the same land

Sometimes even the same land rears bitter enemies.

As when two hostile races dwell side by side, or intermixed,

As Philistines with Hebrews, Pelasgians with Hellenes,

Saxons and Normans on the soil of Britain,

Or even as might have been French and English in Canada.

When neighbourhood invites wrong, with border-war and ravage,

Between those who are not coupled in equal and approved law,

A common soil is to rude men but a bond of enmity.

It is never the Material, but only the Moral, that unites men,

Though the Moral can only act through the form of the Material.

Even with the same nation, the same language, same laws and religion,

And where common patriotism has joined men against the foreigner,

Primitive social inequalities unduly sundering ranks

Put enmity between High and Low and cause implacable strife ;

As in the cities of ancient Greece, or of Italy in the middle age,

Where bitter feuds made civil war ordinary and deadly.

Deem not then that true brotherhood in any spiritual sense

Can come to mankind from a mere material connection.

Why are brotherhood and sisterhood proverbial of attachment 'f

Not solely from the naked fact of common parentage,
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But because the fact is blended with plentiful moral meaning.

If the same mother watched over their helpless infancy ;

If the same parents loved them all, and taught them mutual love
;

If the same father provided for them and trained them and counselled them,

With equal anxiety seeking the welfare of all ;

If in infancy and childhood and in rising youth they were companions,

Giving and receiving sweet pleasure and tender comfort

By mutual self-denial and mutual aid

Through kindness of the elder and compliance of the younger ;

These, and other such things, are the true bond of affection,

Making brother and sister dear names, hard to parallel on earth.

But if Plato's Commonwealth could be made a reality,

And no mother reared her own child, and family life were destroyed,

And children were sorted by ages and brought up in troops,

And no tender remembrances united brothers and sisters,

Neither of common parental love nor of old companionship ;

Surely the bare fact of being progeny from the same womb
Would never avail to cause love or mutual care.

So neither has the belief of a descent from Adam and Eve

Hindered the dire atrocities of human race against race.

Nor will it ever hinder : but those who want an excuse,

When resolved to treat fellow-men as cattle, but more cruelly,

Persuade themselves that these are born from some Cain or some Amalek,
Or from Canaan, cursed by God to unending slavery.

Not the belief about Adam and Eve, but union in a common faith

Has hitherto had chief force to bridle avarice and insolence.

Moslem acknowledges the brotherhood of Moslem, and Christian of Christian,

And the priests of each feel enslavement of their brethren scandalous.

Herein is wrapped up the true meaning of Human Brotherhood.

Men are men and are not brutes, not because sons of one Adam,
But because sons of one God who dwells in all consciences.

In the childhood of Paganism, in the manhood of Monotheism,

One Parent watches over their childhood or supports their manhood,
And commadns their virtue, and rears them to sympathy,
And puts them under common law, with like reward or punishment,
As brethren of one family, citizens of one country.
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Two things complete the definition of Man :

" A Body which may be parent to a race mixed with ours,

A Mind capable of Free Will, and thereby of Morality and Religion."

But the moral rights of mankind spring from their moral side only,

And are not concerned in questions of the body at all.

If Black and White races could have no common progeny,

If their forms were as unlike as the horse and the deer,

Yet both were subjected to the same law of Conscience,

With the same loves and hatreds, the same pains and joys ;

The same law of right and wrong would rule over both,

Virtue be their common requirement, and Freedom be essential to Virtue,

Nor ever could it be endurable that the one be chattels of the other.

By the unchangeable law of the Highest, let man struggle as he may,

Curse comes upon the nation which tramples its brethren down.

And let none dream, that, by measuring men's bones and studying old pictures,

And arguing for many origins of our various-tinted tribes,

He can turn those into cattle who have the minds and hearts of men,

Or deny brotherhood to those in whom God is a moral energy,

Speaking to them by conscience, if haply they may seek him.

Surely he is their Father, and they our true brothers and sisters,

Though Abraham, Noah, Adam alike disown the progeny.

&lternattbes.

Let us resume in mind the broad theories of the Infinite.

Pantheism may be inattentive to the facts of the human Conscience

But Atheism shuts its eyes to the wide phenomena of the world,

And is untenable to general good-sense for a single moment,

While denying that a Higher Mind is visible in the universe.

Let us set this aside ;
then Pantheism and Theism remain.

The Pantheist, discerning a Creative and Moulding Spirit,

Which animates and guides and perfects the universe,

May possibly yet doubt whether that Spirit is moral :

This is the baser and worse phase of Pantheism.

But others, while believing the Creative Spirit to be moral,
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So as to design that man shall be perfected through Virtue ;

Yet suppose him too great to pay attention to individuals,

Or to care for the destruction of any one man's virtue.

And manifest facts, they think, confirm this judgment;
Since we see how often the promise of virtue is blighted,

As buds by the east wind, piteously and fatally ;

Yet new virtue sprouts up and blooms into flower and fruit,

Accomplishing the will of the Eternal, and glorifying man.

Thus, acting by general laws, for general perfection,

Remote from created minds abides the Infinite one,

Unapproachable by man's sorrow or desire or hope,

Negligent alike of our worship and of our prayer,

Nay, neither smiling on devotion nor frowning on sin,

But satisfied that, on the Average, virtue advances.

Thus his Government looks solely to the progress of a system,

Sacrificing individuals for the whole without regret,

As a captain of war devotes thousands to win a petty post,

And wades to his victory through the blood of his own bravest.

And as God is to the universe the source of life and health,

But also to individuals the source of disease and death

So God is then to the universe the spring and centre of virtue,

But not the more a succour to the virtue of any one man,
Or a fit object of Trust to virtue in its struggles.

Thus Pantheism cuts the bond between virtue and religion,

And like Paganism, gravitates easily into the immoral,

Enervating or congealing the desolated soul.

The love of man to God becomes absurd and impossible,

And praise of God is but admiration of the Unlistening,

And stops short in chill wonder at inobservant Infinitude.

In short, to the Pantheist God is only outside the heart,

Nor can it be otherwise, while God in Conscience is overlooked.

But the Theist, finding God to speak in each Conscience separately,

Cannot believe that he is inobservant of individual conduct :

Here it is that he cardinally separates from the Pantheist.

Between these alternatives thoughtful men must take their choice.

And the question is not, which of two Religions is better,
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But whether conscious religion is an intrinsic absurdity.

For where direct sympathy between God and each soul is severed,

As by the Pantheist, there is speculation, admiration, awe,

But not faith, love, worship ; and therefore no other religion,

Than that unconscious devotion which is possible even to an Atheist.

jhititre of tfje &qjfjteou0.

"
Vanity of vanities, all is vanity,"

Cried to ancient Israel the preacher sated with pleasures.
" All men come to one end, be their life what it may :

As dieth the fool, so dieth the wise man :

A living dog is better than a dead lion."

Such is the voice of the grave to the outward ear ;

The testimony of sense can teach nothing of immortality.

When the animal body dies, the animal life is extinct,

And the student of the body discovers nothing of soul.

Yet, plain as are the facts, and obvious the reasonings,

By which outward sense awards the soul to the grave,

Nowhere has mankind consented to that award,

But, sooner or later, everywhere forebodes a future.

Much has above been written, addressed to this aim,

Yet it is not amiss here to sum up the arguments,*

Which vindicate our foreboding as neither weak nor fanciful.

It springs not from fond vanity and arrogant folly,

From exaggerated flattery and idolizing of self.

It is not the selfish heart, nor the conceited and presumptuous,

The flighty and ambitious, which most aspires to immortality ;

And if we set self aside, looking solely at others,

Our auguries of a future remain not less firm :

Yea, still more clearly does then Faith inly prophesy

Life eternal to the pure and holy, to the lovers of God.

* Most of these are stated with much beauty and force in Mr. H. Suttou's eccentric book

Quinqueuergia.'
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For the extinction of the righteous screams discord to Faith,

To which otherwise holy truth sounds as melody.

Even when the arguments for a Hereafter rise out of the personal,

Yet in no case are they ever confined to the personal,

Nor savour of selfishness and overweening folly :

But they grow with the growth of the soul, grow with depth of heart,

With the breadth of moral survey and with conscious nearness to God.

Thus in ancient Israel there was for a long time no such doctrine,

And it rose at first doubtfully, obscurely, fitfully,

Not from metaphysics and from verbal jargon.

Nor as a mythology built on poetry and fantasy,

Nor on the illusion of dreams and fasting visions,

But out of increasing communion with the Holiest,

When spiritual sentiment soared above worldly glories.

Doctrine so arising must not be scorned as fable.

If the human soul have an early limit of perfection,

If it have no element of infinitude, more than has the body,

But attains a zenith, and thereupon naturally declines
;

Then vainly would you augur for it any longer life.

Nor would it avail to demand for it a scene of redress,

Great as might be the wrongs here innocently endured,

If the man, like the brute, were unfitted for higher progress.

But every human instinct and sentiment denies this
;

And religion pre-eminently opens infinite aspirations,

Which, since God is truthful, cannot be normally delusive,

But command our assent, until error is detected in them.

Atheism is consistent, in denying both God and his teaching :

Pantheism can forebode at most but an improvement in our race :

But Theism, which claims a divine watchfulness over individuals,

111 admits that a living coward is better than a dead martyr,

Or that bold obedience to God can ever be an imprudence.

Hence, whatever arguments avail to establish pure Theism,

Resist also the belief that a holy soul can perish,

Unless its holiness decay naturally with the body.

Far opposite appears the fact, and opposite is the augury,

Which we draw from the sufferers by undeserved disease,
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Who grow up into virtue and meek joy amid sorrow,

Yet perish prematurely with their frail body,

After countless pains, and after attaining a high goodness.

For it is hard to opine, that the great Teacher trained such a soul,

Through so costly a perfecting, to perish for ever.

But in fact, the same reasoning may be applied more widely.

To believe in God and to serve him, is to become the friend of the Highest,

To enter his presence-chamber, to bow before his nearness,

To be guided by his Spirit, to be made a work of his moulding,

To be joined to him by vows and worship, by thanksgiving and holy joy.

Scarcely will one convince the soul, which God draws alway higher,

That when closest to his life, it is mounting into death.

It has learnt well, that Virtue is the highest end of existence,

That " the aim of Creation is the perfecting of souls,"

That God must cherish Virtue, as the most precious of products,

And therefore, cannot be indifferent to its perishing :

And that to lose those he loves, is to lose his own work,

Against his own blessedness and against his own wisdom.

Can then the friends of the Eternal be parted from his love ?

All the world is a battle-field : and is its carnage for nothing ?

What end does the All-ruling work out by its toils?

Not prosperity, not mechanism, not outward wellbeing ;

But everywhere are the wise of heart pressed onward to believe,

That things outward are the scaffold, and Souls the true building.

Every day we feel and we know and we avow

That nothing but mind and soul gives value to things material.

Surely then (cry the devout) this world is but a workshop of Soul :

" The seen is but temporal, the unseen is eternal."

What is True is alway Best : then what is Best is alway True.

Where truth is known to us directly, we accept it, and believe it to be best.

Where truth is otherwise unknown, but what appears* to be best is discerned,

Then, until more directly taught, we presume that best to be true.

* To decide what will be Best, is too high for the human mind, where the number of possibilities is in-

finite ; but not always too high, where we have to select between Yes and No. Thus, 1. The power in

Nature is either intelligent or not intelligent ; 2. God either is or is not attentive to human adoration ;

3. God either does or does not watch over the interests of his self-devoting servants ; 4. There either is
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What the Hereafter may be, and where, how, when, we know not
;

But to believe some Hereafter for the good, confirms our noblest thoughts.
If the wise man does not yet confide, surely he must cherish hope in it :

And Hope is the supplement of Faith, as Faith of Sight.

of tfje SHtcfceli,

Some teach that the wicked will hereafter be condemned

And punished in flames that are not purifying,

Flames that harden sin and make it inveterate,

Evergrowing and unconquerable, unto endless despair ;

Flames preservative of life and torment, of curses and hatred.

Never let me believe a frightful dream, deadly to piety,

A Pagan monstrosity made worse than in Pagan fable,

A horror which no proof imaginable could make credible
;

Which hardens man's heart, if we believe such a gospel,

Overthrows God's justice, if he punish the finite by infinitude,

Overthrows his government and providential sovereignty,

If he cannot help Sin from being eternal and ever worse ;

Overthrows his goodness, foresight and wisdom,

By making our creation a blunder infinite and inexcusable.

This Pagan horror is still taught in public creeds,

Is still believed by the coarse-minded or ill-trained,

But is practically renounced by the tender-minded and thoughtful.

But others have taught a doctrine which allures the heart :

That the wicked, as the righteous, are destined to longer life ;

But by constraints and discipline, by new trial in new scenes,

Shall there be trained to the virtue, which here they despised.

Thus through heavenly mercy, in spite of present failure,

Even these at length are joined to the blessed family of the good.

Oh, never let me deny this ! never let me stint the mercy

a future life for some of mankind, or there is no future for any. In each of these four statements there

is no third possibility; and in none of the four cases is it difficult to decide which alternative is absolutely

more desirable, or which alternative it does us more good to believe.
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Of that august loveliness whose holy goodness we adore !

Who shall fathom his purposes, his wise condescension,

Or know what hearts are incurable to his remedies ?

How great were the joy in heaven, how wondrous the ecstasy,

If this dream of our delirious longings prove sober truth !

God's realities surpass our fancies j
he may fulfil where we despair :

And what all must desire, who love God and goodness,

Seems to come as a revelation and as a glorious foreshadowing.

This hope let us cherish, if haply the most High fulfil it.

Yet, hanging over depths unfathomed, peering into the Allwise heart,

To ponder with thoughtful faith over mysteries unopened,

It is wiser to speak with reserve and with lowly utterance,

Reflecting on human narrowness and on our own misjudgments,

How often God's Government disappoints our auguries,

And how the Free Will of sinners resists his ordinance.

The green twig may be trained aright ; but what of the gnarled trunk ?

The limits of God's patience we know not : one thing we know :

His world is made to advance, and none incorrigible shall abide in it.

How can Sin strike firm roots in the garden of the Holy One,

The All-mighty, the All-cultivator, to whom the Universe is an Eden,

A glory and a pleasantness ? who delighteth in his Creation,

And blesseth and governeth and consecrateth the whole.

The fire of his Spirit all-pervading must either melt or destroy.

Neither may we class the imperfect and unfortunate with the wicked.

Many are spoiled for virtue in this world,

Flowers crushed in the bud, marred beyond recovery,

Whose inexperience the iniquity of others has deceived,

Or, it may be, enslaved from infancy, and made tools of crime.

Who shall divine how the most Merciful shall deal with these ?

His counsels are now secret ; but when at length they are manifest,

The voice of praise and adoration, the thrill of infinite delight,

Shall respond to his holy wisdom, in reverent applause.

If his judgments are severe, yet he fails not to be gracious :

And those whom we pity, he must pity ; for, our hearts are narrower than his.

Whosoever can be saved, he will save ; for Mercy inheres in Righteousness.
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He who is so blessed as to be conscious of loving God,
I deem, is doubly blessed in knowing that he is beloved in turn.

And never will such a one say :

" I took the initiative in love :

" I discerned the beauty of the Highest ;
I courted and I wooed him ;

" I caused him to reciprocate affection ; I won him for my heart ;

" And because I first loved him, therefore does he love me/'

But the believer in God's love holds that love to be unchangeable.,

And that as God loves today, so loved he yesterday ;

Therefore his affection precedes that of man, and is
"
Prevenient;"

Therefore also must its eye glance beyond the present to the future.

And as a mother who contemplates her infant in the cradle,

Contemplates not only what it is, but what it is to be,

Filling her heart with fond anticipations, with joyful hopes ;

And reckons that the child shall hereafter become wise and good,

And shall know its mother, and shall respond to her love,

And shall become accomplished man or woman, noble and worthy of love

Even so, as in dim outshadowing, may we judge of the Divine heart,

And rightly believe that it loves for our promise, not for our desert ;

Loves for that which we can be, for that which we are about to be,

For that which is now in germ, not for that only which has blossomed.

Unless we are conscious of this germ, this divine "
potentiality,"

Never can we recognize a divine life within us,

Nor claim near relationship to the mighty Soul of Heaven.

But to be conscious of initial life, brings no vain conceit,

But rather much abashment that this life is so feeble,

Its promise so ill fulfilled, its action so fitful.

Also another wide contemplation here opens upon us.

Primitively, in every man some seed of virtue was planted,

Unless he be but an idiot, insane, and no moral agent.

Whether by man's perversity this seed may be wholly marred,

Irrecoverably ruining the soul ;
is open to assertion or denial.

If we assert it, there is a part of mankind justly reprobate,
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Destined to perish as brutes, and not partaking of Divine Love ;

Thougli hard indeed to say, even with trembling, is this.

Yet even so, while any one retains visible germs of goodness,

I mean not wild gentleness, such as is even in fierce beasts,

But some power of Conscience, which sacrifices Self to Duty ;

So long the hope is reasonable, that an eye purer than ours

Looks complacently on that poor soul, and designs its perfection,

Loving it for its future, in spite of its doubtful present :

Nor may any one justly think, that those whose virtue does but struggle,

Whom passion and folly sway, are not (in the future)
" God's true people,"

Are not now already his beloved, his children in the cradle,

Destined to a future reciprocation in his love.

Oh, what love to man, even to fierce wild sinners,

Might haply our hearts maintain, if we believed that God loves them !

Then might we ourselves, imitating the Father in Heaven,

Put forth " Prevenient Grace," and love them in their baseness,

Divinely anticipating their future noble state.

Nor would this lead to weakness, and abolish severity :

For the same God, who is the symbol of our highest purest love,

Shrinks not from intense severity, in upholding his every law.

Justice is not opposed to Mercy, and much less to Goodness.

SSHaters of 3Let|je.

Those who sang to ancient nations a fable of immortality,

Poets, priests, sages, taught, whether as fact or parable,

That the imperfect souls of men, who were destined to live anew,

Drank from a deep dark river the waters of forgetfulness,

And returned to the upper world as tender spirits of infants,

Purged from much sin by forgetting, and able to win new virtue.

This was but a Pagan vision, painted when the heart and conscience

"Was a mirror but rudely polished to reflect the thoughts of heaven :

'Twas a mere rash conjecture, earnestly retained by few.
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Yet possibly this wild fancy, stript of its vain accompaniments,

May suggest, even to us, a contemplation not vain.

To all imperfect natures a partial forgetfulness is useful.

It is not primarily by repentance that the sins of boyhood are purged,

But by change of circumstance and of habit, and by better contact.

The hardened youth, accustomed to self-justifying,

Measuring morals by his fellows, counting all
" school offences

"
light,

Learns obedience on a new scene, hears of business or of science,

Or of "
glory" and discipline, or is abashed by love.

Thus he is immersed in new hopes and fears, new duties and desires ;

Whence follow new habits, wiser thoughts, purer passions,

Until the whole mind is moulded into a new stamp.

As the Christian, when dipt under the water, rose up a new man,

And was taught to forget his past sins, done in the years of " God's winking,"

And Repentance was to him but Reform, not heart-rending remorse ;

And so he came forth, as new-born, into a new world of virtue,

Forgetting his old self, and marked by a new name,

As though the font of his baptism had been the Lethe-water :

So haply may it be with all guilt that is puerile and barbaric,

Guilt of the ignorant, of the volatile, of the immature conscience,

Guilt incurred under evil pressure, without deep purpose.

And oh how large a part of human guilt are we naming !

Everywhere the many are well-intentioned, and only weak,

Unable to resist circumstances, and thus drawn into sin.

But where sin is from without, the cure may be from without,

And the soul in a new world may drop many an evil habit,

When the grave changes its relations, its associations, its memories.

Even when guilt is more deliberate and deeply ingrained,

Change of exterior and new constraint may open a new door to virtue.

We are glad when the felon escapes from his net of crime,

Old customs and evil comrades, into a new world and*new scenes.

He loses not identity, but is surely the same man,

Yet, by grace of heaven, he may now run a new career,

Especially if the memory of his old crimes be suppressed,

And none can whisper them against him, nor any old face recall them.

To such a man how precious is a draught of Lethe-water !
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None of us know, only God knows, whether Remorse follows such Reform
;

"Whether bitter misery and humiliation eats deep into the spirit,

After it has learned better ways and becomes self-conscious of the past.

But whatever misery of this kind, may come as natural retribution,

We may well believe is also needful for purifying,

So that Divine love and severity never are at variance.

And if there be reserved a future to the very guiltiest,

Power, Love and Justice will still be seen in harmony,

Making sin bitter, only that sin may be destroyed.

Pantheism and Polytheism are twin sisters,

Born from dreamy Poetry and unmoral Philosophy ;

And as is their parents', such is their moral temperament,
Ever verging to the immoral, and void of stability.

Even under monotheistic creeds, in minds poetic or mystical,

No sooner does morality become corrupt or confused,

Than Polytheism or Pantheism will presently reappear.

So has the Christian creed, cumbered by saint-worship,

Degenerated for ages into a new Polytheism.

So also again may the germ of the same thing be seen,

When men think to commune with the spirits of the dead ;

As the great historical* critic, who, in his second wife's travail,

Implored the spirit of his first wife to soften her pains.

Such communing leads everywhere headlong into prayer :

The prayer is idolatrous, and a real polytheism,

That dulls religion's energy and makes its depths shallow,

Harmful therefore to morals and offensive to piety.

He who ascribes to the deceased a power so divine,

That they can be present at pleasure, roaming through the universe,

And can hear words addressed to them, by day or by night ;

Has so overstept the limits of sober reason,

* Barthold Niebuhr.

H 2
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That he knows not what other high power he may not attribute.

Hence he fancies,
"
Perhaps they may be able to fulfil my wishes :

If I may make entreaty to my living friend, why not to my deceased ?

Be he in the body or out of the body, my request is but request."

But requests which are made to a power unknown, unseen,

Secret, everywhere present, whose limits are undefinable,

Are really Prayer raised to an inferior god.

And why should any man pray to such a being,

Rather than to the highest and purest, the one true God ?

Why ? but because God's sympathy is doubted,

While the sympathy of the human god is regarded sure.

When once such a belief is established in the heart,

For one prayer raised to God ten rise to the daemon,

Who must soon carry off superior affection,

Crushing true religion under baneful idolatry.

Just so did Apollo, Diana, Venus or Hercules,

Mercury or jEsculapius, undermine the worship of Jupiter ;

And heroes in turn intercept those other gods' honour.

Just so, in the Christian creed, which professed but One God,
Did Polytheism rise, yea, and a Queen of heaven,

And angels and spirits of the dead were idolized,

And many a saint with fictitious history,

And many a picture, multiplying one Mary into many.
To God most high, most just, most holy,

No man dares to raise petitions frivolous or wrongful ;

But a Greek would beseech Artemis to help his murderous raid,

And a Knight Templar implore the Virgin to prosper his adultery.

Prayer is corrupted, thanksgiving is intercepted,

Adoration of the Holiest vanishes from the heart,

When communion with lower gods drives out Divine Religion :

And into this will all Dsemonism gravitate unfailingly.

Where are the spirits of the departed, we can neither know nor guess.

But, if they exist in blessedness, all analogy strongly urges

That God lays on them duties, (an essential of happiness,)

Whereby their agency is restrained to ends well defined,

With limits of space and of time, .as befits finite creatures.
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Is it not absurd and childish, to imagine that the finite

Can be at call and listen to our words, as though they were infinite ?

Human affection may suggest and defend such fancies ;

But thus of old did idolatries arise, and so may they rise again.

NOTE ON VERIFICATION (p. 24).

Fully to discuss Intuition and Verification, would be to write a treatise on the foun-

dations of human knowledge. In my limited reading on such subjects nothing has

given me so much satisfaction as Mr. J. Daniel Morell's four lectures on the Philoso-

phical Tendencies of the Age, (London, 1848,) which closes with the proposition, that

"The Final Appeal for the Truth which philosophy embodies, muat be to the universal

reason or the common consciousness of mankind."

When we can once penetrate to the ultimate principles, which are real foundations,

no other Verification is imaginable than agreement with other men and agreement
with ourselves. "We cannot argue down an Insane man nor a pertinacious Criminal :

we can do nothing but overbear them by our mere numbers and by our internal con-

cord. Neither in physics nor in morals can the laws of proof be proved ; they can

only be enunciated, and approved: the same is true of primary facts and primary

judgments. It is surely mere imbecility in a moralist to betake himself to the "
Hap-

piness of the Greatest Number "
as an argument which will avail against those who

disown the Intuition that "we ought to seek other men's happiness." Besides, it

remains to discuss what is happiness ;
and of several kinds of partial happiness, which

is preferable. To abandon the decison to the variations of private taste, is, in one who

makes Happiness the basis, to overthrow Morals fundamentally: if he will not do

this, he must resort to Intuition to decide, of several tastes or impulses, which is nobler

and better. Whatever atheistic or necessarian logicians may wish or assert to the con-

trary, there is no more solid foundation for truth than Instinct and Intuition afford

when they rest on the collective agreement of mankind
;
which agreement gives us the

very same right to put constraint on an insane man, to punish a criminal, to use invec-

tive against a teacher of profligacy, and to dogmatize against an atheist or a necessa-

rian. Up to a certain point, argument is reasonably used : beyond that point it is rea-

sonable to resort to Force against some, to Strong Words against others. If they

reject our intuitions, they will naturally regard our facts as "proving nothing;" and
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immeasurable as is the value of Experience, it has no logical force whatever except by
aid of Intuitions on which we have to fall back.

Only because it is so hard to reach the really primary intuitions, because those who
have little logical culture are apt to mistake their own mingled intuitions for ultimate

human judgments ;
therefore Verification of every kind is to be diligently sought, and

the corrections which it affords are to be prized. Its efficacy in such cases is properly

negative, to modify or refute supposed intuitions. What it does not destroy, it may
often indirectly confirm. But probably the true final result of all such exercise of

mind is, to purify the power of Intuition itself by removing mists and false lights.

ON THE FUNCTIONS OF UNBELIEF (p. 27).

" To Scepticism we owe that spirit of inquiry, which during the last two centuries

has gradually encroached on every possible subject ;
has reformed every department

of practical and speculative knowledge ;
has weakened the authority of the privileged

classes, and thus placed liberty on a surer foundation
;
has chastised the despotism of

princes ;
has restrained the arrogance of the nobles, and has even diminished the pre-

judices of the clergy. In a word, it is this which has remedied the three fundamental

errors of the olden time : errors, which made the people, in politics too confiding ;
in

science too credulous
;
in religion too intolerant

" No single fact has so extensively affected the different nations as the duration, the

amotint, and above all, the diffusion of their scepticism. In Spain, the church, aided

by the Inquisition, has always been strong enough to punish sceptical writers, and

prevent, not indeed the existence, but the promulgation of sceptical opinions. By
this means the spirit of doubt being quenched, knowledge has for several centuries

remained almost stationary. But in England and France, which are the countries

where scepticism first openly appeared and where it has been most diffused, the results

are altogether different
;
and the love of inquiry being encouraged, there has arisen

that constantly progressive knowledge, to which these two great nations owe their

prosperity." Buckle's '

History of Civilization in EnglandJ vol. i. pp. 308, 309.

On the importance of the negative and destructive element in the Socratic teaching,

see Grote's '

Greece,' vol. viii. ch. 68. pp. 595-608, etc.
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SECOND BOOK.

PBOVEBBS.

&frstract Erutfj.

The mind of man is finite, but Nature

and Truth are infinite; hence our know-

ledge is always imperfect : yet by con-

tinuous thought knowledge tends per-

petually to advance.

The thoughts which we have inherited

make us in many things wiser than our

fathers ; and the better we do our duty,

the more likely are our children to be-

come wiser than we.

True and healthy Science is ever

growing; but unsound Science cannot

grow and needs destruction.

The Universe and the Infinite are

incomprehensible, but not inscrutable :

man's mind is adapted to the study of

them.

Truth is congenial to man. Moral

truth is then most consummate, when,

like Beauty, it commends itself without

argument.

Of the vast Whole we catch but par-

tial and faint glimpses; yet these are

to us the dawnings of insight into the

Divine.

To revere and to adore some Power

above us, from which we spring and

on which we depend, is essential to full

moral health.

Fully to understand that Power is of

course impossible; plainly because it

is impossible fully to understand our-

selves or anything at all.

To shape in our minds such an image
of the Divine Power, that we may be

able to love him, to honour him, to

revere, to submit, to put forth aspira-

tions, is of high value to moral life,

and aids morality to assume its spiritual

and loftiest form.

Moral fellowship is due to our bro-

ther-men, while they love goodness as

we love it, however they may differ

from us in interpreting Divine Power.
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Religion.

Heart-worship, not Head-worship,

makes a man's religion.

Devotion to an Ideal, is worship;

the higher the Ideal, the nobler the

worship.

By devotion to our highest ideal, we

expand our minds to embrace what is

still higher. By devotion to Self, we

quench idealism, and become base.

There is no higher idea of God than

Righteousness and Perfection; to follow

these is Virtue and Spirituality, and is

the only reasonable service of God.

Whatever each man worships in-

wardly, is his God, whether he know

it or not.

He who has a Ruling Passion, wor-

ships one God, good or evil.

He who is carried at random by many

impulses, has many Gods; perhaps as

shifting, as shapeless, as unworthy, as

any heathen divinities.

He whose ruling passion has Self for

its end, is a self-idolater, and worships,

not an ideal, but a block, like the

stupidest of heathens.

There is no real and complete Atheist,

but the brute which has no moral choice :

that is why common feeling joins Athe-

ism with materialism and brutality.

On the moral choice depends the re-

ligion, whether ennobling or debasing.

Pure morals and pure religion act

and react on each other.

Religion is a free service : each

chooses his God for himself.

Those who in head are atheists, yet

worship God in heart, if they are vota-

ries of Goodness; and those who in

head are theists are but Pagans and

devil-worshippers, when they are vota-

ries of wickedness or folly.

Religion is a powerful passion of the

soul; a vehement mover to good or evil.

Religious theories have improved and

have depraved morals : no mere theory

of religion marks the line between good

men and bad.

anli

Men learn of Right only through

Society; hence, when we speak of

Rights, we mean peculiarly mutual and

relative rights.

The Righteous is he whose heart and

life is pervaded by right.

Fully to know the right, demands

the culture of all our powers.
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The righteous not only does right,

but loves to do right.

The righteous moreover loves that

right be done, and has pleasure in those

who love to do it : hence he is said to

love Righteousness.

The righteous reveres righteousness

which is loftier than his own, and re-

joices at every increase of righteousness

everywhere.

He does not revere power, when it is

disjoined from righteousness.

He cannot be envious to see higher

righteousness, but he is stimulated by

it to imitation.

To love righteousness is a more adult

state of goodness, than merely to ap-

prove the right.

He who loves righteousness hates

unrighteousness, and shrinks from un-

just men.

To approve the right, is the begin-

ning of goodness ; to have all the pas-

sions right, is the end.

For the full growth of right, Faith

in Righteousness as the true end of man,

is essential.

He who is without this Faith, will

have no inward power to persevere in

right action, when unhappiness follows

from it.

In heaven or earth is nothing more

divine than Righteousness.

Wherever is moral life, Righteous-

ness is the highest law.

The true nature of each thing is seen

in its highest development.

Righteousness is most truly natural

to man, precisely because man is made

for it, and it establishes his best state,

and in it consists his highest develop-

ment.

Ftrtue,

Righteousness and Virtue and Moral

Perfection are but different names for

the same idea, coloured by different

associations of thought.

Man is made for Virtue ; if he lives

to attain Virtue, he must die rather

than forfeit it.

Virtue is his Chief Good, and not

Pleasure, Ease or other happiness.*

This is indeed visible in the fact, that

the wise mother desires for her child,

rather that he be virtuous, than that he

be happy.

The virtuous aims at virtue itself as

his end, and not at pleasure from virtue.

Freedom to be virtuous is an unalicn-

able right of man.

The performance of Indefinite Duties,

* For lull discussion and illustration of this cardinal truth, see the noble treatise entitled, Int uitive

Morals.
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which Law cannot enforce, is a princi-

pal test of virtue.

There is no Right without Duty, nor

Duty without Eight.

There is no Power without Duty, nor

Duty without Power.

Every moral nature lives and breathes

in Duty.

Prudence is necessary for sustaining

man's individuality, and for persever-

ance in virtue itself. Prudence there-

fore is a Duty.

Prudence performs like services to

Virtue, as the Body to the Spirit : yet

a character which were nothing hut

prudent, would not be virtuous.

Prudence aims directly to manage
the circumstances of the individual : but

no circumstantial well-being is Virtue,

nor is so valuable as Virtue.

Virtue rises out of the force of man's

nobler passions, but consists in the right-

ful harmony of all the impulses.

Moral harmony is the highest ele-

ment of happiness, which hereby re-

wards faithfulness to duty ; but it is not

to be won by the mere outward actions

of virtue.

The inward actions of the soul are of

far more importance to virtue than the

outward actions of the body.

The actions which we call vicious or

wrong do not imply wickedness in a

madman : their mischief to others is

without, but their wickedness is only in

the heart of the doer.

To the Grandeur of virtue, a lofty

ideal is requisite, to arouse Aspiration.

To keep aspiration within sobriety,

and within the possibilities of nature, a

wide reach of knowledge is important.

Knowledge also stimulates aspiration

by example.

To forbid Knowledge, is to restrict

Wisdom and repress Virtue.

Social Utrtue,

Virtue is the perfection of one man,

considered in himself; yet without hu-

man society virtue could only be in em-

bryo.

As no virtue could be perfected in

solitude, so can no one man be inde-

pendent of surrounding virtue or vice.

The virtue of each aids the virtue of

the rest, nor can any of us be perfected

without the rest.

The Virtue of each is the Expediency

of all.

Degraded classes in a nation taint

the moral atmosphere of other classes.

Degraded or wicked States and Na-

tions that lie outside of us, will cor-
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rupt our national virtue in proportion

to the nearness of intercourse.

All mankind breathe one air, and

each part has a personal interest in the

moral health of every other part.

All good men are soldiers of virtue,

and live for its triumph. The conflict

of right and wrong cannot cease ; and

if the good are negligent, the worse will

prevail.

By the progress of good, what was

once good seems to be bad ; because a

better than it is revealed. Hence the

fight is no sooner won, than it has to be

renewed : and so must it be, until the

perfect is attained.

Social evils seem to be deeper and

deeper, the more they are examined.

This must not discourage us; for the

same thing is found, when we first begin

personal examination in earnest : but it

calls seriously to a change of course.

Interest and Prudence and Duty alike

command all to combine against Social

Evils. It is a fanatical religion which

forbids such combination.

There is no Political action more ob-

ligatory on free citizens, than that of

insisting that the State shall study

primarily the Public Morals.

Public Morals cannot be enforced by
Liars and Hypocrites. If Statesmen

of high virtue cannot be had, yet States-

men of common Honesty and Truthful-

ness may be demanded in every Free

State. Where Public Falsehood for

the convenience of State Policy is re-

garded as an ordinary duty of States-

men, the Public Service becomes a

moral corruption and a pestilence to

the community.
Social Virtue is impossible, unless the

daily organs of Social Action cooperate

for it. Those organs cannot and will

not cooperate, with which it is a received

axiom, that Wealth is more important

than Virtue.

Mammon Worship has its stronghold

in Cabinets and Parliaments which dis-

own the function of studying National

Virtue.

Churches can have no deep nor pro-

gressive prosperity, but will gravitate

with wealth into worldliness, unless they

deliberately take up the practical pro-

blem of promoting the National Virtue

by purifying the State-organs from

moral iniquities. Therefore Despotism

and Spiritualism must for ever be anta-

gonistic.

Justice,

Between man and man or between

man and brute, Justice is Righteousness.

So also between nations, or between

Orders ofmen, Justice is the law ofduty.
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Justice is, in the long run, Expedient

for mankind at large, whatever measure

of expediency be assumed : but if ex-

pediency be judged by any outward

or material measure, the Just and the

Expedient are by no means identical

in single cases or in short courses of

action.

Where Justice has no claims, Expe-

diency is rightly followed; but where

each makes a claim, the Just is always

to be preferred.

Lower animals, as men, have their

Rights ;
and there is a Justice due to

them.

To know rightly what is Just, we

must understand the nature of Man and

Beast.

He who is ignorant, becomes unjust

in his deed, even when he is not unjust

in his will ;
and his unjust deeds still

engender strife and ill will and violence

and depravation.

The political wrongs of class to class

oftener rise out of negligence and igno-

rance than out of self-consciousinjustice.

As without Knowledge there is no

Justice, so without Justice there is no

Wisdom.

Justice is righteous and good, what-

ever shape it take from circumstances.

Justice toward the unfortunate is

Mercy : Justice toward the guilty is

Punishment for the general benefit

An unmoral Power may torture, but

cannot punish.

Justice is the cement of mankind.

A Nation or Empire which neglects to

be internally Just, falls asunder by dis-

|

cord or decay.

Love is often a debt of Justice and

becomes a happy reality.

Universal Kindliness is a debt of

Justice.

Without an infinite heart, Universal

Love is a delusion.

Love which is arbitrarily directed, by
one who has heart and means to spare,

may sometimes be persevering and fruit-

ful, but will often be disappointing arid

disappointed.

To be first Just, and then Loving, is

to advance toward fulness of virtue.

To refuse Justice and bestow Love,

is an affectation of Mercy and a reality

of Insult.

Without Chastity in man, there is no

Justice to woman.

Political Justice is as essential to

moral union, as every other sort of

Justice.

There is no right Rule, but the Rule

of Justice. Obedience to Just Rule is

ennobling : all other obedience is pru-

dential only, and is apt to degrade.

To strengthen the Unjust, is to in-

jure the Just.

Peace without Justice is not Peace,

but a Truce of War.

Policy which shuts its eyes to Justice,

is pernicious folly.

Unjust Power is destined for over-
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throw
;
the more rapidly, as those pver

whom it domineers are more virtuous.

AVithout entire Virtue, there is no

entircness of Justice ; for all Vice dis-

ables soul or body for some active ser-

vice.

Passions.

The spiritual passions are adapted to

conquer the animal passions ;
for the

animal passions are finite and the spiri-

tual infinite.

Of the spiritual passions, the generous

and enthusiastic are adapted to conquer

the selfish.

Fanaticism may be defined as igno-

rant and misapplied Enthusiasm.

Fanaticism, equally with Enthusiasm,

is a spiritual passion, and may be wholly

unselfish: it is therefore apt to be a

formidable scourge, by its great energy.

Yet to the individual it is less degrad-

ing than selfishness.

In the long run enthusiasm conquers

fanaticism ; because fanaticism is under-

mined by the growth of knowledge, and

knowledge tends to increase with time

and experience.

Hatred is not an ungenerous, but a

noble passion, when directed against

objects which ought to be hated. He
who cannot hate cannot love.

Every generous passion aids to purify

the whole soul, and adds strength to

other generous passions.

Every baser passion, when victorious

over a nobler, degrades the whole soul,

and weakens every nobler passion.

Hence the nobler passions are in na-

tural alliance, and so in some sense are

the baser ; and these are in conflict with

those until virtue is perfected.

Hence also, man is apt to gravitate,

when he does not aspire.

The intenser the noble passions, and

the wider the knowledge, the greater is

the character.

No natural impulse is in itself wrong,

but every impulse becomes wrong when

indulged in preference to one which is

higher.

The highest of the impulses, is the

passion for moral perfection.

In one who believes in God as per-

fect in Goodness, this passion necessa-

rily takes the form of Reverence for

him, culminating into Love.

As it is natural and reasonable to

love good men, whom we have not seen,

yet know and feel to be good, so from

the moment that we truly believe in a

Good God it is natural to love him.

Moreover, it is reasonable that this

love should become an overruling pas-
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sion; not absorbing or starving other

right passions, but regulating them all.

True religion is Wise and Spiritual

Passion, directed to Goodness, and to

Him in whom all Goodness is imperso-

nate.

pleasure.

Pleasure is a result rising out of the

healthy exertion of a natural instinct or

faculty.

The pleasure degenerates and decays,

if it be aimed at directly.

This is extremely visible in the plea-

sure which accompanies Eating. Also

in Bodily Exercise, and in the admira^

tion of beautiful sights and sounds, the

direct pursuit of pleasure will be found

to produce morbid results.

The pleasure from the Insatiable in-

stincts is higher than that from the Sa-

tiable ; as to the hound the pleasure of

hunting than that of eating.

The Generous pleasures are higher

than the Selfish.

High moral pleasure is called Joy : it

cannot be selfish.

Pleasure from receiving benefits

ceases to be selfish, when it calls out

Gratitude.

The pleasure of Gratitude exceeds

the selfish pleasure from the Gift.

Love is fruitful of Joy, blessing alike

giver and receiver.

When Duty and Honour call for it,

there is doubtless a stern joy in sacrifi-

cing life.

The pleasures of Knowledge excel in

permanence. They become unselfish,

and multiply themselves, by calling out

the desire to Impart knowledge.

Pleasure from the admiration of

Beauty or Melody refines, but is pecu-

liarly liable to enervate, from the diffi-

culty of discriminating between follow-

ing the Instinct and following the Plea-

sure.

To seek for the Pleasure or the Joy
as the end of the action, whether in

Munificence, in Gratitude, in religious

Worship, in the pursuit of Knowledge,

in Self- Sacrifice, ruins the virtue as well

the pleasure.

Pleasure comes not at call; but (un-

der healthy conditions) to those who call

her not, she comes often.

A man may be devoted to elegant

Art, and remain earnest in his heart,

and be ennobled by it ; but if he is de-

voted to thepleasure of Art, he becomes

enfeebled.

Every votary of pleasures, however

high in kind, is selfish, and misses high

enjoyment. Hence the most refined

Epicurean is apt to lose all relish of

pleasure and to tire of life.
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The votary of many elegant pleasures

is justly called Dissipated.

When Art or Scenery is loved for it-

self, its lover desires others to see and

love it ; thus also the love becomes un-

selfish, and the pleasure also is height-

ened.

In so far as enjoyment must be self-

ish, it is heightened by the smallness of

effort and of mental study for the plea-

sure.

While to hold up any pleasure as the

end of action is a mistake or a mischief,

to study for animal and satiable pleasure

as the end is fitly styled Impure.

The brute cannot be impure, since he

has no Reason nor Imagination to pro-

stitute.

The Ascetic erroneously treats ani-

mal pleasure as in itself (more or less)

impure, and tries to reduce it to its low-

est point. But animal pleasure is as

pure as all other pleasures, provided

that it do not occupy premeditation,

but comes spontaneously in an act other-

wise moral, as all pleasure ought to

come.

By Sentimentalism is meant the seek-

ing for some moral pleasure as an end of

action. This also is vicious, enfeebling,

debasing; and ruins its own effort.

The mischief to the whole character

depends on the proportion of mental

energy spent in contemplating and con-

triving for pleasure. An energetic na-

ture may suffer comparatively little

harm from such impurity as occupies

but a small portion of life and effort.

Nevertheless, if it seem to affect the

moral character but little, yet it is

deadly to the spiritual.

Spiritual religion is a severe test to

impurity and to sentimentalism, just

as to self-admiration. When the soul

has defiled itself by the study of plea-

sure, it finds its access to a holy God

blocked up.

Hence the aversion of spiritual men

to what is called Gaiety ; that is, to the

elaborate pursuit of elegant Pleasure.

Conjugal Delations.

Instinct, whether in man or in brute,

by its very nature is blind, and sub-

serves ends uncontemplated by itself,

yet evidently designed by another.

Hence the old saying, God is the soul

of the brutes.

So too the instinct which guides Man

to Woman subserves high purposes be-

yond its own prevision.

As generous minds admire most the

qualities in which they are deficient, so

each sex admires in the other the excel-

lencies most opposite to its own.

Respect and admiration, sufficient to
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lead to the desire of permanent com-

panionship, are the proper foundation of

conjugal love.

Vows of permanent union are no ar-

tificial bondage to true lovers : on the con-

trary,an unwillingness toenter into them

would imply the absence of true love.

The desire of temporary union is but

basely called Love
;
for it does not seek

the welfare of her whom it courts. Ra-

ther, (to borrow nearly the words of an

old Greek,) As wolves love lamb, so do

rakes love their mistresses.

Conjugal love cannot exist, without

arousing a desire of tender intimacy;

from which accrues a Pleasure, propor-

tioned to the intensity of Love.

Yet to make such Pleasure a direct ob-

ject of contemplation and pursuit, tends

to destroy it ; and is a debasement to

the marriage-union, a real impurity.

If the married fall into such error, it

is at least hidden from foreign eyes ; it

does not contaminate others, and pro-

bably very soon corrects itself. But any
union ofman and woman which is avow-

edly temporary, proclaims itself to be

impure, is a social contamination, and

tends to propagate its own evil.

Persons who live in impure relations,

are justly shunned in society, so far as

other duty may permit; because their

example is contaminating.

Marriage is not a device for allowing

lower passions to be unbridled ; scarcely

would a wild polygamy effect this : but I

it is a state eminently conducing to

purify the passions and lead to their

rightful control.

To esteem Marriage a mere contract

between two persons, is a cardinal and

most pernicious mistake. The contract

between the two must be witnessed by
a third, whose presence makes the Com-

munity a third party in the covenant.

The priest, chancellor or registrar, is

the proxy of the Community; which

dictates to him on what terms he shall

pledge its assent and co-operation.

Marriage vows, being mutual, pre-

suppose mutual faithfulness, and in no

case can prejudge the question of Di-

vorce necessitated by unfaithfulness.

Cruelty, in its many forms, is the

worst kind of unfaithfulness.

Divorces by an impartial Court, with

degradation to the offending party, do

not lower the sanctity of marriage. To

sustain conjugal rights when they have

been flagrantly forfeited, is a dishonour

to marriage.

Divorce which affects to replace both

parties unblemished into the unmarried

state, cannot be easy and speedy of at-

tainment, without extreme danger to

public morals.

Nevertheless, if several years of legal

Suspension intervene, ultimate Divorce

is not necessarily a public evil.

Absolutely to refuse Divorces to women

who married under parental pressure, is

a real and great injustice.
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As Nuns ought to be allowed to re-

pent of their vows, so ought the married,

under such limitations only as the pub-

lic morality vehemently demands.

Courts formed chiefly of kinsfolk and

near friends, conducting their inquiries

privately, are the most obvious umpires

of such questions ; and if the reasons of

their verdict are made public, no evil

seems to arise from the privacy.

Marriage is a deep moral interest to

all, and to many a great spiritual aid
;

but to call it in any other sense a ne-

cessity to ordinary men, is against the

plainest facts.

Such a belief, (inculcated sometimes

by the profligate, oftener by erring reli-

gion,) is most pernicious to young men,
and totally misdirects the mind.

This is but the least part of the de-

plorable mischief encountered by so

many men, (and which more than any-

thing else involves "civilized" society

in horrors,) the defilement ot the ima-

gination during boyhood. Nothing so

effectually washes this away, as a vir-

tuous and reverential love.

Woman is made for the purification

and softening of Man : Man for the

strengthening of Woman.

CJjurcfj anil State.

No existing Government wholly ful-

fils the idea of a State, nor any existing

Theocracy the idea of a Church.

State and Church are Ideals, to which

we approximate.

The State must not be a brute force

of compulsion, nor the Church an ar-

bitrary power of dictation ; though the

one wield power, and the other put forth

doctrines : but each is responsible to

reason.

The perfect State is conformed to

Justice, the perfect Church to Truth.

Yet the State is compulsive, and the

Church is voluntary.

For the State commands action, and

the Church studies wisdom.

The State is the organization of a

people's chief strength, and is co-exten-

sive with the idea of the nation.

The Church organizes moral wisdom,

and may either overlap and embrace

many nations, or comprise only a part

of one nation.

Thus there may be many Churches

in one people, or many peoples in one

Church; but there can only be one State

to one people.

Morality is the common concern of

State and Church; but the State dic-

tates that morality only which can be

enforced, namely, that which can be de-

fined in the words of law : such are ex-

ternal, mutual and definite duties.
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The Church rises above these, and

exhorts man's conscience to indefinite

duties and to inward sentiments.

Thus the State enacts laws concern-

ing conduct and rights, the Church

utters principles concerning truth and

righteousness.

When the chief strength of a nation

is no longer in the organs of State, re-

volution is nigh at hand; when the

chief wisdom of a nation is unorganized,

the real Church is non-existent.

To suppress Public and Contagious

Immorality is among the most urgent

duties of the State : to preach against

it, is a primary duty of the Church.

Immorality becomes mostContagious,
when it is the basis of a

Traffic,
and

draws capital into it as an investment.

Traffic in Immorality is a conspiracy

i against the most vital interests of the

community.
No immorality is more fruitful of

manifold mischief to the community,
than the seduction of young women :

none is more fatal to spiritual inter-

ests.

There is no wickedness against which

j

Church and State are more solemnly

I bound to combine, than this.

There is no wickedness which more

detestably disgraces Christendom, in

Church and State alike.

Apathy and neglect of Church and

State towards palpable and undefended

moral enormities is the worst mark of

deep-seated corruption.

Corruptions not perceived, and left to

be inveterate, engender inward decay,

and finally violent revolution.

Efje Cfjttrcfj Enternaib.

The Church (in its essence) is not a

Congregation, though parts of it con-

gregate :

Nor is it a confederacy for some one

practical end, though it serve many

practical ends :

Nor does it aim to supersede free in-

quiry, though it proclaim attained truth :

Nor does itenterparty-politics,though
it give a new soul to policy :

But the Church is essentially a union

*
Prophecy is a Greek word, and means

of persons professing a common faith

concerning moral and spiritual things,

and aiming to extend the belief and

practice of that faith.

In proportion to the depth and gran-

deur of the truth professed, and the in-

tensity of faith, is the efficiency of the

Church for good.

Where faith is clear and strong, its

voice is mostly heard in Prophecy.

Prophecy* is not rightly understood

Forth- Utterance. So the Latin Profan.
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to mean prediction of the future, except

so far as moral wisdom knows the issues

of right and wrong.

The Prophet in ancient times spoke

rebuke and exhortation, edification or

comfort : his predictions were secondary,

and not always true.

All past time witnesses that false

prophecy was mixed with true, and

that a discrimination between them was

needed.

Prophecy therefore does not super-

sede, but stimulates, free thought and

judgment in the hearer.

The Church ought to be its collector,

its judge, its sifter and the editor of all

that is best. Thus the Church may

organize Prophecy, though she cannot

create it.

The treatment of Enthusiasts by the

Church- of Rome indicates some ap-

prehension of this function in the

Church.

The ambition of the same Church to

dictate the measures of public policy

was but an exaggeration and extrava-

gance of a sound moral instinct :

For it must always be a just aim of

every true Church to impress a pure

moral purpose and moral sentiment on

the State and on public men.

As in the halls of Judgment, so in

the Chambers and Cabinets of States-

men, many questions are debated which

mere Religion cannot solve, and in

which the Church must not interfere :

yet, that Judges and Statesmen should

sincerely make the Right and the Just

their first object, is a topic on which the

Church may cry aloud.

Through the ambition of civil govern-

ments to control religious freedom, the

moral functions of the State have been

perniciously denied and forgotten.

Through the ambition of priesthoods

to cripple social and political freedom,

the political duties of Religion are per-

niciously overlooked or mistaken.

.SacretJ

Out of the multitude of hymns and

prophecies poured forth by Hebrew

bards, the judgment of Hebrew piety

picked and kept many which have

since been honoured as inspired by
God.

So, out of the many narratives of the

life of Jesus, the Christian Church se-

lected four for peculiar reverence; not

because they were known to be histori-

cally true, but because they were felt to

be morally profitable.

We may not blame them for this :

for of historical truth a Church is a very

i 2
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bad judge, but of moral excellence a

good Church judges wisely.

So again out of many letters written

by Christian teachers, the Church ad-

opted some as pre-eminently good j
and

after the sifting of two centuries fixed a

canon of the New Testament.

Books thus pre-eminently honoured

by the voluntary selection of piety, are

reasonably held to be Sacred, in a high

and peculiar sense
;
and such books may

fulfil a high function in moral history,

as have the sacred books of India,

Persia, Judaea and Christendom.

Their benefit nevertheless has been

grievously lessened by the strong ten-

dency of mankind to idolize and lift

into ideal perfection whatever has en-

gaged their sacred feelings.

Hebrew and Christian books for which

the writers advanced no high preten-

sions have thus been gratuitously and

hurtfullyexalted into a miraculous great-

ness. Even the Confessions of Faith

put forth by Protestant Eeformers have

been in most countries pushed into un-

natural and absurd eminence.

Such events generally impose upon
others the disagreeable duty of appearing

as depreciators of books once valuable.

When Books and Men are treated

with sober honour, we may revere them

not soberly only, but sometimes passion-

ately : but where they have been made

objects of idolatry, the same thing is

dangerous both to ourselves and to

others. It is then seldom possible for

the many to regain a just estimate of

them, without an interval of neglect.

Hymn Books have been to the Pro-

testant Churches the chief representa-

tive of new sacred writings. No Biblio-

latry has been paid to them, and none

have more effectually promoted spiri-

tual life.

All Sacred Books, however valuable,

must be pervaded by the errors of their

age, and become unfit for practical use

to generations which have unlearned

those errors.

Eearfjtng anti public

Self-taught men see vividly what they

see, and are often deep, if narrow
; but

one mind unaided must learn to great

disadvantage.

The larger the accumulations of

knowledge, the more do we need

teaching, and chiefly the teaching of

books.

Wise teaching saves the learner from

many wanderings and from waste of

effort.

The wise teacher knows when to
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argue, and \\hen to dictate; and the

wise learuer will submit to eacli in its

turn.

When the teacher proposes an argu-

ment, it is the duty of the learner to

canvass the argument and cast aside the

authority of the teacher.

When the teacher announces a truth

to be received on his authority, the

learner must receive it a* such, and ex-

pect hereafter to know it more fully.

Knowledge is not complete, while any-

thing remains which is believed on the

authority of an individual : nor has the

teacher finally done his work, until he

has made his authority needless.

Young people must believe many

things on the authority of elders ;

because neither the faculties nor the

experience of the young are ripe for

judging all things : but all authority is

a temporary expedient, to save the

learner from buying knowledge or wis-

dom too dearly.

Practical Arts are taught by example

joined with precept.

Prayer, which is a practical Exercise,

is also taught by example.

Every printed book of Prayer, or of

Psalms and Hymns, is a teaching to

pray and to praise God.

It stimulates the reader by example ;

but he has not learnt his lesson, until

he prays without the book, not in its

words, but from his own heart. As no

two hearts are the same, nor have the

same wants, so neither can the most spe-

cial prayers of two hearts be exactly

alike.

And as no two have had exactly the

same history, nor enjoyed the very same

series of blessings, nor felt the same

i joys with the same vividness, thanks-

giving naturally varies from heart to

heart.

The prayerand the thanksgiving which

is most special from each man is deepest

from each man.

Hence the private exercises of the

heart are naturally deeper than the

public.

Public Prayer and Praise may be (in

an ideal state of goodness) the natural

and impulsive outpouring of a common

feeling ; and as such, eminently suitable

to a high state of religion.

When it is not this, it is ordinarily

less congenial to a strongly religious

mind than similar Private exercises.

But to beginners in religion it may be

of high value, as a teaching to pray, by

example.

To most persons, in our existing

imperfection, the chief use of Public

prayers is to teach Private prayer : and

the efficacy of the public institution

may be roughly measured by the de-

gree to which it excites and maintains

private devotions, suggested by the heart

itself, in its own words.
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Some truths are believed by all the

wise and good, yet for that very reason

are seldom tittered among equals : they

are always taken for granted.

In the last four hundred years of

active thought and accumulating know-

ledge, the number of such truths has

greatly multiplied.

To gather and enunciate such truths

is not superfluous, when they are de-

spised by the reckless. Far older truth

is every day despised.

The highly educated like to assume,

but like not to enunciate, moral maxims;

yet for the instruction of learners it is

not useless.

All such maxims, when uttered, may
be uttered magisterially, and they are

j

peculiarly adapted for Rebuke.

Rebuke, to do good, must generally

be impersonal : most men are too proud
to endure personal rebuke, when they
have deserved it.

Not even a friend can often rebuke

with good effect; much less could any
official teacher rebuke those unknown

to him.

If a general maxim, uttered in public,

is felt by one person as a rebuke, it is

because his conscience tells him that he

deserves it : thereby he rebukes his own
self. Such rebukes are highly profit-

able.

This also is a main function of Pro-

phecy, to rebuke every form of sin and

moral evil, without personal assumption.

Prophecy is altogether impersonal.

Ask not who is the prophet, nor where.

Claim no copyright for his words :

truth is not his, but yours ; yet not

yours only : it is common. All moral

wisdom is common property.

The prophet has received truth freely,

and imparts it freely.

Prophecy has a form of its own,

which is not accidental.

It does not argue, but dogmatizes;

it is therefore short and imperative.

Bad men will not attend to long ser-

mons, be they ever so well reasoned;

and it is easy to forget them : but three

words of denunciation which the guilty

man knows to belong to him, may be

as an arrow in his side.

Prophecy against evil rouses also the

conscience of the many to put away the

evil, if they have been blamable in over-

looking it.

True prophecy deals not in enigmas
nor in fanciful conceits ; even if some-

times prudentially it have hidden itself

in allegory.

Nor does it descend to individual

cases, in which none may dogmatize,

except a judge commenting on a ver-

dict.
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But though warlike, it shuns to be

pugnacious; and though enthusiastic,

is eminently practical.

Prophecy best undermines religious

error, without specific controversy, by

calm enunciation of truth.

All truth is a rebuke to error ;
and

truth which does not win upon error

cannot itself be pure.

The pure-hearted and sound-minded

are thcfit judges of Prophecy; and there-

fore also are the fit rulers of the Church.

lEtJitcatton.

Education consists in training the

Faculties to full self-possession, the

Habits to industry and refinement, the

Sentiments to rightfulriess and warmth.

We may passively receive a stock of

knowledge, without having the faculties

active and well subordinated.

Mere Knowledge does not suffice for

Wisdom, which depends on a well-

balanced Judgment and right Senti-

ment.

Nor ought men to be called Educated,

when they have merely learned to obey;

but much rather, when they have at-

tained Self-guidance.

To use Power aright, is a great test

of sound education. The uneducated

either uses it badly, or, as if terrified by
its possession, drops it from his grasp.

Leisure is a great power ;
and to use

Leisure aright, is also a mark of the

educated.

Without some Leisure, none but a

narrow and accidental cultivation of

the mind is possible.

The millions of England have one-

seventh part of time as Leisure : but

they do not employ this for any real

or valuable education, chiefly because

they are not educated enough to esti-

mate the advantage ; partly also, be-

cause those who ought to assist it,

impede it.

Where no literature exists, the illite-

rate are not necessarily uncultivated ;

for the culture of the people diffuses it-

self in other channels. But where lite-

rature is highly developed, unacquaint-

ance with letters generally marks total

neglect of cultivation.

Differences of wealth and of know-

ledge do not hinder friendship : but

between the refined and the unrefined

friendship is impossible.

Some, otherwise uneducated, become

highly refined in feeling, through the

influence of religion alone.

Even Brahmins and Turks have grace

and dignity through religion and from

general respect. All classes of England
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would become more refined, if the edu-

cated respected them more.

Where trades are apt to be ruined

and superseded from public causes be-

yond the control of the labourer, public

justice, as well as expediency, demands
j

that the State busy itself to secure ver-

satile powers of industry in the work-

ing classes.

The Primary education of the multi-

tude has two principal roots, Industrial

Art and Poetical Recitation.

Industrial art furnishes the labourer

with the power of physical support,

and in its higher forms rises into

Science.

Poetical Recitation teaches Moral

Sentiment, Musical Rhythm, Refine-

ment, Imaginative beauty, pride in

Nationality, Patriotism. It culminates

into Religion.

In the present condition of Trade

and complex Constitutions, some in-

struction in Political Economy and

Politics is essential to national well-

being : but at what age and through

what organs it will best be communica-

ted, remains a question.

Religious Institutions might be and

ought to be the most efficient educators

of the Sentiments; but unhappily, a

great change must pass on existing

Churches, before they can regain the

lead which they have lost.

Atheism would starve sentiment, Pan-

theism would corrupt morals.

Sectarianism hinders all national re-

ligion and sound national education.

Theism is the only cure. When it

has once fair play, it will educate na-

tions and unite the world in harmony
as yet unimagined.

The Mussulman has a short creed,
" There no God but God, and Moham-

med is his Prophet."

Speak to a Mussulman on religion,

and he will never reply : "I have no time

for such deep inquiries ; I am too busy

a man of the world/'

The Christian often so replies, be-

cause his Creed is complex and of in-

definite extent.

(Creetrs.

The short creed spreads over all

society, leaving very few unbelievers

or scorners.

.The long creed makes the majority

abandon religion to a clergy.

If the short creed generates a super-

ficial religion, it is because the creed is

intrinsically superficial.

The long creed, by the enormous

study which it claims and obtains of a
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few, results in a religion far deeper than

that of the Mussulman.

The long creed, by the endless con-

troversies and animosities which it en-

tails between good men, gives to the

lazy and the worldly a plausible excuse

for neglecting religion.

It is no mere pretence, but a terrible

reality, that when a plain and busy man

wants religion for practice, he finds

himself entangled in unmanageable in-

tellectual controversies.

"Religion is just what everybody

differs about : why should I teaze my-
self with it?" is the saying of many

well-meaning men.

Yet it is certain that there are essen-

tial foundations of religion in which

Christians, Jews and Mussulmans agree ;

and these suffice for all the exigencies

of life.

The agreement of all the foremost

races of mankind, yields the following

short creed: "God is a righteous

Governor, who loves the righteous and

answers prayers for righteousness."
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THIRD BOOK.

BELIGIOUS LIFE.

Call to (Soft's <Serfoice.

Consecrate yourselves to God, all ye youths and maidens !

Ere the world benumb your fresh feeling or sin harden your conscience.

Know that others have found God, as ye have not yet found him ;

But seek ye after him, and ye shall find him also :

Delight yourselves in him, and he shall give you the desire of your hearts.

Seek him in the open field or in the shrouded wood,

Under the evening sky or in the solitary chamber.

Take with you words, and turn to him, and say :

" Oh Author of our spirits, Perfector of souls,

With thee strength dwelleth in repose, and no passion is in disharmony ;

But the passions of youth are untamed, and we do but move toward perfection,

And Desire often seduces from Goodness or Ease deters from Duty.
Yet wisely were we made by thee, and thy Will must be best for us ;

Early to submit were our prudence, and sweetly to obey, our happiness ;

And when we know that we seek thy will, we know that we become thy servants.

Lo ! here we resign all baser desire, we consecrate ourselves to be thine,

We will struggle to be as thou approvest ; to be pure, as thou art pure,

Unwarped by perverse passion, unspoiled by selfishness,

Active for every good work, sympathizing with every good cause,

Haters and scorners of the wrong, lovers of good and of good men.

So will we aspire to thee, that we may be thine now and always,

To live before thy open eye, and to die into thy secret bosom."

Speak to him thus, or to this effect, knowing that he reads all your heart
;

Knowing that his light searches your dark corners, and sees your unknown faults.
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Fear not to meet his piercing gaze, shrink not from his eyes of flame,

But stand before them true-heartedly, to let them burn up your sin.

Oh, how will it cleanse your conscience and strengthen your best purposes.

How will it put to shame all unkind ness, all impurity, all worldliness and pride !

Ye who admire heroism shall grow heroic, and the compassionate more tender,

And the generous more self-sacrificing, and the prudent more self-possessed.

Every virtue shall be strengthened, and every vice shall be crippled,

From the day that ye solemnly consecrate your all to the Ever Present God.

For every impulse shall fall into its own place, and learn its due subordination,

And become the meek minister of the soul, or the pleasant amuscr of its weariness,

The strong combatant for the right, or the sharp hunter after the true.

And your natures shall become enlarged, as they expand toward God :

Your insight shall be deeper and your survey broader,

Your selfishness shall become prudence, and your prudence unselfish,

Loving your neighbours, loving your country, and mankind, and the Right.

"When the faithless trembles at truth, your faith shall but grow stronger,

And where the hypocrite is feeble, your sound heart shall be mighty.

Only aspire after perfection, and tell this out to God,

And ere long ye shall find him and know his exceeding great joy.

He shall make with you a covenant of grace and of truth,

And shall fill you of his own fulness and visit you with his Spirit,

And he shall be your well-known Lord, and ye shall be his conscious servants,

Equipped for life and careless of death, aspiring after eternity,

Sighing over your own unworthiness, yet certain of Almighty Love.

Postures of efcotton.

Between the body and the mind of man is a close sympathy,

But the mind is the natural ruler, the body is the servant,

Obeying and denoting the inward actions.

The postures of reverence, of desire, of hope are not arbitrary :

They are prompted by nature, and their absence would be unnatural.

So too when a man addresses God, if the heart be chastened,

The voice, the countenance, the whole body will duly sympathize ;
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And if solitude be granted, and no circumstances hinder,

Most natural is it for the worshipper to abase himself before God,
Whether by sinking on the knee or by momentary prostration,

Or by lowly sitting on the ground with face upturned ;

Or otherwise by reverential standing with hands uplifted.

He who waits meekly on his lord with collected mind,

Cannot use frivolous motions or careless demeanour :

And though wisdom forbids any painful postures,

Or whatever by its annoyance may distract from devotion,

Yet equally does it dissuade such luxury of ease

As may tend to slumber and to the lulling of the mind.

Strong and weak bodies have' their several proprieties,

Nor may one herein become a law to another.

Yet each who is upright, and seeks after God,
Learns easily in what postures he is most collected,

Least prone to wanderings or diversion of thought.
Those postures are to that man rightful and religious.

Let not one presume to dictate absolutely to another,

Yet let none treat these matters as small or unimportant.

There is a scrupulosity, which makes some men unhappy,
If from morning to evening they have not sunk upon the knee ;

As though kneeling were prayer, or were essential to worship.

This is a weakness, and may be called a superstition :

Yet if a man have not yet learned to worship otherwise,

To him the loss is grave, when life's hurry forbids to kneel ;

And if he persevere in conscientiousness, his weakness will drop off.

More pernicious is the error of that overbold spirituality,

Which, trusting to its inward power, disuses formalities of prayer.

For though, in the flood-tide of some holy sentiment,

When God's glorious mercy has thrilled through veins and heart,

Worship and aspiration, whether one stand, walk or sit,

May seem natural as breath, in every free interval ;

Yet he who expects such heavenly frames to abide

Without his own fostering and without thoughtful effort,

Will be sadly undeceived by a terrible reverse,

By untractable deadness, or by lapses into old sin.
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Nay, the more we are favoured by the instirrings of God's Spirit,

The more anxiously must we cherish and invite that presence

By sacred meditation and by solemn seeking ;

Knowing that it is better to die than to go back in holiness,

And that backward we shall go, if we trust to that which is attained.

Moreover, though affected postures may be a hypocrisy,

Nothing is easier to the upright than to detect his own hypocrisy,

If merely the first ascents of spirituality have been reached.

By all means then, if possible, live in worship and in aspiration ;

But in order that it may be possible, arouse yourself to effort,

Waiting on and seeking after the Unseen at set time and place ;

Addressing him by formal act and in solemn posture,

Not perhaps for many minutes, yet surely with collected earnestness ;

Nor subjecting your liberty to other men's command ;

Yet wisely using the experience of others,

Until it be superseded by fuller experience of your own.

So shall forms help life, and become full of life,

And nature shall grow spiritual, and God's spirit be our nature.

3 05 ant Consolation.

Joy is not to be expected from meditations on an Afterworld,

On which some would have our minds fondly dwell.

For by the wisdom of our God no material is surely given,

On which either desire or imagination may repose.

Otherwise, might preoccupation of heart on a nobler scene

Draw away energies needed for improving the present.

A little garden in this world is given for our culture,

Little in itself, great for us, too great alas ! for most of us.

On this must we bestow ourselves, undistracted by the future
;

Just as the sailor in a strong breeze, when sails are to be shifted,

Thinks not of his country nor of his wife nor even of his God,

But of the sails and of the ship, of the winds and waves.

Yet the knowledge that he has a country and a home recruits his forces,
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Filling his heart in short intervals with pleasant memories

And stimulating him in turn with sweeter hopes.

So may the belief in a future, hidden deep iu the background,
Be as a fortress of support to spirits that else might faint,

When the armies of Evil are mighty and God seems not to rule.

In truth Joy must not be sought for, or it never will be won
;

But Consolation may justly be sought by the heart outworn,

And Consolation is a precious balm sometimes possible to be given,

In calamity, under oppression, and under loss by death.

Hopes of a future life afford topics of comfort,

Only where speaker and hearer have a common faith,

And this is in truth far rarer than some imagine.

Where faith or care of a future life is weak,

Scarcely will you comfort a mourner by asserting it.

Or if a man mourns lawfully, yet selfishly,

For having lost one who was useful and a present comfort,

One who was not loved with pure unselfish love,

Poor is the consolation to the mourner, that his lost friend lives.

He grieves for his own present loss, which is real and solid,

Unchanged and unchangeable by spiritual doctrine.

Worldly sorrows crave after worldly reliefs,

Except where the crisis may lift the heart above itself.

Yet the father will not regain his child, nor the wife her husband ;

And as to the positive loss, so far as it is personal,

If religion supply it, this is by the doctrine of a Present God,

Sympathizing, supporting, ordaining wisely,

Not by the doctrine of a Hereafter, which still withholds the lost.

Never will Faith be strengthened by exercise too hard.

Spiritually to believe in a Heaven, is an act for the spiritual ;

To rejoice that a lost friend is there, belongs to the unselfish.

To the many, a better consolation is sympathy and small kindness,

And pointing to like sorrows which have been bravely borne,

And to the duties which forbid too absorbing a regret.

Such topics Nature everywhere teaches to the tender,

And the tender heart which uses them is itself a consolation,

Tho' wrapt in dark Paganism or in lonely Atheism.
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But blessed are those who find God's Love ever present,

Light amid darkness, peace amid confusion,

A true Consolation, a solid present fact.

If Faith cannot alway be joyful, yet may it alway be strong,

Comforted by the fixed assurance, that God even now reigneth.

of Soul.

"My heart is dull and is cold : it might be of stone :

I hear truth concerning things holy, and it moves me not,

Although my knowledge abideth and my convictions are unchanged.

When I would meditate on the most High, my thoughts wander ;

When I would pray to him, I cannot
; for I have no desires ;

When I would praise him, my perceptions of his presence are too faint,

And I am ashamed of my barrenness and of the emptiness of my spirit.

And I ought to be more ashamed, I ought to be more humbled ;

But apathy is my vexation, want of penitence my humiliation.

How shall the faithless cure his deadness, or life rise out of death ?"

O Brother, who puttest such questions, thy case is very common.

Nothing has happened to thec, buj happens to all mortals ;

And if sincerely thou wishest for cure, relief is at hand.

If no wilful and conscious sin be thy malady, but only deadness,

Springing from causes unknown, or from vague negligences ;

Win for thyself a little leisure from the distraction of other things,

And let thy mind fall back upon primary and certain truth,

Truth which is rooted in the intellect, though sentiment have palled.

Certain is it that the God of Heaven has ordained virtue and holiness ;

Certain that he is the fountain of holiness to his loving children ;

Certain that he rejoices to pour streams of life through their hearts,

WT
hen there is no obstacle on their part, and they do not themselves shut him out.

If thou hast once known this, thou assuredly knowest it still ;

If thou hast never known it, learn it now at length, O Brother !

Yield up to him thy soul, however feebly, yet sincerely,

Expecting, or trying to expect, some inward blessing from him.
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Why should he be less merciful to thee, than to so many others ?

Thousands, who have sought him, have found him ; and so shalt thou.

Does he claim our hearts, and will he refuse to warm them ?

Or does the Lord of life expect us to give life to ourselves ?

Life cannot come out of thyself; imagine it not :

Life can flow only out of God ; and freely doth it flow,

Ungrudging, unreproaching, satisfying, enheartening.
O remember, if on any day thou haply wast tender before him,
Touched by some sense of his mercy, or smitten by his immensity ;

And know that the law of his Spirit is Onward and Forward,
And his past favours are but small foretastes of the future.

If business or study or the world have preoccupied thy thoughts,
This may have been wrong and sin, and may hereafter be grieved over ;

But now, care less to grieve than to remedy the mischief,

If an excess of things lawful have shut out thy sight of God.

Turn thee to him, thoughtfully, patiently, undistractedly,

And tell him of all thy deadness, though thy very moan be feeble :

But much rather claim of him, as a creature should claim of its Creator,

That he will do the Creator's part and breathe into thee his breath.

Raise thy expectations high ! fear not to hope too much !

Nay, believe that his love is zealous to seize occasions to bless thee.

Oh how quickly does his holy power re-enter the upright,

Softening their incrusted souls and watering them with refreshment,

Till they are melted by mercy and adore with gratitude.

And thou too, if thou art upright, and cherishest no hidden sin,

No cursed inward disease, corrupting thy vitals,

Thou too shalt presently bless the Holiest and adore

With wondering admiration and humble consciousness.

But oh ! if his love and mercy abound still more to thee,

And thy whole heart become tender and thy whole soul aspire;

Then lose not thy opportunity ; but let prayer gush forth freely,

That never may again long-abiding deadness win upon thee.

Make thou a covenant with the Highest, that he shall give thee life :

Make a covenant with thyself, to remove whatsoever obstructeth.
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Wlio art thou, O man, that mourhest inwardly, and sayest :

" I cannot rejoice in God, although I revere him.

I long to believe in his Judgments and to know his Providence ;

But my hope is faint and feeble, and will not rise into Faith,

When I see the prevalence of wickedness; and alas ! I am sad of heart
;

For it seemeth that those who most love God and most ought to live,

May perish, earliest and for ever, by reason of their love to him.

Therefore I am downcast, and I cannot rejoice in God,

If it is to signify nothing before long, of what kind men are."

Such thoughts are burdening indeed, and cannot be scolded away :

For even if they be faithless, yet faith comes not by self-reproach.

Yet of one thing ought every one to be sure, that all God's ways are right ;

And if we knew them more fully, the wise would justify all :

Nor can that sadness be right, which surmises that he is wrong ;

But as God rejoices in his work, so shall we, when wise, rejoice in it.

If therefore he has caused thee to revere him, and has won thy heart,

See how reasonable and rightful it is to be cheerful and courageous.

If sin has seduced thee, be sad on thy own account ; but be not sad for his doings

Yea, tho' this be thy last hour, rejoice in God's greatness :

Rejoice to believe that the All mighty is All wise and All good :

Rejoice that thou art admitted to bow before him.

Rejoice that thy past and thy present do not darken his face,

But thou mayest gaze straightforward into his blessed eyes.

What art thou, to be honoured by a consciousness of his presence ?

What is his condescension, to dwell within thee and guide thee !

Look not to the dark outside of other men's fortunes ;

(For God's purposes ill show on the surface to the half-wise
;)

But look into thine own heart, whereon he has written his law,

And if thou art just and kind, be sure he is juster and kinder.

He doeth, and will do, all things aright, now and hereafter,

All things for thee, all things for all ; for none is like to him.

He is alone in his immensity and in his majestic loveliness,

Which sheds calm peace on the heart which seeks his loneliness.

K
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Trouble not thyself to search into his government of the world,

Until first thou hast learned to rejoice absolutely in him.

Rejoice in his goodness, I say, rejoice in his wisdom ;

For to believe his goodness and wisdom is a mere rudiment of Faitli .

After thou art become full of peace from Faith, with some faint joy,

Then Insight may increase, and new Faith from Insight :

And afterward mayest thou discern spiritual things spiritually,

And more profitably search into God's government of the world,

When gladdened by simpler trust and made wise by livelier hope.

For Despondency is a bad counsellor concerning the works and ways of God,

And the faithless, who wants to see all, dooms himself to know nothing.

JHotiern

In things spiritual, as in mechanism, the strain should fall upon the strong,

Who ofttime suffers for the weaker, yea and by the weaker ;

Nor does the wisest man easily become known to the many.
For if a man a little surpass his fellows in wisdom,

And largely share their errors, they can estimate his wisdom
;

And knowing him superior, they may even gladly submit,

And choose him to be their leader, their teacher or their magistrate.

Men thus superior are valuable in daily life,

Needful, and never to be despised, but surely worthy of honour.

Yet from such men new principles do not easily come forth ;

Rather, their task is to bring out the best from old principles,

And save what is old and good, but to discourage the new.

Also, sharing the errors of the crowd, they love its sympathy,

And fear to lose reputation, if they gain new light too fast.

For if a man largely surpass his fellows in wisdom

And forsake many of their errors, they ill discern that he is wise
;

For, the unwise have no test of wisdom, when it is far above them.

If he have knowledge which they appreciate, or station and birth,

He may thus win respect, and lessen evil suspicion.

But if his wisdom be only moral, spiritual, religious,
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Yet subversive of ideas which time has consecrated,

The more surpassing is his wisdom, the greater is the public odium.

For, time is naturally regarded as the test of truth,

And to oppose what all believe seems to be a proof of falsehood,

Nay, and seems to uproot all foundations of belief:

For, the unthinking forget that their nation is not the world,

And the many know not what other nations believe,

Nor what meed of honour is due to foreign thought.

Hence evil surmise, slander, ill-will and hatred

Fall naturally to the lot of those eccentric in religion,

Whether in truth they are much above or much below the nation.

Such suspicions are inevitable ; nor need they be deadly,

But will have healthy action when we are a little wiser,

When humility and justice take deeper root.

For, no principles of man's nature which are of deep necessity

Can ever be wholly bad, or without appointed duty ;

So too what is called Bigotry has its rightful place,

Though, when duly corrected, we cease to call it Bigotry.

For lightly to propound novelties is an evil work,

And lightly to unsettle men's notions on things sacred

Is a grave social offence, much to be reprobated.

And if, through mere ignorance unavoidable to man,

A wise innovator is awhile looked on as a mountebank,
And meets with suspicion, aspersion and various losses,

Loss of friends, loss of promotion, of trade and money,
These are the payment which he makes in proof of earnestness,

A payment guaranteeing that he shall say nothing lightly,

And distinguishing him from those who trade in novelty.

Nor do these losses permanently repress truth,

For they leave to him life, the means of life, and free speech ;

And if truth is a little retarded, yet it takes deeper root.

Such are the worst mischiefs which Bigotry brings,

Where Justice is strongly upheld by impartial law :

And they will yet be further lessened, when justice occupies the heart,

And kindliness is allowed sway, and calm thought is stronger.

Under dark Superstition, when it holds the scourge of Law,

K 2
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Deadly indeed are the horrors worked by Bigotry ;

Especially where dynastic and priestly jealousy are combined.

Awful have been the sufferings of the martyrs* of truth,

Great still are their hardships in many places.

So much the more must those, who are in comparison free,

Bear lightly that which remains for Conscience* sake,

Aware that if all shrink to suffer at all for truth,

Truth can never obtain advocacy or proclamation.

Alas ! can those be zealous for truth at all,

Or conscious of higher knowledge, or faithful to their light,

Who, when fully assured that a system of religion is unsound,

So veil their dissent under cautious conformity,

That never is the plain faith of their hearts avowed ?

Many compromises of practice may be needful,

For the sake of those around us, in a choice of difficulties
;

Long may be the diffidence and caution of the young :

But to pass through life, after the judgment is fixed,

Permanently hiding away one's deliberate belief,

Is to abandon our task as servants of truth,

And must grieve God's Spirit and overcloud our own mind.

Those who have least to endure, and least need valour,

Are called on to be foremost
;
nor may one lay down for another,

How much of ill-will he shall voluntarily encounter.

But there are limits to suppression, which if you outstep,

You become false to yourself, false to mankind :

And as death for conscience' sake has been a high duty,

So some loss for conscience' sake may easily be ours,

And the man cannot love truth, who resolves to endure none.

Oh, if you prize virtue
; oh, if you worship God ;

Detest the idea that any riches or preferment

Can compensate a dissembler for a debasing slavery,

Which stamps on him feebleness and secret self-contempt.

Let each therefore judge himself, as surely Godjudges him.

Learn rather that it is an honour not dearly bought
To endure reproach, exclusion and partial poverty,

* "
Martyr

"
is the Greek word for Witness.
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In the noble cause for which ancient martyrs died,

Martyrs for truth, even when their notions were erroneous,

Since they chose horrible death, rather than be false at heart.

To be added to their band is generally a cheap honour now,

And is fruitful of good, if truth only is our aim.

For he who cheerfully suffers loss for truth,

Defying the opinion of his immediate public,

Not being soured in mind nor possessed by vanity,

Removes the main obstacles which keep good men dark,

Prejudice, habituation, and wrongful fear of man.

And fearless steadiness gradually wins respect ;

So that the faithful confessor of truth gets ever stronger,

And imparts some strength to the more wavering also.

Often is it seen, that high talents are feeble,

For want of a fearless and downright conduct ;

While the man who is faithful to his light and brave,

Grows clearer in judgment, purer in discernment,

Larger in heart, and stronger for every good work.

Perfect anti Imperfect Virtues,

While the soul is winning a virtue, it is in frequent struggle ;

And in the grandest natures the struggle is sometimes greatest :

For every part of man is for service, and all our instincts are good.

It is well that the passions be strong, as well as the desires and affections,

If only mind, conscience and soul be firm enough to guide them.

Nor is that the noblest nature, in which the animal man is puny ;

But that is noblest, in which all elements are strong and all in harmony.

In the mightiest soul may often be the stiffest battle,

When Passion is stubborn to its bent, but the Mind is steeled to conquer.

Such a soul gets many a wound and carries many an old scar,

Though it win a noble victory and bring on itself no dishonour.

Yet while the struggle lasts, it is war and not peace ;

The victory is about to be won, but it is not won as yet ;
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The virtue is militant, not triumphant ;

It is imperfect, even if soon to be perfected.

But there are many battles, which are not to last for ever.

All the passions which bring pleasure may be tamed and can be tamed,

Until they become servants and faithful soldiers of their conqueror,

And fight under his standard, and rebel or mutiny no more.

Then the virtue is perfect, and the soul thus far is in harmony,
Obedience is without struggle, and even is pleasant,

For the lower nature has become loyal, and is happy in subjection.

Up to this point is Perfect Virtue attainable to man.

But that class of passions is the smallest part of man,
And such perfection will one day be a common attainment,

Expected of all good young men and taken for granted.

Far different is the case with other sorts of virtue.

" Bear and forbear," was the precept of ancient wisdom :

To forbear is not always a finite task, and to bear is infinite.

To forbear from pleasure, may be easy ; from anger, difficult :

Also to forbear from harsh words, which are deserved, but unprofitable,

Or unsuitable from us, or certain to carry us too far.

Pain cannot be pleasant, nor uneasiness ever be made easy,

And where is pain and distress, there is more or less of struggle

And some strain on the soul, so that it has not divine repose ;

Thus neither can its virtue attain divine perfection.

"When affection is wounded by the death of one beloved,

Or wounded morally by his unkindness or unvirtuousness,

To bear the sorrow wisely is never without struggle :

Nor to bear men's unreasonableness and injustice and petulance,

Or to bear hardship and want, and live laborious and contented.

No eye but God's eye knows the virtues of the humble poor,

Of harshly treated servants and of many who linger in sickness,

And of daughters or wives who to the sick are ministering angels.

Wonderful often is their virtue, and by the force of long habit

Toil ceases to distress them and ill-treatment seems not to irritate.

Almost might one think that such virtue had become perfect,

Where habit and affection and sweet cheerfulness soften hardship.

And to the multitude of mankind the highest reach of virtue
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Is from the self-denials of affection in the heart of family-life,

Or from the self-denials of obedience to superior command,
With contentment and gentleness and thanksgiving to God.

Single acts of heroism, noble and heart-filling,

Are performed often by common men, whom we had not guessed to be virtuous ;

Yea, by many who (to our knowledge) do not aim at virtue in general :

But the spur of some high moment exalts their goodness ;

Nor might their virtue last long, though in short struggle it is glorious.

The long trial of life is the real test of attainment.

Want of leisure and press of duty, concerning which is no choice,

Keep the multitude engaged in a routine of life
;

Nor is their mind widened by knowledge, nor can their aims reach far :

No ambitious virtues can seduce them, and their path is plainer.

But those who abound in Leisure, with wealth or knowledge,

Are open to new virtue and to much new vice.

How to bestow free time, is a problem for each to answer

According to his means and capacity and bent ;

And therein Selfishness has wide room to lead astray.

Those who have grown strong, are bound to higher tasks,

And, when the Good has become easy, to pursue the Better,

And to find what is their task, and perform it manfully.

High duties require labour, or at least permit not ease :

Yet many brave men and women have devoted themselves wisely,

Earning a virtue which to the outward eye is without blemish,

Though we know it could not be perfect nor its battle cease,

Unless man's flesh could become iron and his heart a millstone,

And weariness never oppress his body and mind.

The purer is man's conscience, the higher is his thought of Duty.

Duty is a taskmaster, who prescribes endless work
;

And the higher Virtue rises, the more she herself aspires,

That Right Sentiment, everywhere and always, may be in ascendency ;

That the love of God be ardent and kindliness to man unfeigned,

And Religion rule the heart and the heart fill the life.

Such virtue is infinite, and never fully to be won,

Always imperfect and often self-reproaching,

Bathed with weeping regrets, and longing for self-sacrifice,
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Not to pamper ascetic pride nor to mortify the flesh,

But to be able to do more good and to win to the love of goodness;

Or to establish the Right among men, and remove the traps of Ruin,

And elevate us and adorn us and strengthen us and ennoble us.

Who shall speak fitly of that virtue, sublime though imperfect,

The virtue of the hero-saint, hidden, yet visible to the open eye,

For the good of others resolute and surrendering its all,

Large-hearted to imagine, vigilant to act, unwearied to persevere ?

It is sorrowful, yet alway rejoices ; humble, yet very confiding ;

Aware of human ignorance, yet bold to track divine mysteries.

It exists not save in the deep of soul and patient of thought.

It thrives with man's whole nature, intellect, fancy, conscience,

And dwindles with the cramping of genius or narrowing of knowledge.

Therefore its diffusion is for future ages or future worlds,

When mutual love and prudence shall better conspire,

And the lack of one shall be supplied by the riches of many.

i&oral Contagion.

The sick sheep is driven away by the rest of the flock,

Lest haply its breath be a pestilence or its touch infectious.

The bird released from captivity, which has forgotten wild instincts,

Is persecuted by its fellows, lest it propagate the forgetfulness.

No weak or crippled brute finds mercy or pity with its species ;

For strength is their Virtue, and to be infirm is a Vice.

Wild man also is inly spurred to stop the progress of contagion,

The contagion of deadly disease, the contagion of evil example,

The contagion of cowardice or of disobedience to the chief.

Wise barbarians forbid the contagion likewise of vice,

Whatsoever ruins the body or defiles the domestic hearth.

They disgrace the drunkard, and scourge the adulterer ;

They hang the harlot, and drown abominable profligates.

They forbid traffic in fiery drinks, and banish the traffickers.

When Priest and King join against wine, drunken tribes become sober.
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All early religion bids the rulers to stay public immoralities ;

All simple nations feel that law is founded on morals,

Else it were not sacred, nor could righteously punish,

Nor could claim to be God's ordinance, or give dignity to the magistrate.

Thus early law is moral, and aims to extend morality,

And honours virtuous marriage, and disgraces its neglect,

And roots up traffic in sin, which is a contagion of deadly ruin.

Under such law weak peoples grow mighty, and the pious intelligent,

Though philosophy still be infantine, and religion superstitious.

But when through the advances of knowledge superstition is undermined,

And national creeds fall asunder and dissent is common,
And with wealth and prosperity manners become pampered and corrupt,

And traffic in vice brings revenue and convenience to the rulers,

And superstitious fears vanish, and no truer religion takes root ;

Then practical atheism domineers in every affair of State,

And the theory grows up that Expediency alone rules in Politics,

That the State is unmoral, and Statesmanship rightly atheistic,

And that it befits not the law to take cognizance of vice and sin.

This is one way by which moral rule is disorganized,

And State, King, Law, are desecrated and undermined.

Or it may be, the rulers stop not at checking public vice,

That which universal conscience pronounces to be crime or sin ;

But they will forbid honest inquiry and ingenuous doubt,

And repress mental speculation and the noble pursuit of truth,

And punish novel opinions, and burn the bodies of the faithful.

Then unless the whole mind of the nation can be stunted,

Men's conscience is shocked at the cruel injustice,

And an outcry is made to restrict the sphere of the ruler ;

And honest haters of bigotry put forth the deadly doctrine,

That law is unmoral, and may not punish immorality ;

That magistracy is public lackeydom, to do things convenient,

As a popular menial, to pave, sweep and light the streets,

To tax, to fine, to imprison, to scourge, enslave or hang ;

Having nothing moral, nothing religious ; and therefore may not persecute.

Never shall England be righteous and wise, until this error is unlearned ;

Until, as of old, it is understood that magistracy is sacred,
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That public life should be pure as private or even purer,

That law must prevent, rather than punish, crime otherwise abounding,

Must stop vicious contagion and traffic in sin,

And make morality its first aim, wealth its second.

Thus shall vice be stopped from without, and virtue grow up from within.

jfountiation of tfje .State*

When we are able to do good, to do it becomes a duty ;

Thus to POWER is attached many moral duties.

And wherever high Power is held permanently by any,

If GOODNESS be joined with it, it avows those duties,

And is acknowledged also by the weaker as Ruling.

WISDOM likewise is needed, with Goodness and Power,

To make the rule of these wholly beneficial :

And if all three endowments could exist in high degree,

Then the rule would indeed seem supernatural and divine.

God is our Ruler, because he is powerful, wise and good ;

Man, when powerful, becomes a ruler, even if not wise and good :

But wisdom and goodness make the rule welcome,

Nor can it be long ere it will be felt as legitimate.

To see the germ of State-power, consider how men deal with children.

If a man, strong and thoughtful, see two children quarrelling,

And one child is ready to do deadly harm to the other,

The man will interfere and will separate them by force,

And will hinder the harm and rescue the weaker child,

Whether the children consent, or consent not, to his arbitration.

No compact has been made, direct or implied ;

Yet his forceful interference is right and justified,

Because his service is needed and there is none else to do it.

So, in a wild country, without institutions of law,

Where otherwise would be anarchy and unchecked outrage,

Honest men who have strength and weapons and power of movement,

Combine in some fixed compulsory organization,
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Whether as a republic or under some honoured chief,

To suppress public crime and supply public needs.

Violence to the person, robbery and theft,

Arc doubtless the offences which first and chiefly demand repression.

Yet dream not that these contain the whole duty of the State,

Or that the immorality of crime is no reason for punishment.

The worst offences are offences, expressly because immoral.

Murder and robbery are therefore everywhere punished :

And other doings also, widely different from these,

Which tend to public corruption, are punished in all wise States ;

Some even by taking away life, and that among ourselves.

When deeds confessedly immoral are left without penalty,

It is either because the whole nation is too corrupt for the law,

Or because the lawmaker has a weak sympathy with offenders,

Or because it might lead to tyrannies worse than the offence,

Especially when it is hard to define the immorality.

Seduction of woman is unpunished, if the lawmakers foresee their sous' guilt ;

And they punish gambling the more feebly, when many of themselves are gamblers ;

And they do not punish ingratitude, because it cannot be defined.

Yet never will Law and Government be therefore held not moral:

Pre-eminently moral is its nature and its essential effort :

To promote virtue in the citizens is in truth its fittest aim,

Though disguised by bigots and by the war against bigotry.

Error has imagined that ancient tales are religion,

That such religion is morality, and that its denial is punishable :

Others, in reply, have denied that immorality is punishable,

Which is against all history, all fact, and all reason.

Let confessed immorality be punished, more appropriately than hitherto :

This shall never prove that historical doubt is immoral,

Or that to punish the search after truth can be other than tyrannical ;

But above all things it shall aid us toward a purer state.
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After the rape of the Sabines, or of the wives for Benjamin,
The captured damsels were nothing but slavish concubines;

And could they have escaped even by fierce violence,

All would sympathize with them and applaud their deed,

So long as the relation was that of unwilling slave,

Unsoftened by conciliation and unsanctioned by mutual pledge.

But if, through despair of a better lot, or won by blandishments,

They accept affection and learn to love in turn,

Then from mutual trust rises mutual Loyalty,

And fit Allegiance between husband and wife
;

But the violences of the past are blotted out and buried.

Nearly such is the case with many peoples towards their rulers,

Who by foreign or mercenary armies have trampled them down ;

Yet, if afterward the rule be just and equitable,

And the conquered are admitted into manly equality,

Generally will the nation forget and forgive the past,

When the doers and the suiferers of the violence are dead.

Those who have been born in the newer state feel what they are,

But less concern themselves to reflect what their fathers once were.

If their pride be still hurt and their manliness offended,

By a rule which depresses their noblest and ablest men,

This will gall them as a palpable fetter of the conquest,

And may utterly prevent any sense of Loyalty.

Terrible is such a relation to subjects and to rulers alike,

A baleful curse entailed on posterity by old violence,

When the rulers dare not conciliate the ruled.

Yet if there be no exclusions for race or religion,

And conquered with conquerors become blended in society,

One citizenship unites them in moral Loyalty,

And the nation embraces the rule as Legitimate and as Its Own.

To be well ruled is a good thing ; to be ill ruled is a bad thing ;

Yet to be ruled by one's rightful ruler is better than to be well ruled,

And we wish not to be well ruled by a protector not our own.
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So feels every woman, and so feels every nation.

The damsel torn from her family, while the rape is fresh,

Resents her captor's blandishments, and scoffs at his "
protection,"

If he vow that he will protect her better than any other man ;

For she claims a rightful protector, one who is her own,

Far more than one who will be strong and wise or kind ;

And rather would she have a husband of her choice, lord of her heart,

Though he were less wise and strong, and not always even kind,

Than a violent lord who forsooth professes to rule wisely.

So too, if in some evil moment France and Russia could combine,

And should oppress England suddenly by twofold invasion,

And should overthrow our royalty and impose a new rule,

Maintained round our necks by foreign forces
;

If in every castle we saw French and Russian soldiers,

French or Russian magistrates in every city, town and village ;

It would bring nothing of comfort to be told that their rule was good,

More wise, impartial, energetic than of the old dynasty.

Even if this were true, we should bitterly disdain such blessing,

Feeling neither thanks nor loyalty for a usurper's favours ;

But should know our right and duty to expel force by force,

In the very first crisis which might give hope to our efforts.

Such as isJEngh'sh nature, such is human nature everywhere,

Nor can there be Loyalty, till hurt feelings have been appeased.

To conquer, is generally a greater or a smaller crime :

To inherit a conquest, is a direful perplexity.

But a first duty of the heir, if he cannot disown the heritage,

Is to appease, to conciliate, to soothe just resentments,

To honour patriotism and give it a noble field,

So as to enlist true patriotism on the side of Loyalty,

And make Allegiance possible to the virtuous.

Until this is achieved, the best rule is but barbaric,

Forcible, hollow, transitory, bound by no moral band.
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Patriotism.

That voice of many peoples, which is the voice of God,
Has in every age and country extolled Patriotism

;

A virtue widely diffused in unhonoured multitudes,

Yet needing rare occasions to make it eminent in one man,

Chiefly those of calamitous times, when under mighty foreign force

A people is oppressed, but vainly struggles to unite itself ;

Until some heroic leader, winning their confidence,

Combines their action and achieves deliverance,

Often by some violent deed of sudden slaughter,

(As many a time in Israel, and many a time in Greece,

And many a time also in modern Europe,)

When in no other form can war be initiated,

And when the war in itself is rightful and honourable.

Or, when that commonest of tragedies is enacted,

That a prince violates the trust reposed in him by his country,

And overturns the laws by the power given him to sustain them,

And calls resistance Treason, and slaughters the innocent :

Then perhaps one or many stand up on the side of right,

Imperilling life and fortune and sacred honour,

And in the name of the nation and of law and of liberty

Rise up against the prince to re-establish lawful rule.

Success in such an effort is praised in every land,

Is honoured in history, and by the severest moralists ;

Yet success would be impossible, if no one might act

"Without being first secured that action would be successful.

Mere success cannot justify, if the deed beforehand was wrong ;

And if beforehand it is right, it is justified without success.

Nothing can result but feeble and selfish conduct

And unjust judgment, to the worshippers of success.

That Patriotism may exist, it must be based on Principle.

A Nation is often a real and sharply defined body,
Self-recognizing as a Family, conscious of mutual duty,

Of mutual affection and of mutual right ;
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In so much that to lay down even life for its safety

Is an ordinary sacrifice, expected from common men,

A sacrifice nobly made by untaught and homely virtue.

What a world of meaning lies hid in that simple fact !

What a depth of value in the idea of Nationality !

What more can a son do than die for his mother ?

Yet common men are expected to die for their country :

And without such Patriotism no nation could long be safe,

Neither in possessions, nor in persons, nor in laws, nor in religion.

To undervalue this virtue is to undervalue the State itself,

And stability of law and all manly freedom.

There are times and countries where confusion has so long reigned,

That good men differ what ruling power is lawful
;

And where doubt is wide-spread, to treat it as Treason is tyranny.

There are other cases where Insurrection is a sacred right or duty,

As to which sound Morality is clear and unhesitating :

Where it is manifest that the Power which claims dominion

Does not govern a country, but occupies it with war;

When armies overawe everything, suppressing civil courts,

And leaving no rule to equitable and even law,

But mis-governing on system, by soldiers, spies and constables ;

Chiefly if they be armies of foreigners, and if in all high office

Mere foreigners domineer, striving more for power than for right.

Cruel and terrible is the guilt of choosing such a posture,

Which stirs up to rightful resistance the heart of true patriots,

And makes war on Nationality, a name dear and sacred

As the name of wife and mother to every sound-hearted man.

But alas ! great empires yield not even rights to fellow-men,

And need many deep sufferings yet to teach them Justice.

Capital $unfe|)mettt

No man of sound mind will disparage morality

Merely because morals have grown up out of customs.
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In the order of history so has God ordained,

That wild Instinct comes first and tempering Reason follows,

Not creating, but forbidding, selecting and guiding.

Out of Instinct arise Customs, many of them pernicious :

But Custom chastened by Reason engenders Morals,

And Morals attain ripeness by the collision of diverse nations.

Nor will any sound mind disparage State-punishments,

Although they were at first deeds of high-handed caprice,

As we see among savage tribes
; where the priest and chieftain

Are sometimes of accord to punish sin and crime justly,

But sometimes gratify pride and insolent ferocity,

And stir their warriors to crime under pretence of punishing.

But the rule of Law at length terminates Caprice ;

And Law which is even to all is dreadful to all if unjust,

Hence its injustices become corrected in all nobler races.

If the State did not punish, no growth of Law were possible,

Nor any steady advances in national morality,

Nor permanent elevation of a people, nor much of individuals.

State-punishments are manifestly right, and none dare to blame them ;

Yet some who deprecate forfeiture of life, so reason against it,

As to reason against all public penalties whatsoever ;

While they urge that it grew out of the uncontrolled ferocity of chieftains,

Out of merciless caprice and self-willed pride.

Such reasoners otherwise also betray hatred of all punishment :

For if scourging the body be proposed, they make outcry,

Saying that it is torture, and torture is not punishment,
But is barbarous and hardening, and demoralizes even spectators,

And unteaches compassion and prepares for crimes of violence.

And if hard labour be proposed, that they deprecate as unequal,

As cruel to the weak of body and nothing but slow torment.

To transportations and to all exile they have valid or strong objection,

And to punishment of the purse they avow animosity,

As enabling the rich to revel in crime at a price easy to him,

While it falls severely on the more tempted poor man.

And in imprisonment they find evils direful and unjust :

For solitary imprisonment breaks the spirit and makes men idiots,
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And social imprisonment depraves the less criminal by the worse,

And taints all as with pestilence, and ruins after-reputation,

Even to those whose virtue may have escaped utter wreck.

Evidently then, if we would not explode all punishments entirely.

Of punishments, sis of taxes, we must be contented with the least hurtful.

There are other men, wise and cautious, who in comparing valid penalties,

Disapprove life-forfeit in the ordinary code of peace,

Not because wrong in itself, but because not the best of punishments.

To reason against such, belongs not to this place :

But it is suitable nevertheless to protest here and enforce,

That to punish by scourging, by mutilation or by killing

Is for some offences justifiable and may peculiarly be wise,

And that to decry it from the doctrine of compassion is absurd.

In fact, this is visible in every extreme case,

As when robbers or mutineers behave as maniacs and as devils.

To destroy them, until they are disarmed, is our duty,

And so to punish them, as to deter others from like crime.

What form of death-punishment may most deter imitators,

Must depend in part on the sentiments of a people :

But whichever will most deter, that is most merciful.

Nor, where cruelty and outrage have been deep and horrible,

Can strict retaliations be forbidden by Justice,

As, to torture the torturer; though Expediency may forbid.

But it is often true that the mere destruction of the guilty,

(Though it be a partial removal of a pest,) deters but little,

Since it is quickly forgotten, just as loss of life in war.

Then to deter, most fitting is some permanent mutilation,

(So have all Orientals and the old Romans known,)

As, to lop off the right-hands of bands of murderers,

Turning them adrift to beg their bread everywhere,

And display to millions the penalty of direful guilt.

It belongs not to this place to discuss the Expedient,

But to avow that where crime has been extreme and hideous,

Penalties of this nature, permanent and visible,

Inflicted, not promiscuously, but on actual convicts,

Are Righteous and Merciful, fit to be used upon occasion.
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Most persons discern all this, when confronting widespread horrors,

But they want imagination to preconceive such horrors
j

And they shriek against the cutting short of ten or twelve guilty lives,

Unable to foreshape what a growth of guilt it prevents.

He indeed who has once poisoned with success and with impunity

Becomes an adept in poisoning and is hardened in his art ;

But violent murder unchecked becomes both a habit to one man,

And a league of crime to many ; and engenders brigandage,

Which has to be put down by war and by massacre;

With loss of many good lives beside those of the guilty.

But what is most strange in some men's spurious mercy,

Is their reasoning from the doctrine of Immortality.

They would not wish guilty souls to be hurried into judgment,

Before time has been given to repent of their evil deeds !

Were there no future judgment, they would more lightly kill !

Thus they deprecate not death, but distrust God,

And suppose him to be unmerciful in the other life !

To reason with such superstition is probably hopeless.

Yet we will briefly protest, that in removing a murderer,

We take a life most worthless here on earth,

Worthless to the individual equally as to society.

For, what is rightly called murder makes after-virtue impossible ;

And to be removed from earth is best for such a man,

Who can no longer be a trusted inmate of the human family.

And why is human life to be respected as sacred ?

Not because it is given by God ; for so is the life of beasts.

Not because the soul is immortal ;
this can but lessen the loss of life.

But clearly because the man is a moral existence,

A fraternal member of the human family.

When he no longer can claim to be within this description,

His life becomes cheaper than that of a useful beast.
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$refoention of Crime.

When one child in a family is notorious for wickedness,

He is to the parents a disgrace as well as a sorrow :

For from wiser training better result might be hoped ;

So great is the power of adult over tender minds.

The same judgment with equal truth applies itself to nations,

That to them also it is an infamy to abound with criminals.

If crime pervades all orders, probably the whole people is corrupt,

Too vicious to bring a remedy to its own diseases,

Though in time they -may be outgrown, if they belong to mere early barbarism.

But if the higher ranks have intelligence and some virtue,

With nothing of fierce crime and reckless brutality,

And affect to be civilized and humane and just ;

Then to such it is a brand of shame before God and man,

If brutality and crime be wide-spread in the lower orders.

For, these latter, like to mere animals or helpless children,

Are in great measure the creatures and the sport of circumstance,

Which forms their habits and limits their character,

As is testified by the monotony of countenance, sentiment and mind :

And those who are entrusted with intelligence and government,

Those who enjoy wealth and leisure by the toils of the many,
Are despicable and guilty if they apply their leisure to selfishness

And overlook the untrained, who live neglected and debased.

When institutions have decayed, or have not grown with a nation's growth,

So hard (through the conflicts of opinion) is their renewal,

That wealthy refinement finds an excuse for inactive selfishness,

Saying that it disdains political squabbles and endless talk.

Such a nation may need the scourge of abounding crime,

Threatening its daily life and damping its happiness,

To force it into preventing crime as well as punishing.

And when it has been found that death-punishments, though necessary,

Do but feebly deter, because life is so worthless to the brutalized,

Evidently the right course both for Prudence and for Mercy
Is to study to make life more valuable to the wretched,

L 2
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By alluring them to pure pleasures suited to their attainment,

By seeking fit occasions for the interchange of sympathy,

And breaking up their too exclusive mutual society.

The task is too vast for individuals unaided by Law,

Yet every public man can do much by word and small example,

And many private men can aid to establish the Faith,

That to prevent crime is pre-eminently the duty of the State ;

Against that false pernicious doctrine, so powerful to impede,

Fruit of spurious Economy and spurious
"
Voluntaryism/'

Which forbids the dwellings of the poor to be made a public question,

Or the study of their virtue, or the prevention of their pauperism.

How such things may be regulated, it is for Politics to discuss :

But let no one think, that, by calling himself a religious man

And affecting to be too spiritual for political duties,

He can shake off responsibilities which are naturally his.

Nay : but true religion will teach him to be a thoughtful citizen,

Studying the public welfare, and not his own table only.

EtooMfc 3Lafo.

He is not yet righteous, who only doeth righteous deeds,

But he who doeth them from deliberate choice of righteousness.

Such a man is God's freeman, constrained by no law,

Save by the law of his conscience, which is God's own voice within.

While this law is intelligent, and conscience bears full sway,

Other law is not needed, nor punishments, nor judge,

Nor petty rules of form, and of time, and of place,

Fettering manly discretion and overriding special proprieties.

For the life that is within will find out all delicate detail,

The Tightest place, and time, and mode for each thing.

But the outward law is general, unexcepting and coarse,

Blind as to everything special, and counting on blind obedience,

The obedience of slaves, not freemen ; of children, not of men.

The child is too ignorant to be guided by inward discretion ;
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The slave of sin and crime is constrained by punishment.

For such the spirituality of religion is not yet a law,

Nor has it any penalties, nor any sufficient training.

The child must be kept under the tuition of the parent,

And slavish-hearted men under the moral training of law.

The law of the land fulfils not its purpose and the ordinance of God,

Unless it be guardian to those who cannot yet have discretion ;

Unless it put down all traffic in sin, which corrupts the weak;

Unless it teach right to the ignorant, and save the outcast from despair.

The law of the land becomes honourable, when it studies moral aims,

And plants the orphan in families, and trains the untaught to labour,

And fences up the paths of crime, and prevents evil habits,

And cherishes the purity of woman, and watches over the rights of the weak,

And when the innocent are destitute, has a care lest they be made criminal.

Such law is a glory to the land ; such law is a blessing from God,

Spreading abroad virtuous habits among the multitude of the ignorant ;

Whose virtue is to be industrious and honest and simple-hearted,

Innocent of great offences, and docile to the wiser.

Then, if amid them are found churches which teach a higher doctrine,

And live by the law of the Spirit, in the faith and love of God ;

Quickly will such a people run and listen meekly within the church,

And will learn its best lessons, and practise nobler duties ;

Until the child grows to be a man, by God's Spirit within,

And the bondman is adopted into the full liberty of the freeman.

If Christians were wise and cared more- for goodness than for riddles ;

If with all their heart and might they loved the souls of their brethren ;

They would join heart to heart, hand to hand, voice to voice,

And would claim that the State seek chiefly for moral ends.

They would know their worst foes to be immoral politicians

And all other traffickers in men and women's virtue ;

A slave-trade more hateful than all other slave-trades,

For here soul and body both together are bought and sold,

While the law-makers look on, and talk about interests and freedom.

Ah ! will the Churches ever cry out against real iniquity,

Against seduction of women and against the hell-fire of drinks ?

Will they ever demand that the law shall be moral and the statesmen true ?
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Or shall their silence and apathy suggest spiritual death,

That God has forsaken them, that they know not his law,

Which is supplanted by forms and rites, by creeds and jargon,
And care not for either law, whether the law of the land be moral,

Or whether the law of the churches be that of the Spirit ?

attli Fanito.

All Christendom affects to renounce Pomp and Vanity :

Between Protestant and Catholic there is here no schism.

He who is baptized into Christ, and puts on Christ,

Is buried with Christ to sin and vanity !

" The Pomps and Vanities of this Wicked World "

Are pre-eminently denounced in the Anglican ritual.

Yet what are in truth these Pomps and Vanities,

If not such things as are the life of Sovereigns,

With full sanction of all high dignities in Church and State,

Whose example corrupts a whole nation into vanity?

If any one avow that the theory is erroneous,

Which deprecates Wealth and condemns the lust of the eye,

He is treated as an enemy of divine Truth.

Yet if any one in earnest espouse the theory,

So far as to denounce Pomps and Vanities as evil,

He is scorned as a Puritan, or hooted as a Republican.

Nevertheless, it abides as a certain and dreadful truth,

Attested by Statistics in unsentimental figures,

That in proportion as Courts are brilliant and their Armies gay,

Their pageants numerous and their drawing-rooms thronged,

Their theatres and their operas and their festivals splendid ;

The more do harlots abound, and society becomes rotten,

And crime pervades the life, and whole Classes are Dangerous.
It therefore is not for nothing that Religion has decried worldly pomp,
With foreboding instinct loathing prodigal glitter;

Nor can he who fosters Evil cheat Evil of its prey,
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Though he be King or Bishop, or a Soldier hating Puritanism.

Such things are easy for the open eye to understand,

But few, alas ! are earnest in the battle against Evil.

Our National Religion is the tool of the richest classes :

What conduces to their honour and convenience, they espouse ;

What reproves their darling habits, this they fiercely reject.

ILuxurg.

He who has many duties needs many aids

Of servants, of clerks, of horses and carriages,

Nor will any one begrudge him the means and skill

Which spare useful time and save high energies ;

Though the same means and skill and sumptuous outlay,

When applied to no nobler end than that of living for Self,

Be reproved as Luxury in an ignoble sense.

He in whose hand is vast wealth, blamelessly inherited,

If he apply it to his own ease, without other visible iniquity,

Earns certainly no public praise, and yet but feeble blame,

Blame, less as a citizen, than on religious score :

For his Luxury is thought to harm the man only, not the public.

Nor may this be untrue, while the Luxury is eccentric,

The whim of an individual, not the.Object of Life with a class;

But in the latter case it is baneful to the entire community.
For if luxuries are held needful, not to duties, but to rank,

To all born in one class, be they rich or dependent,

Then whatever the style of life with the richest of the class,

Nearly the same is expected of the poorer and of the young.
Then the young men dare not marry virtuous wives, if poor,

And daughters are sold by parents into splendid misery,

And marriage is profaned, and marriage vows are broken,
-

And wealth becomes an idol shamelessly worshipped,

And fathers tell their sons that profligacy is better than poverty,

And the wealthy become heartless to the sufferings of the poor,
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While they live apart in proud ease out of sight of misery ;

And class separates from class through the whole nation,

And the poor live in masses, on trades created by luxury,

Liable to suffer from mere vicissitudes of the market

And from the fitful caprices of fashionable demand.

All men know these evils, but most men despair of remedy.
The remedy will come, when the rising generation gains heart

To love virtue more than wealth and more than a parent's smile
;

To court as friends whoever are noblest in mind,

To marry for virtue, with or without wealth ;

To live in a simplicity which keeps them independent,

Defying the tyranny of fashion and despising the pride of life.

Shall Religion always take up but a small part of mankind,

A mere gleaning left to God after Worldliness has reaped the harvest ?

That which ought to be to man's soul as light and warmth and food,

That which is cheap as the light, poured down freely from God,

Shall it be for ever the portion and privilege of the few ?

Truly this cannot be for ever : long has the faith stood sure,

That righteousness shall spread over Earth and reign over the peoples,

Banishing sin into corners, till it disappears as an insanity.

For as Truth conquers Falsehood, so must Right conquer Wrong,
And Religion triumph over Atheism and over all the hosts of Paganism
For the Better is the Stronger ; and the stronger will rule.

Nevertheless every victory has its necessary conditions,

Which those must fulfil who would win the victory.

We are born into the world, we live and work in the world ;

We cannot go out of it, nor choose but breathe its air.

Let spiritual teaching do its best, yet we learn first from mothers,

From nurses, from domestics, from the whole family around us,

From companions and playmates, from fellow-workmen and masters,

From the habits of business and principles of the world.
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And as long as the world's atmosphere remains corrupt,

So long will it poison the feeble, the less noble and less fortunate ;

And spiritual doctrine comes too late, to purify and to heal,

And wins but a few, and leaves the majority untouched.

The corruptions of one day will undo the preachings of a year,

And traffickers in sin will tempt weakness fatally.

Let virtue in maturity have the spirit of martyrdom,
But from the immature and from learners none may expect this :

And without it, how can a corrupt world be overcome ?

When falsehood is made honourable in all high places,

And frauds are current in trade, and despotism exacts cringing,

He who seeks to be virtuous must have a martyr's spirit ;

For to be crushed and starved hangs over the unyielding,

Nor can common men afford to keep a conscience.

While this subsists, the religious can be but few ;

For, sin is strong before virtue's strength can ripen.

Thus the evil and the good of Society are in implacable war ;

The good must destroy the evil, or be undermined by it.

The spiritual must resolve to trace mischief to its origin,

And to purify the streams at their higher fountains,

In the family, at the market, in the counting-house, on the farm,

In the shop, the courts, the parliament, the council-chamber.

For while their daintiness abandons the world to its courses,

The world in turn will be a curse on their spiritualism :

So has it always been, and so will it ever be.

As the Church prizes her life within, she must cherish virtue without,

Must attack all pollutions and public sins,

And demand virtue in the law, honour in its guardians,

Truth and plain-speaking and uprightness and justice,

If the kingdoms of this world are ever to be kingdoms of our God.

The present is child of the past, parent of the future :

What we sow, others will reap ; fruit of our sloth or thrift.

Oh dream not, that if ye who should be God's servants are idle,

He will come down with angels to do your neglected work,

Accoutred in kingly pomp, with weapons irresistible,

And so will purge out iniquity from among mankind.
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Nay, but on you lies the task of purifying the world,

If in any sense or degree ye are the Light or Salt of the earfh

And that Church will best show the earnestness of its faith,

Which sets itself resolutely to root up the causes of sin,

Purifying the outward air, and removing traps from the weak.

So and so only shall a Church grow broader and stronger :

So and so only shall the Elect swell into multitude.

political

Reasoners abound, who would persuade us that Public life

Cannot bow, as Private life, to the sway of Right and Wrong :

Because (say they) the sacrifices which Virtue often claims

Are here on too great a scale to be equitably expected ;

And the greatness of a result justifies contempt of a principle.

A private man, who discovers that his dealing is wrongful,

Must withdraw, must apologize, must make restitution :

But if a Great Power has perpetrated a crime,

Has wantonly bombarded a city or destroyed a fleet,

Through passion and petulance or the pride of strength ;

The Great Power cannot afford to indulge in repentance,

To confess, to lament, to repay whatever can be repaid ;

But must persevere in the evil deed and plunge deeper into guilt,

Lest it harm its credit by daring to own its wrong.

This doctrine is whispered perpetually in private circles,

And it unquestionably influences the deeds of statesmen ;

Yet rarely, if ever, dare they utter it to the public,

Lest it rouse the indignation of "the stupid good people;"

Nor do they ever endure it as a plea against themselves

On the part of another, that he could not afford to be just ;

But they press Treaties against the weak, though violently obtained,

And claim their observance, cost what it may to the other side.

As the old Greek knew neither justice nor mercy to barbarians,

Except so far as Treaty and Oath might have stipulated ;
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So do these politicians know of no political rights of men,

Until they have been professed and ratified in Treaties.

Then however, at least, they acknowledge the law of Right.

But believe not thou that Public life has any rule more true

Than the rule of Right and Wrong, which is supreme in private life.

Believe not that Wrong, by the hugeness of its scale,

Can ever become anything than Wrong more direful.

Believe not that the great virtues of Justice, Truth and Modesty
Can less suit the greatest powers than the very least.

If ever a Great Power has made a false step

Through the error of its servants and human infirmity ;

To confess, to apologize, to restore and to repay

Would come with grace more graceful by reason of its strength,

And would gloriously initiate a real international morality.

The weak and the tottering may in some cases truly plead,

That the sacrifices due to virtue would be to them destructive,

And that they cannot afford to consult tender conscience :

Wretched and absurd is the plea ; yet it may be a true one,

Though it strictly proves that they have no right to exist.

But a truly Great Power can always afford to be virtuous,

And surely strengthens itself by consistent sacrifices to virtue.

It is not the Great Power, but the foolish and wicked statesman

Who dares not apologize, but prefers to incur fresh guilt.

Such men are the curse of nations and disgrace of Christendom,

A pest to morality both public and private.

To the public they talk plausibly of Justice and Right and Treaty,

But in their dark councils crooked Expediency domineers,

A topic rightful in its place, but not rightful against Justice.

No statesman dares to enter upon a great war,

Without pretending to his nation that Justice is its ground and aim.

For where great sacrifices, great exertions are needed,

Where men must step forward to die as willing victims,

Or submit to mutilations and to lingering diseases,

Where wives, mothers and orphans must resign their dear protectors ;

Even the statesman feels how needful is the high argument,

Which can derive support from a holier Will above us.
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But to appeal to God in a war of mere Expediency,

(As if other nations had not their Expediencies also,)

Is felt to be profanity, by the worshippers of a Universal God.

God is a just judge, and favours no special people ;

God smiles on no cause but on a Sacred cause,

Nor is mere Expediency sacred, but only the Just and the Right,

Nor is any war defensible, on which we cannot invoke a blessing ;

Therefore it must be sacred, and must visibly so rest upon the Right,

That the enemy is, and ought to know that he is, Wrong.
This is always pretended in the manifestoes of statesmen

;

Who hereby confess that in the greatest of national affairs

The Just and the Unjust are clear enough to be paramount.
Never therefore allow crafty pleaders to assume,

That the dealings of nations, "by reason of their magnitude,"

Must be judged by other laws than the Right and the WT

rong,

When war, the greatest of them all, is to be judged by Right and Wrong.

Nay, but as the stars obey the same laws as the clods of earth,

So no human affairs are too great for moral law.

Political Facillatiotu

Unscrupulous Ambition often goes straight at its mark,

Trampling down in its course the bodies and souls of men,

Sometimes aiming only at wretched self-aggrandizement,

Far oftener deluding itself by patriotic notions,

By dynastic fanaticism or blind religion.

Those who are moved by passion may be erring, yet are brave ;

And moreover their passion may generally be counted on,

Nor does it easily entrap and ruin by vacillation.

Such Ambition may be terrible, but is not despicable,

Except as we pity great powers unworthily applied :

And even when its track is desolating as a hurricane,

It is possibly a high agent for destroying untractable evil.

Far other is the statesman whose polestar is Expediency,
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A "
polestar" which dodges him in orbits incalculable.

He abhors passion as a frenzy, and he means to be reasonable :

His darling ideal perhaps is moderation and compromise :

Moral principles with him are "
impracticable crotchets,"

And sticklers for the Right he calls
" cantankerous" and "

pedantic."

As a true man of the world, who must behave politely everywhere,

He has torn out of his heart all virtuous indignation

And learnt to smile sweetly on guilt in all high places.

Men who have thoroughly subdued noble and just hatreds,

And have enthroned the spirit of icy calculation,

Disliking enthusiasm as an unmanageable nuisance,

Are habitually timid, vacillating and feeble.

Seldom can they understand the generous movements of nations,

Or even judge how the heart of their own people is set.

At the enmity of any small knot of fanatics, they tremble.

With good intentions, they never know what is right ;

For they call the Expedient right ;
and Expediency ever changes.

Scarcely do they succeed, before they dread to succeed too well,

Lest their allies or their supporters become too powerful ;

Lest they soon wish the humiliation of him whom they are exalting,

Or desire the restoration of another whom they are deposing.

Often rash to begin, they always leave off feebly,

And abandon in treaties whatever has been won in war.

Nor can there be any end or limit to their blunders,

Unless they could attain divine foresight of the future.

For he who would guide international affairs by Expediency,

Needs an infinite mind to comprehend unnumbered contingencies ;

Else the seeming good becomes evil and the evil good,

When friends turn to enemies and enemies to friends,

As must happen, if each seeks but for his own interest.

Naturally then and rightly these politicians are cowards,

Bullies perhaps of the weak, but cowardly to the strong ;

Cowardly to fanatics; false friends to the weak who trust them.

In the high affairs of States, where the happiness of millions is involved,

He alone can be brave, who has a positive ruling passion ;

Whether that passion be ambition and strong fanaticism,
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Or whether a passionate love of the Eight and the Just,

For which man was made, and for which men may die.

Following Expediency, we become cheats, cowards, and fools;

Following Right for Right's sake, we become both brave and wise.

Efje rtier of

For flowers and for fruits God has ordained their own seasons,

And each thing comes forward in its proper time and order.

Nor can any skill of cultivator, or any offering of prayer,

Bring the fruit before the flower, or ripe harvest in time of spring.

There are unwise parents, who desire manly minds in children ;

Who grudge to their little ones puerility and sportiveness ;

And do not understand, that the child's first task is to thrive,

Growing robust and active and healthy and cheerful.

With such robustness of body gentle minds well suit,

And that unfolding of the intellect which the brain can safely bear :

But all attempts at the premature, we know to ensure failure.

As thus the body grows up earlier than mind and soul,

So its instincts likewise are earlier and more urgent,

Earlier, not to the child alone, but to every human person.

While fierce hunger presses a man, mental instincts are benumbed,
And nature bids him to ravin like a beast for his food,

Postponing spiritual thoughts, the lack of which is less pinching,

Till, the finite appetite being sated, he may have leisure for the infinite.

Whither do we chiefly look for virtue and for moral wisdom ?

Seldom perhaps to those who are overladen with grandeur or wealth,

Yet assuredly far less to those who are extreme in poverty.

The man who is enslaved by work, has not leisure time,

Whether to train his mind to study or his heart to devotion,

Nor often is it in him to bring up his children to virtue :

And though under extreme penury there be found of pure religion

A few glorious examples, yet very few they are.

Dire hardship and penury generally make men hopeless,
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Hopeless and improvident, hardy and hard-hearted,

Reckless of their own lives, reckless of others' rights,

Unsympathetic, and difficult to win to virtue.

Now when hardship and poverty is universal to a people,

And all their morals have grown up under it,

They may have certain high virtues in the midst of barbarism,

And be truthful, generous and noble, though fierce and revengeful :

But when indigence is hopeless in the midst of wealth and luxury,

Then its power to harden and corrupt grows terrible.

For, in the heart of the ignorant poor, Desire breeds Envy,

And Envy pours into them a belief of Injustice,

And evil Suspicion follows, and they become untractable.

Such men are hardly approachable by religion.

Hence in every most wealthy country, where civilization is old,

Now live thousands upon thousands of dangerous citizens.

Nor in all the world are they anywhere more formidable

Than in the countries which boast to be called CHRISTENDOM.

Let the reader calmly weigh this dreadful and disgraceful fact,

And he will scarcely fail to understand its causes.

Individual Christians have understood them and avowed them,

And have won honour to the name of Philanthropy :

But hitherto Philanthropy has been the distinction of a few,

Nor ever with us has been incorporate in Religion

As an ordinary complement of every man's duty.

The Churches cannot help being proud of the Philanthropists,

Yet the philanthropic doctrine blends ill with that of most Churches,

Which retain as eternally true what was true for a little while.

Under the ruthless and sensual empire of the Pagan Caesars,

To purify the social fountains and stop the occasions of sin

Was a task too enormous to enter an apostle's mind.

So neither was it commanded in their sacred books,

Which do but advise to palliate misery,

Treating it as inevitable under the empire of devils.

Thus Paul and Peter bid look to a kingdom after death,

But abandon the kingdoms of this world as hopeless,

Until Christ descend from heaven in the glory of his Father.
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For Patriotism and Philanthropy those times gave no scope.

Three classes of men impede moral and spiritual progress j

Preposterous spiritualists, the selfish rich, and hardened politicians,

Who play into each other's hands and sustain evil.

The first, talking highly of spiritualism or perhaps of creeds,

Make light of the moral training, which ought to precede,

By industry, by rights, by physical well-being,

By kindly intercourse with the richer in pleasant relaxation.

The selfish rich, who thrive on vice or on injustice,

Or dread every change, lest it bring some inconvenience,

And by resisting all change hinder improvement ;

These men are still guiltier, because more selfish.

But guiltiest of all are the hardened politicians,

Who, deliberately and knowingly, calculate their course,

Who speculate on votes and prejudices and animosities,

And, to gain their own advancement, stir up evil passions,

Whether national pride and territorial ambition,

Or bigotry, or evil conservatism, or base cupidity,

And mean fear of small taxes and other meannesses.

Such men, dealing largely in trickery and evil influences,

Seldom dare to offend the vicious, nor can promote virtue.

When evil has multiplied through many generations,

Vast is the effort to remove it, nor will one method suit all
;

But every place may need its special remedies,

Most by purely local action, a few by foreign help.

But first of all must it be made a precept of Religion

And a precept of Politics, to root up the causes of Evil
;

It must become a Creed, that debasement is unnatural,

Is therefore unnecessary, and is surely preventible ;

That it is our duty to prevent, and will be our blessing ;

That those who promote the body's welfare, aid the mind
;

And that the Moral must precede the Spiritual, in national growth,

Though a few, out of immorality, be rescued into Spiritualism.
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Fttalttjj of Sin.

Virtue in most men grows up with struggles, perhaps convulsively,

Because passions which are lower in worth are strong earlier in time.

Every higher and glorious principle is in promise a Hercules,

Yet the cradle of infant Hercules is beset by monstrous snakes,

"Which threaten to strangle him -ere his strength can ripen;

A fate generally encountered, unless parental care shelters.

Nor was man made for solitude or for solitary self-development ;

But, as virtue begins from forcible Custom, mutually imposed,

So is it trained more perfectly under the wholesome restraints of society.

And when a people advances morally, these restraints are not cast away,

But are made wiser, juster, tenderer, more discriminating,

If the wisest and best co-operate for the general moral welfare.

But if the wisest and best cast away this care and duty,

If they delegate law-making to men whom morally they disesteem,

If they crucify their good sense as though it were a malefactor,

And fight against other good men rather than against Sin
;

AVho will wonder that Sin displays horrible vitality ?

Oh ye who love Goodness, (and none others love God,)

Abandon your civil war, and turn against your true enemy !

Your dogmas may be correct ; yet they are a trap and a curse to you,

If you value them more than that Goodness Avhich makes God lovely ;

If you take to your hearts and houses bad men who believe them,

And refuse moral union to good men who reject them ;

And lay down a new standard of the Good and of the Bad,

Other than that by which you judge Jesus to have been good :

Whom surely no one ever yet praised for his orthodoxy,

Or accepted as a good man because he believed in himself,

But because of some absolute perception of unpriestly goodness.

But even if, beset by prejudice, eutangled by riddles,

Intimidated by authority, ye cannot so far break loose,

As, in judging of men, to fall back on your own first principles;

Yet at any rate, if your dogmas be the Means, and goodness the End,

Beware of subordinating the End to the Means,
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Lest God smite your religion with a deadly blast of his displeasure,

And it die, and rot, and be trampled under foot of men.

Since the beginning of the human race, never perhaps was a land

So abounding with pure love of Goodness as our dear native realm ;

So full of warm hearts beating with desire for God's blessing,

Hearts that would sacrifice their all to establish God's kingdom.
-

England has enough goodness to strike down Sin mortally,

If she had but knowledge to stop her ears to fanaticism :

And in England is enough knowledge to direct her blows aright,

If those who possess it had force of will and moral warmth.

Awake all ! sleep no longer ! what ? when London has ten thousand harlots,

And every year claims for our Jaganaut a thousand victims,

Shall a people that calls itself Christian fold its hands in slumber ?

Or shall we, forsooth, Christianize insurgent India,

While we drug it with the fierce drinks against which Indians protest ?

"
Physician ! heal thyself!" cry the petty kings of Africa,

Pagans, who allow no harlotry to corrupt their manhood.

Let us in truth heal ourselves, rising in the strength of God,

That strength which already abounds in the hearts of England ;

Let the good join with better or worse to extirpate avowed evil,

And five years shall now do more than ever before did fifty,

And perhaps ere long men will doubt of Sin's vitality.

out of SEeafeneas.

" Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings God will ordain strength,

That he may still the enemy and may curb the avenger."

If all who revere these words duly pondered their import,

Each who knows his own weakness might better learn his strength.

But alas ! false modesty robs too many of frankness,

Who dread to be eccentric and presumptuous and proud,

If they vent their true sentiments and unveil their moral hatreds,

Their scorn of meannesses, their indignation at injustice,

When the meanness or injustice is smoothly greeted by their elders,
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"Whose conscience is grown dull by habituation to decorous wrong.

But the strength of righteousness is in truth and plain speaking,

And where truth is not yet attained, yet plain speaking leads to it.

The wilfully wicked are but few even in a wicked world ;

But each is deluded by each, each sinner is comforted by each,

And what none plainly condemn seems to each in turn defensible.

It is possible to be outspoken without being immodest,

Even where it involves disapproval of the great and able.

We may feel truly that we are fallible, while avowing present convictions,

Nor needs any one to speak as though his single judgment were a Verdict ;

Yet if each spoke frankly, many evils would soon be swept away :

For want of it, statesmen themselves mistake the nation's mind.

Iniquity is strong, chiefly while she can wrap herself in darkness.

Opinion is a great power, so soon as it is expressed,

But unexpressed opinion is no power at all.

Therefore do tyrants seek to smother the expression of opinion.

Therefore also he, who in a free State does not speak for the Right,

Disuses a high power given to him by God,

And does his part to allow Wrong and Falsehood to prevail.

Opinion, when expressed, acts not merely by producing terror,

(This is but a narrow and perverted view of Moral Influence,)

But by stimulating the thought of the well-meaning but apathetic,

And winning (if it be correct) the judgments of thousands.

All men value and desire the good opinion of the rest ;

And though they can afford to despise fanatical reprobation,

They will not for ever despise well-grounded disapproval.

Take away from your condemnations animosity and party heat,

Love goodness and God and good men and the right,

Palliate every crime and sin so far as truth will allow,

And your protests against evil shall come witk tenfold weight.

For, the Conscience of mankind is fundamentally loyal to the Right,

And when carried astray by lower passion, still rallies to truth,

If addressed by a clear voice speaking with pure motives.

Where the voice and the press are free, so far as law can make them,

The soldiers of righteousness must not say that they are helpless :

Let them show their true colours, and they will soon find their strength.

M 2
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Hatofui foefcience.

When solemn inquest is made against a deed of crime,

And judges are gathered under oaths to sacred Right ;

If the accused have due notice and rightful hearing,

And all forms be observed as by those who seek for Justice,

And there be no suspicion of malice or levity ;

Then, if a grave verdict be announced, with sentence of law,

Man's Conscience is satisfied, and the sentence is held sacred,

Though it deal with the high question of human life
;

And the officers of law may carry out the sentence,

Receiving it at second hand, without scruple or hesitation :

Else must the executors of every act re-judge the judgment,

Nor could Justice be enforced at all, if that were needed.

He who obeys lawful power in its ostensibly moral action,

Does not abdicate Conscience or become a tool of evil,

But is a rightful co-operator to a sacred purpose.

But if no forms whatever were used in aid of Justice,

If the accused were not summoned nor his defence heard,

If no effort were made for an impartial tribunal,

If no oath or pledge to Justice were taken by the judges,

If by pleas wholly extraneous a verdict were solicited,

If the judges professed to decide from special interest,

Not on grounds of general justice appropriate to the case ;

Or if rage and haste and popular frenzy prevailed ;

If appeal to law were rejected in favour of Party :

Surely we could not then justify the executors of the sentence,

If it enacted injustice or extravagant revenge :

But they would abdicate Conscience, wrongfully and wickedly,

Becoming accomplices and tools in robbery or murder.

So also if a State has quarrel with another State,

And seeks a verdict from an arbitrating tribunal,

Or, where arbitration cannot be, yet aims to be impartial,

And calls an assembly, and pleads for even Justice,

And for Justice' sake desires both sides to be heard
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With publicity and gravity and caution and mature thought,

Avoiding cupidity and ambition and party-spirit ;

If this solemn assembly, pledged by oath to decide upon the Just,

Pronounce verdict against the other State, to be enforced even by War ;

Then, should war be decreed, the war ostensibly is lawful :

And though by human infirmity it may still be unjust,

Yet we should exculpate the army which executes the sentence ;

Nor might we condemn it as guilty of abdicating Conscience,

When it yields obedience and seeks not to judge the case.

But when the rulers of one State have quarrel with another,

And desire no arbitration nor impartial verdict,

Nor form a Court of Justice and exact oaths of Justice,

But shun public discussion and defining of the Right ;

And if they call a Cabinet or a Council or a Parliament,

Plead " reasons of State" and of national Interest,

Invite deliberation 011 the Expedient, not upon even Right,

But talk of Patriotism as before Justice,

And explode pleas for the Just as unpatriotic,

Or as untruth to one's Party and inconvenient to those in power ;

While no judicial forms and oaths or pledges are enforced :

Then assuredly the war which is decreed under such auspices,

(As that which is decreed secretly by personal will,)

Has no ostensible marks of being righteous and sacred,

Nor can the public vote discharge private conscience.

But the army which executes a war thus decreed,

(If its grounds be unjust or its measures extreme),

Is but a band of murderers and direful robbers,

Tools of tyranny under solemn pretences.

Never will high success make their obedience lawful,

Nor can any declaration of the war lessen its wickedness.

War which is not Sacred, is execrable crime,

Piracy, murder, robbery on huge and horrible scale.
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He who is suddenly assailed with deadly weapons,

Needs no arbitration, nor can wait for process of law
;

But he repels force by force ; and if the assailant be slain,

The slaughter will be justified, as in needful self-defence.

Just such is Defensive War, rightly understood.

If another commits a violent deed, or prepares violence,

Which must be resisted by us at once, because time presses ;

If he invades a province, or occupies a castle,

Or builds a battery and brings up artillery ;

Even if he have slain no one, and plundered no one,

Yet he is preparing manifest violence, and must expect violence.

A defensive war is not always a war of justice ;

For a robber acts in defence, to save his stronghold ;

Yet to root up the castles of pirates is just,

And to destroy the fleets with which they commit atrocities.

Nor is this less true, when the pirate is pre-eminently great,

And reigns over millions, and is called Emperor or Queen.

But, so long as barbarism shall domineer in Christendom,

Confounding in one aspect wars just and unjust,

They whose soil is assailed will always think their war to be just,

As but refusing unlimited retribution for alleged finite wrong.

Now, expressly because, in the absence of Sacred Verdict

Which might satisfy men's consciences and justify invasion,

We do and we must applaud repulse of an invader ;

Expressly for that reason every invading movement

Carries lawlessness on its face, even if it be substantially right,

And it needs elaborate justification with sharp defining of its purpose.

As we cannot blame national spirit which defends its own soil,

Therefore the more dubious is every offensive movement.

Therefore also it is abomination to leave its moral grounds obscure,

And to wrap in State-mystery the ends aimed at.

What cannot be proclaimed openly, will do the world no good.

Confusion and darkness, terrible and fatal,
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Has come unawares over War from learned writers,

Who, seeking honourably to soften war's cruelties,

Have taught us to treat both belligerents as honourable,

And to crush our natural horror at unscrupulous ambition.

But one side is always Wrong, and generally both.

Vain also is the excuse, that Offence is but Defence,

When pleaded by him who assumes the initiative of violence,

Unsanctioned by arbitration or by verdict high and pure.

But alas ! though Christian priests consecrate our colours,

And with solemn prayer commend each regiment to God,

Not yet do English Christians understand the sacredness of War,
But prostitute its weapons to be tools of secret cabinets,

For the service of conquest, of party, and of dynasties.

atfjs.

If some wild rover collect a band of followers,

And forming them into a company, administer solemn oaths,

That they shall follow him and obey him, though he command deeds of violence,

And shall be true to his standard, before God and man :

No one moderately thoughtful imagines such oath to be binding,

Or that it can ever clear the bandits from a charge of guilt :

Rather, the oath itself is deemed guilty and execrable.

But wherein does this differ from a despotic Emperor,
Or from a despotic President, to whom armies have sworn obedience ?

Whether the bandit chief or the emperor command an outrage,

Outrageous it abides, nor can the wrong be made right ;

Nor will voluntary oaths justify the soldiers more than the bandits

In laying conscience aside, and executing a wicked deed.

It is never the oath that can justly move a soldier,

Nor national spirit nor patriotism and loyalty ;

But only his own conviction that he is a minister of righteousness,

Warring for the right side, as a servant of God.

Most men feel this conviction in repelling force from their own land,
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And likewise in other cases, which touch the national conscience.

But where the cause of war is too complex for popular judgment,
Too obscure in its ground, its aims, and its chances ;

. As, a dynastic war waged upon foreign soil,

A war for commercial rights based upon treaty,

A war to conquer some foreign or Pagan nation,

Or a war against our own discontented colonists,

(And of such wars as these, Christian History is full,)

In such cases, I say, it is an outrageous iniquity,

Without processes of Justice, to expect soldiers' obedience.

To train men to obey absolutely the word of command,
So as suddenly to attack a nation previously friendly,

When ordered by their officer, who has secret instructions ;

Is to train them to become tools of ambition, piracy and treason.

For what if he choose to act the freebooter on his own account,

Trusting that "
accomplished facts" are sure to be accepted,

And feign secret orders, or misinterpret or disobey ?

Or what, if the head of the Executive plot usurpation ?

The men have been accustomed to lay aside all conscience,

To ask no questions concerning Right or Law,

And to obey the commanding officer unconditioually and promptly,

However ruthless and unexpected was the deed commanded.

This very vow made by Jesuits to the General of their Order,

Has been reprobated by all Europe and pronounced abominable.

And how can any good man, any man not wholly thoughtless,

Any man not willing to be wicked, enter into such vows ?

Is it doubtful whether unjust wars outnumber the just ?

In every war between nations one party at least is unjust ;

Nor is there any great power but has made many unjust wars,

Wars both unjust and foolish, no longer defended by any,

Wars of onesided Expediency, or of hot and unseemly haste,

Or of guilty ambition, coveting territory and subjects.

And with facts so awful glaring in our eyes,

Can any one pretend that a war has ostensibly God's sanction,

And that men may ravage and burn and slaughter fellow-men,

Merely because it is commanded by a secret Cabinet ?
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Oh ! but " how else are we to carry on the Government !"

If you cannot stand without brigandage, you had better fall :

But if you desire God's blessing, let martial law be reformed,

Let the Lynch law of Cabinets be replaced by Judicial Verdict,

And the engagement of a soldier may cease to be brigandage.

fllartienctj politician.

The fool hath said in his heart,
" We have no law save the law of man."

" Moral law may dwell (saith he,) in the heart of God,

But it cometh not out thence, it reacheth not to us.

No law punisheth but man's law, and no other law hath supremacy.

Come, let me do a clever sin, and men shall praise me.

Let me wound my innocent neighbour, and my king shall exalt me.

Let me argue for the wrong cause, and my party shall admire me.

Let me go through crooked ways, and I shall set the nation straight.

Let me fight for the victory of iniquity, and I shall promote the gospel.

Let me defile my soul with lies, and my mind shall grow stronger ;

I will wear the trappings of ambition, and my name shall be proud in History."

If this be wisdom, let it be plainly avowed, and published in books ;

Let it be set forth in the pulpits of the clergy, and in the prayers of Parliament

Let it be boasted of by Christendom, and preached aloud to the heathen :

Let every king and nobleman rejoice in it, and have it taught to his servants,

Until these also enjoy their own sins, whatever the law may not punish,

And serve with eye-service alone, and care only for wages.

Let them study the opinion of their own class, and not the sanctities of conscience,

And practise all unpunishable iniquity, and say to themselves, It is gainful.

Ah ! woe to the nation, in which such is the morality of the multitude.

But if no doctrine can be true, which great men dread to whisper,

Which kings hide from their ministers and ministers hide from their kings,

Which preachers would blush to utter, and assembled courtiers to hear,

Which diplomatists craftily dissemble, and none but fools avow
;

Then foolish is that heart, which holds the doctrine as true,

And a fool the man who practises it, be he statesman, soldier or king.
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For the law of God is relentless, though the common eye fail to track it.

And it hunts down sin revengefully, when the scent has seemed to be lost.

God's punishments are known to us but in part, yet they are not the less real ;

And they vindicate in time the supremacy of law, when it is violated.

Nor are conscious sins venial, nor can they be unpunished.

Even by little sins, habitual and deliberate, the conscience is corrupted,

The heart is hardened, the man is degraded, the soul is denied,

The sight of God is shut out, and his being becomes a tradition,

And the unholy soul is as a fallen angel, who sees no place for himself in heaven.

Constoerate politician.

Saith the considerate statesman :

" This would be a sin, only that it is necessary :

The world is so imperfect, that it cannot be carried on by purity.

It were better that I needed not to corrupt the electors :

It is sad that I must speak and vote against my heart's consent.

A time, it is to be hoped, shall come, when these things shall be superseded,

But now we must carry on the King's Government as best we may.
God forbid that we forget the duties which each owes to his Party !

Arduous is the task of government, as of war, and admits not common scruples.

Public life is a hard master and demands hard service ;

It orders us to stifle many misgivings, and beware of raw consciences.

But we are improving, and we shall reform : we are made for progress :

We do not bribe as much as we did, nor make quite so many drunkards,

Nor do we take money-bribes in Parliament, nor terrify the juries.

Our appointments to Bishoprics are far better, and so are our clergy :

Little by little we shall amend, and save the rising generation from evil.

Meanwhile, we must not be too scrupulous, or things will get worse ;

The wrong party will get into power, who will corrupt the nation,

Will sap our religion by false priests, and do harm to European liberty."

Truly unto thee Public Life is a hard master, O Statesman !

It makes of thee a slave, and not a servant ; a tool, not a hireling ;

Thou yieldest up to it not sinews only and mind, but conscience and soul.

This is necessary for the King's Government, and thou resignest thyself!
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O mighty patriot, shall not heaven and earth praise thee?

Hear, O heavens ! and give ear, O earth ! listento Sir Henry's sacrifice.

England, perhaps Europe, will be convulsed, unless Sir Henry become false.

To spare us countless griefs, he bears to debase his conscience ;

To save us from abounding sin, he volunteers to take sin on himself.

He hardens his conscience a little, lest ours become very hard.

As the scapegoat carried off the sins of Israel, so statesmen our sins,

And their little sins are to shut out great sins, and to fortify us with mercies !

Let thorns produce grapes, and roses flourish on nettles,

If bribery and depravation and falsehood and injustice can bloom into blessing.

ftrutfj.

That Truth is not to be observed to enemies in open war,

As not always to madmen, is received for sound morality :

Nor shall I now adventure upon that perplexing argument,

Even if it seem probable that some deeper mind hereafter

Will establish the sterner doctrine that Truth is never violable.

Let some hints here suffice, for warning and for protest.

He who, being captured by an enemy, is exposed to questions,

And from patriotic motives gives false replies,

Loses all his toil, unless he be willing upon demand

To confirm by oath most solemn every plausible falsehood.

If you shrink and shudder before such contingency,

Ask yourself, why this shuddering and painful doubt ?

Perhaps you feel that Truth is due, not to your enemy,
But to God and to your own soul, and that perjury will defile you?
If it be so when oath is made, is it not the same without oath ?

For God is present and hears, whether we invoke him or not,

And to deceive by word or by oath differs not in kind.

If so, will not virtue find other modes of escape,

Which save patriotism without violating truth ?

May not a prisoner appeal to the patriotic principle,

And plainly avow that he will not betray his country,
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That no truth is due from him and no truth shall be got from him,
And that he must not be trusted, and it is useless to ask his evidence ?

Indeed, after such protest, falsehood itself may seem truth.

He who is bold enough so to act, may need a martyr's spirit,

But he may save patriotism and truth alike,

And may either excite sympathy and win moderation,

Or by his single suffering establish a new right of captives.

One act or word of falsehood may have its justification,

Real, or else plausible, so as to satisfy most minds,

And save the soul from the degradation of conscious guilt.

But when falsehood is not an act, but a series of acts,

A pervading principle, a tissue of life,

It cannot but debase and weaken the whole man.

Thus notoriously is it with an oppressed enslaved race,

Which lives in smouldering warfare, crushed and not reconciled,

With whom fraud becomes patriotism or natural self-defence,

So that fraud is their atmosphere, their breath, their daily life.

If we believe some systems of morality, the fraud is justifiable ;

Yet hardly, alas ! is virtue possible to such men,
Nor will the laxest moralist undervalue the mischief

Engrained in the whole character, where fraud is thus pervading.
So too, if a man, to attain some secular promotion,

Perform one religious act contrary to his heart's consent,

(As some have qualified for office by sacred bread and wine,

And others by subscription of articles and by oaths to statutes,)

Such falsehood is a sin and an evil, and in itself indefensible ;

Yet the more isolated from the daily life, the less its corrupting force :

Especially if half-forgotten, and buried from public consciousness.

But if daily duties recall the pledge, the falsehood is a daily act.

And even without pledge, daily dissimulation taints the character;

Chiefly when it is dissimulation dictated by fear.

He who represses his solemn convictions from erring philanthropy,

May weaken his own character, but does not debase it.

But he who every day and all his life suppresses truth through fear,

May hardly escape an inward and terrible degradation.

Consider the hired advocate, whose duty is one-sided,
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Who proclaims plainly that he studies his client's interest,

And from whom none expect judicial and fair reasonings.

If such a man fail of truth by suppressions only,

Displaying a partial argument, such as fairly deserves account,

And leaving the opposite view to be unfolded by others
;

Under such modest restraint, he may retain delicacy of conscience,

As we sometimes see in men assuredly noble of heart.

But if, claiming the license of his craft, he plunge into free falsehoods,

Though only when in Court, and only where avowedly an advocate ;

Truly he may avoid reproach by pleading the sharp limits of his freedom,

Yet will he not avoid debasement and blunting of the conscience,

Nor ever retain a judgment severe and sensitive to truth : *

But he is in training to become a shameless and unscrupulous politician,

Ever false and plausible and pliant to public crime.

And oh, how vile, how pernicious, how inexcusable,

Is the habitual falsehood which many public men practise !

They rise to address, not enemies, but countrymen and coadjutors,

Professing truth and scorning to be called liars, yet really false ;

And pretend that Government cannot otherwise be conducted,

And that the malarrangements brought in by falsehood are sacred,

Worthy to be maintained by hypocrisies and endless evil.

Thus the candidate for votes speaks falsehood to the people,

And trusted ministers speak falsely to the parliament,

Arguing against their own judgment, with crafty sophistry,

Disguising public facts by suppression and by false colouring,

If they do not even step onward into direct false evidence.

And others carry into Opposition the immoralities of Office,

Being notoriously without truth, true only to their ambition,

Yet are not thought unfitted for the highest places of the State.

Who can expect righteous rule, or hope to escape retribution,

Until reputed truthfulness be essential in high magistracy,

Equally as in courteous life, where no chicanery is endured ?
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An Oath consists not in any set form of words,

Nor in any deed or gesture, nor in the utterance of curses,

(As some have held it to require a conditional self-cursing,)

But it is a solemn statement made as under God's cognizance

By one reminded of his presence and avowing that he remembers it.

Atheists cannot avow this, yet they can make Solemn Affirmation.

And because many men are prone to be careless and light-minded,

Speaking without seriousness and without measuring their words,

Oftentimes it is hard to bind them to sober and strict truth,

Unless definite and solemn form be used, which admits of no mistake,

Pledging their conscience and their honour in utmost gravity.

Cruel and stupid have been many legal enactments,

Which overlook the substance of oaths and enforce their shadow,

And punish over-scrupulous Christians and refuse justice to Atheists :

Nor are all the injustices by any means yet removed.

Yet the whole controversy would vanish as an empty cloud,

Did not bigotry care more for the outside than for the reality.

Scarcely would one find the difference between Solemn Affirmation and Oath,

If the process were duly administered by a religious Judge,

Who should remind him who swears of a God listening to his words,

And after declaring the sin of treachery and its legal penalties,

Should call upon him, by whatever is sacred to him in earth or heaven,

To bear truthful witness or give truthful verdict.

Assuredly no Atheist would refuse this summons,
Nor would it have less solemnity than the kissing of a book,

Coupled with four glib monosyllables from a heartless voice :

Nor would Perjury be then less guilty, or its penalty be less,

Nor the bond of honour be slighter, nor yet the shame from its breach.

Oaths need to be extended, not to be abolished,

Since the State ought to be religious, and public duty sacred.

Oaths belong to the decision of all high and sacred right,

As between man and man, so yet more between nation and nation,

And to engagements of duty between magistrates and subjects.
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Oaths of Allegiance, of Coronation or of magisterial Office,

Oaths of affidavit and of witness, as of forensic Jury,

Oaths of solemn Treaty, as likewise of military obedience,

Have been approved deliberately in all well-ordered States,

Christian or Mussulman, or of earlier ages, far and wide :

And herein a broad and fruitful principle is conceded.

If many men are such as to be biassed by party and by convenience,

And by loves and hatreds, and by selfishness, to the neglect of duty,

Unless tied down to a solemn and well-defined avowal,

Consecrated to Honour and to Conscience and to Religion ;

But, when bound by these pledges, can better be trusted :

And if, by reason of this, the oaths above named are expedient;

Then equally expedient are oaths in cases parallel to these :

As, not only when a jury has to award twenty or ten shillings,

But when a Cabinet or a Parliament has to pronounce on foreign rights :

Nor only in interpreting the words of some ancient Treaty,

But in pronouncing Sacred Right where no treaty may exist.

Vast indeed is the field, wherein the Just is now overruled,

Both at home and abroad, in favour of crooked policy,

Not so much because public men are consciously unprincipled,

As because no sacred formula awakens their conscience to duty.

Every high public trust is committed with religious sanction,

And is duly guarded by the solemnity of an oath.

Then what reason can be pleaded, except love of malversation,

Why every one entrusted with "
Patronage/' in State or Church,

Should not on each appointment solemnly avow that he selects*

the Fittest Man he can find?

Cleanliness.

All ancient religions embraced Cleanliness in their precepts,

And prescribed minutely concerning animal-purity,

Shrinking not from details unpleasant for public reading.

* As in the old Roman oath of office, to promote optimum quemque.
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Nor was public decorum hurt
;

for then surely as now

Such passages of law were little obtruded promiscuously.

And Cleanliness not only is allied to personal health,

But closely concerns all our neighbours and society.

Some forms of impurity make the body an annoyance,
Or even noxious and a source of pestilence ;

Such is the uncleanness of the pauperized, the reckless, the brutal.

But other forms of the same are more selfish and more guilty,

Precisely because they do not harm the individual,

Nor betray themselves in his person, yet are a pestilence to others.

With excellent reason then did ancient religion judge,

In denouncing with authority every such negligence as a sin,

And in driving away from the public throng (sacred or civil)

Every leper or unclean person who might spread a dangerous taint.

But when religion urged Cleanliness so authoritatively,

That it could not be more authoritative for Justice and Truth,

And zeal for ceremonies spread, and men made display of Holiness

By various outward purity, forgetting the inward man ;

Then the precepts of cleanliness became disguised and mistaken :

And one class of men extolled ceremonial purity

As of celestial value, the more artificial the more divine,

And despised foreign virtue, which neglected such precepts ;

While another class of men decried ceremonial purity,

And reproved all religious enforcement of cleanliness,

As confounding inward holiness with the fictitious outside :

Nay, reversing asceticism, many marvellously went forward

Into admiration of filthiness and of bodily neglect,

As denoting the true saint, raised above things earthly,

Bent to renounce or to humiliate all that vulgar minds cherish.

We have outgrown both errors
; yet our system remains mutilated.

Religion fears to descend, and to meddle in things extraneous,

If now, as of old, she resume the care of cleanliness.

The State interferes in extreme cases, feebly, fitfully ;

For Laws unseconded by Morals are irresolute and ill-executed.

Yet the poorest, the uneducated, the unpolished, the millions,

Endure misery, debasement, fevers, death,
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Partly from their own ignorance, partly from men's avarice,

In want of land to live on and of air to breathe :

And in turn becoming blunted to the sense of uncleanness,

And hopeless of a better state, they make no effort for a better,

But being defiled, become defilers, and aid the public mischief.

And many call helplessly on Parliament and on the Queen's Ministers,

Overworking the central machine which is overworked already,

While Philanthropy does a little, but Religion fears to speak

And add her solemn sanction, to forbid and to command.

Civilization is coeval with the dominion of Law,
Which bridles the violent, be he chief or common man,

Establishing fixed principles approved by the ablest.

And everywhere it is agreed that pure Air and pure Water,

Needful to life and health, must be held sacred by all,

And that land must belong to all, so far as is essential to life.

To pollute the healthful streams for one's own convenience,

Is a crime hated and punished, alike among the barbarous

And in all earlier civilization : and is denounced by religion

As an impious iniquity, a hideous and cruel guilt,

Until the organs of religion are confederate with Mammon.

Now, month by month, some pure stream is spoiled

For the convenience of private industry and to increase gain.

Even on the mountain side, the cottager, who dwells aloft,

Defiles the stream to the damage of those below,

And the traveller dares not drink, if he espies cabins above.

The workers of wealthy mines poison glorious mountain torrents,

Drugging them with lead or copper to save themselves petty trouble ;

And the peasant groans in secret or regards it as a " landed right,"

And after some lapse of time the law counts the right valid
;

Or the poor are soothed by wages, and the rich smother the law,

Or enact new statutes, which sanction their odiousness

And override the common law by which they were condemned.

So also vast cities grow up, accustomed to self-defilements,

As the pig, walled in a sty, pollutes its own bed.

Such loathsome evil have Terror and Avarice enacted,

Cooping into wretched towns those who should overspread the country,
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And changing God's pure rivers into filthy drains.

And clever men, who deplore this, and proffer sanitary aid,

Bid us trust in new sewerage and in their artful constructions,

"While they inveigh against the work of clever predecessors,

Whose drains are half stagnant, or are mixed with the wells,

From which wretched thousands drink pestilence in the dry weather.

Thus underneath our cities, by curious and perishing art,

A new city is built, of Tartarean loathsomeness,

A network of brick-bowels, which perpetually decay,

Yet give no sign of decay, duly to warn those above ;

Being a trap of pestilence to the following generation,

Which may moralize over our ill-workmanship and stupidity,

Just as we moralize now over the stupidity of the preceding.

Nor in a crowded city permeated by countless drains

Can any wells be counted on as permanently safe,

Nor can any one say, how long this or that spot shall be pure,

When blasts of pestilence are necessarily breathed up,

Or must burst open the drains if refused an exit.

Where Nature is destroyed and Artifice enthroned,

And pure Air and Water alike need to be bought by money,
The rich man migrates ever, as each spot in turn is corrupted,

But the poor remains of necessity, though the ground teem with disease.

Surely our contrivances are but as Crutches to a lame man,

Necessary alleviations, but not normal and desirable.

New principles are essential, the fruit of freer thought,

Before Cleanliness and Health can be normal and rightful.

Cleanliness and Health are conditions of general Virtue,

Conditions of Contentment, removing misery from Poverty.

Cleanliness and Health are the birthright of every savage :

Surely that "
civilization" is barbarous which steals them from the poor.

Why should not Religion, now equally as of old,

Lift up her voice for every right of man,
And enforce duty on individuals, whether for body or mind ?

Man's conscience responds to every such faithful utterance,

Nor would the ministers of religion long protest in vain.
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of Animals.

How pleasant is it to see beautiful creatures, otherwise wild,

Become tame and trustful to the hand of man,

Or at least not terrified by his near approaches !

As when the gentle fallow deer loves to be fondled,

And the hare and the pheasant are not scared,

Or the stork calmly builds its nest on the housetop.

The life of such animals may be taken for man's need,

Yet it is not indifferent in what way it be taken
;

Whether so as only to cut short the days of the individual,

Or so as also to distress and terrify the living,

Chasing them from pleasant haunts into distant refuge less hospitable,

And filling them with terror of man their enemy.

The more intelligent the animal, the worse the infliction ;

For he remembers both the causes of danger and its neighbourhoods,

And by his sagacity shuns new encounter with the more powerful.

Thus the beaver is driven from his rivers and favourite pools.

Thus the gentle seal, massacred in heaps by sailors,

Forsakes milder seas and its well-known creeks.

Plunging into drearier mist and further ice,

Which punish not undeservedly the too relentless persecutor,

Who thought but of momentary gain by promiscuous slaughter,

And, slighting all rights of animals, was unwise for his own future.

That all living things have some rights, no one will deny ;

For wanton cruelty is universally condemned :

Yet the limits of their rights have been scarcely discussed,

Nor the diverse rights of diverse animals

Under circumstances diverse, such as tame and wild.

The tame creature which receives and gives affection

Is with most humane persons a sacred life ;

Nor will many approve to slaughter a pet lamb

Or a much fondled gazelle, for daintiness and avarice;

Though for any real necessity the same cannot be disapproved.
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The creatures that multiply under man's care and protection,

Which in some sense may be said to have bestowed life upon them ;

These creatures, if not admitted into personal attachment,

Nor endowed with sagacity to foresee or to remember deaths,

Are slain for man's use without moral mischief;

Even if Brahmins or Vegetarians feebly object.

Not but that even here, caution may justly be entered,

Against so inflicting death as to wound those who live.

To kill a calf while the mother will grieve for it,

Does not merely shorten a life, but tortures maternal feeling,

Which exists in the cow less intelligently than in the woman,
Yet not less truly or less unfailingly :

And though man's nobler life is well fed by animal life
;

Yet daintiness of appetite, though in a man, is less noble

Than maternal affection, though it be but in a cow :

And a better morality than that hitherto called Christian

Will hereafter enact the limit of our rights over the animal.

In fact, over wild creatures, which man has never protected

Nor fed, nor in any way reared, we have no direct claim :

For neither strength over weakness nor cunning over simplicity

Gives any validity of right, except for protection and government.
But the creatures which exist without mutual affection,

Having neither family life nor maternal sentiment,

Living for themselves alone, grieving for none,

Have not even the rudiments of morality or of moral rights :

And where life is wholly unmoral, we are free to take it.

Thus man captures and devours the fish of seas and rivers,

As innocently as the same fish devour one another,

Violating no tender affection nor engendering moral evil.

Less clear by far is the case with animals intelligent and affectionate,

Which love their own comrades and resent their wrongs ;

As the troops of walrus and of seal assemble for vengeance,

If but one of their own band has been harmfully assailed
;

And mourn over the slaughtered, and piteously remember the place :-

Creatures sensible and kind, not less sagacious than dogs,

Curious of man's ways and of the sweet sounds of music,
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So that, but for their marine life, sea-dogs would be our faithful friends.

Surely, to harass these creatures is not without its evil

In the eye of the great God who inspires their mutual love.

Nor can other destructive commercial hunting be approved.

As, where the majestic bison ranges the prairie,

Cut off by wild forest and swamp from inhabited lands ;

The hunters, incited by trade, kill the noble game without measure,

Strewing the ground with (it may be) four hundred huge carcases,

And carry away but four hundred wretched tongues !

Many such arc the enormities where Law cannot reach.

While human tribes shall live on the grounds of the bear and wolf,

Driven thither by tyrannies or detained by ignorance

And by bodily habits half assimilated to the brutal,

So long the wild seal must perish for the wild man.

But the times of man's misgovernment are not to be eternal,

Nor can eternal morality be framed out of transitory facts ;

And those who have learnt well that the Moral is higher than the Material,

Will not despise tender sentiment though in the bosom of ape or bear.

The Turk, the Arab, the Indian, men individually savage,

Are often taught by religion to revere God's gift of life,

And to abhor destroying life save for security or need.

To enjoy acts of slaughter, and the sport of killing,

Belonged (once upon a time) to none but rude barbarians,

In whom hunting had engendered a love of mere.destruction.

It is reserved for modern times, and pre-eminently for Christians,

That humane and refined men should sport with deeds of blood,

Killing and wounding the timid, the gentle, the beautiful,

Not for food nor even for daintiness, but for the pride of skill.

What tender and thoughtful heart will call such pastime pleasure,

And think without compunction over the lingerings of the wounded ?
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gtooratton.

Religion with many men stops short in a Fear of God,

And in a sense of the Duty to thank him for his Providence.

Such religion is apt to be a limited and a dry service,

Alive chiefly at certain times or even in certain places.

Yet it is not to be despised, nor even disparaged,

But to be approved and exhorted, and persuasively led onward.

With others Religion is founded on personal Gratitude,

Conscious of private benefits, of peculiar advantages,

Both in outward circumstance and far more in things spiritual ;

When the man feels how much has been given and forgiven,

And is grateful for Mercy, and wonders why he is distinguished.

This is a warmer and more generous principle,

Ripening into the love of God and into holy communion,

Though in its cruder form it endanger much personal conceit.

Yet it pervades the whole soul, and makes religion a life,

And fuses into unity the secular and the spiritual.

As generous and more noble is the religion of those,

Who, forgetting self, adore the most High for his Holiness,

Rejoicing that he is Good in himself and to all,

And that Goodness is eternal, all-mighty, all-ruling.

Such Absolute Devotion is higher than Gratitude,

Warmer also than a sense of Duty, and less outwearying ;

Yet it includes within itself both Gratitude and Duty,

And holds up the high ideal of perfect Holiness,

And purifies the soul and shames away petty vices,

And enlarges it to embrace all God's creatures in its kindliness.

This is the true way to overcome Sin and the World ;

Not by dwelling on our sins or depreciating things outward,

But by pre-occupying the heart with better aspirations.

If consciousness of weakness and of past sin discourage thee,

Shun the occasions of sin, but let not repentance linger over it,

As though to God and to the universe thy sin had been deadly hurt ;
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But if thou know thyself defiled, then praise God for his purity,

Turn from thy sinful weakness to remember his holy strength ;

And if thou hast any hate of sin, rejoice that sin cannot last,

But that thy sins and all men's sins shall be conquered and overruled

By that glorious majesty, which silent and unseen

Guides its eternal counsels toward perfection and bliss unutterable.

Whatever heart sincerely can glorify God's holiness,

Needs no permission or license other than its actual power ;

And by such adoration the force of sin is quelled,

And the feeble struggler is raised into the hopeful saint.

Many might well pray less, if they would praise God more,

Praise him, both for what they are and what he is to them,

And also more signally for what he is to all.

Adoration of God is the universal and final religion,

That which shall hereafter unite the Mussulman* and the Christian,

The man and the angel, in this world or in whatever world.

* Dr. Henry Barth, the celebrated African traveller, appears to have made the simple and important

discovery, that a Christian may disarm the bigotry of a Mussulman by chanting with him the first

chapter of the Koran, a chapter to which botli Christian and Jew give a hearty assent. Might not this

assume social and political importance in India ?
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WE praise thee in thy power, O God !

We praise thee in thy sanctity.

We praise thee who reignest in the furthest heavens,

We praise thee who dwellest in our inmost souls,

Our Lord and hidden Comforter.

No voice can duly proclaim thy greatness,

No heart can comprehend thy goodness,

O thou Father of all our spirits. ,

The longings of the spirit are inexhaustible :

Only thou canst fill the heart.

When it is empty and aching for thee,

Hungering and thirsting for thy righteousness,

Thou visitest it with peace unspeakable.

With thee there is no misery to the distressed ;

But sorrow is hallowed and pain is sweetened,

And hardship is assuaged, and fear is calmed.

For, thine own nature is blessedness,

And thou makest thy worshippers blessed.

Yea, blessed is thy presence, O Lord most Holy !

Blessed is it to dwell with thee and to know thee,

To rest on thee and to serve thee.

Blessed shall the nations be, when thy glory is recognized,

When all who love thee unite to succour and raise the weak,

When men of all climes and colours know their union.

Meanwhile, enable us to discern and love thy servants,

Under whatever strange name or false creed they are hidden.

Strengthen us in life or death, in this and in every life,

To be thine in fact, as we are thine in right ;

To obey cheerfully, to strive loyally,

To suffer meekly, to enjoy thankfully.

So shall we love thee while we live, and partake of thy joy,

And triumph over sorrow, and fulfil thy work,

And be numbered with thy saints, and die on thy bosom.
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SPECIMENS.

1. In fashion as of feather'd birds

Of geese or cranes or longneck'd swans
Whereon Cayster standeth wide
Hither and thither flit about

Or with loud screams alight in front,

So then of these the many tribes

Into Scamander's ample plain
From feet of horses and of men
Thus stood they on the meadow banks

By tens of thousands, as in Spring

the motley-crowded nations,
within the Asian meadow,
with overbrimming water,

exulting in their pennons,
and all the mead is noisy ;

from out the tents and galleys
were pouring : but beneath them
the earth terrific rumbled,
of flowery Scamander
bud forth the leaves and blossoms.

2. Also AthSnS, heav'nly maid, and silver- bow'd Apollo
Over the armies took their seats, in guise of plumed vultures,

Upon the lofty beech of Jove the aegis-holding father ;

Delighted with the warriours, whose ranks were sitting crowded,
Where amid shields and waving plumes tall pointed lances bristled.

As when the Westwind rising new across the boundless water

Spreadeth afar a shuddering and streaks the sea with darkness,
So were the bright unmoviug hosts in bristling patches darken'd

Over the plain. Then Hector spake betwixt the expectant armies.

3. They pray'd : but he in dazzling brass

But when around his tender skin

Forward he hurried, such in guise

Moving to war in chase of men,
Hath match'd to fight in bitterness

Such then, huge towering, advanc'd

Smiling with glances horrible ;

equipp'd him, crown to ankle,

he all his gear had fitted,

as burly Ares marcheth,
whome'er the child of Saturn
of soul- devouring hatred.

Ajax, Achaian bulwark,
and with his feet beneath him
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Strode long and lofty, brandishing
Then, measuring their warriuor,
While over every Troian limb

4. For him Autdmedon did haste

Chesmtt and Spotted, both of whom
Whom, as along a lea she graz'd

Spry-footed Harpy bare of yore
But visiting the Myrmidons
All in their tents with panoply
And they, as raw-devouring wolves

Hold in their heart ;
and on the fells

Have caught and mangled ; bloody-red
And they in company advance,
With slender-lolling tongues to lap
From off' the surface : forth they belch

Intrepid doth their heart abide,

Such then did all the Myrmidons
Obeying swift ^Eacides,

Fierce circle : and in midst of them

Urging the shielded men to war

5. Aloft, the Sire of men and gods

Neptune beneath shook boundless Earth

Then all a-quaking were the feet

And the hill-tops, and Priam's walls,

Yea, in his underworld-recess

And leapt in terror from his throne,

Neptune land-shaking burst for him
And to the eyes of gods and men
Horrific, pestilent ;

at which

So dire the hurly of the shock,

the spear with lengthy shadow,

the Argives gaz'd rejoicing,

crept grimly-boding terror.

to yoke the nimble coursers,
flew swiftly as the breezes

;

beside the stream of Ocean,
unto the breezy Zephyr,
meanwhile Achilles arm'd them
of helmet, shield and corslet,

who hardihood unfathom'd

a stag with antlers mighty
their chaps are all distained :

from some dark source of waters

the dusky-tinted water

death-gore ;
and in their bosoms

tho' pinched is their belly :

with governors and leaders,

around his brave companion
stood warriour Achilles,

and eke the fiery horses.

scar'd Heaven with his thunder,
and the steep heads of mountains.

of rill-bestreamed Ida,

and galleys of Achaia.

lord Aides was frighted,
and shriek'd aloud, lest haply
the upper earth asunder,

lay open all his mansions,
even the Blessed shudder.

when gods were match'd in quarrel.

" The Greek mind, which became one of the factors of the civilized life of Christendom, cannot be

fully comprehended without the study of HOMEH, and is nowhere so completely or so sincerely exhibited

as in his works. He has a world of his own, into which, upon his strong wing, he carries us. There we

feel ourselves amidst a system of ideas, feelings, and actions, different from what are to be found any-

where else, and forming a new and distinct standard of humanity." Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone's

Essay on Homer.
" To one only among the countless millions of human beings has it been given to draw characters

by the strength of his own individual hand in lines of. such force and vigour, that they have become from

this day to our own the common inheritance of civilized man. That one is HOMEB." Quarterly Review

of July, 1857.
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SPECIMENS.

I.

Us the circumfluous stream
|

of Ocean waits : there seek we
Abodes, abodes of bliss, and wealthy isles.

Where Earth, from year to year | unharass'd, yields the corncrop,
And ever flourishes the vine unprun'd.

Where sprouta the olive-shoot
|

with bloom undisappointing,
And the dark tig her proper tree adorns :

With light foot brawling leaps |

the stream from lofty mountains,
And honey trickles from the hollow holm.

There to the constant pail |

come the she-goats unbidden,
And the dear flock show udders alway full.

There, nor the gloaming bear
|

around the sheepfold grumbles,
Nor teems the pamper'd soil with viper-brood.

II.

When, blest Maecenas ! by Jove's will shall I, |

For Csesar's victory joyful,

With thee in lofty hall drink Caecuban, |
Reserv'd for festal banquet ;

While lyres and flutes responsive mingle sound,
|

This Dorian, those barbaric ?

As late ; when, hunted from his burning ships, |

Fled the Neptunian leader,

Who, kind ! the chains of faithless slaves releas'd, | And Rome with slavery threaten'd.

Ho ! god of Triumph ! dost the car of gold | Delay, and untam'd heifers ?

Ho ! god of Triumph ! no such chief didst thou
|

Lead back from fall'n Jugurtha ;

Nor him, for whom on Carthage Virtue rear'd
|

A monument eternal.
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III.

Where may I to grotto's ear
|

Murmur stealthily my high essy
Mid the stars and court of Jove

|

Glorious Caesar's deathless fame to set ?

Signal, fresh, unutter'd lays |

Swell my heart. So wakes thy votary
Daz'd on mountain-ridge, who views

|

Hebrus pour'd beneath, and Rhodope
Trod by barbarous foot, and Thrace

|

Snow-illumin'd. What delight to gaze
O'er the banks and desolate grove ] Roaming free !

IV.

Strays thy heifer's mind across

Lawns of green ;
now in the streams

Fierce heat consoling, now affecting

Sport with calves in marshy willows.

Cease for acrid grapes to long.
Soon upon the livid bunch

Will motley-colour'd Autumn dabble

Tints of deeper-glowing purple.

Soon will she pursue thee. Time,

Coursing swift, will cruel steal

For her thy years : then, saucy-fronted,

Lalage" will wedlock challenge ;

Lov'd, as neither Pholoe shy,

Chloris, who with shoulder fair

So shines as moon on nightly ocean

Smiles serene, nor Cnidian Gyges,

Who, in troop of damsels mixt,

Strangely might the knowing guest

Perplex by dimly mark'd distinction,

Streaming hair, and doubtful features.

What man or hero, Clio, lov'st thou

With lyre or piercing flute to honour 1

What god ? whose name in sportive echo

Shall dance rebounding,

In shady Helicon's recesses,

On Pindus, or in icy Ha3mus,
Whence with blind impulse forests follow'd

The sweet-voic'd Orpheus,

Who by his mother's art arrested

Down-gliding floods and scudding breezes
;

The fine-ear'd oaks enticing softly

With strings melodious.

What earlier than the mighty Parent

Set praisedemands ? who Godsandmortals,
Who Sea, Earth, World, supremely orders

In changing seasons :

From whom springs nought tohim superior :

To whom no like or second liveth :

Yet after him, bold-battling Pallas

Will challenge homage.

VI.

Tender maidens, sing Diana's praise :

Sing the unshorn Cynthian god, ye boys,
And add Latona's name,

Inly dear to the Sire supreme.
Praise, ye maidens, he"r whom streams and groves
Leaf-hair'd please, which jut from Cragus green

Or Erymanth black with woods,

Or, from Algidus' icy top.

Boys ! the quiver'd god, whose shoulder bright
Bears a brother's lyre, with equal praise

Extol ye ! Tempe exalt !

Praise too Delos, Apollo's isle !

Tearful war and famine sad and plague

He, by your entreaty mov'd, shall drive

From people and from prince,
Mede and Briton afar to vex.
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